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Synopsis
IC engine cooling is currently undertaken in a passive environment. Although 
precision cooling systems have been demonstrated which are capable of modulating 
coolant flow rates independent of engine speed, none have yet matured into 
production. The main reason appears to be that the benefits against cost are not fully 
clear. Numerous studies have been undertaken to develop ‘alternative’ cooling 
systems that are able to modulate the coolant flow rate to the heat rejection of the 
engine. Although the benefits of this approach are identified as lower coolant bulk 
volumes and flowrates leading to faster warm-up which should result in improved 
fuel economy and lower levels of cold start emissions as well as a more uniform 
metal temperature distribution these systems are not completely active. Also, the 
capability to control and regulate metal temperature has yet to be fully demonstrated. 
It is this latter aspect which is the basis of the work presented in this thesis. In an 
attempt to investigate and analyse the capability to control and regulate cylinder head 
metal temperature a proof-of-concept approach has been taken to demonstrate the 
potential of active liquid cooling jets. The idea in itself is not novel, as air jets have 
been used for many years for turbine blade and electronic circuit cooling. However, 
the IC engine application and the use of liquid jets has, to the author’s knowledge, 
not been attempted or demonstrated on the scale presented here. An existing IC 
engine cooling gallery simulator has been adapted to allow liquid jet impingement 
studies to be undertaken. The heat transfer benefits of an impinging jet have been 
quantified under passive and fully active conditions. A modelling study has also 
explored various approaches for predictive heat transfer capabilities. A 
dimensionless model which predicts the heat transfer of both the cross flow and the 
jet in a combined approach has been shown to offer considerable potential for further 
refinement. The development of an active control strategy was successfully 
demonstrated on the cooling gallery simulator and this provided the confidence to 
extend the work to an engine in a vehicle. The vehicle work concentrated on proving 
that cylinder head metal temperature control was possible by the use of liquid
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cooling jets under arduous operating conditions which, under certain limitations it 
was. This proof-of-concept approach has been demonstrated and sufficient potential 
has been realised for further refinement especially with regard to predictive heat 
transfer studies.
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1.0 Introduction
1.1 General Introduction
The specific power of both gasoline and diesel passenger car engines continues to 
rise. For diesel engines this is a consequence of more effective combustion 
processes, driven by enhanced charge air management strategies, flexible high 
pressure fuel injection systems and the continual refinement of computer aided 
engineering (CAE) design tools. For gasoline engines, stratified charge gasoline 
direct injection (GDI) remains a development focus coupled with the adoption of 
highly boosted turbocharger systems.
There is also a focus on downsizing and aggressively so in the case o f diesel 
engines to reduce engine weight with the obvious saving in fuel consumption, 
which can be translated to carbon dioxide (CO2) reduction. The downsized diesel 
engine is also particularly attractive for mild hybrid applications. Such 
developments are beneficial for cost and packaging but result in ever increasing 
thermal loadings in critical areas of the engine, including the cylinder head and 
more specifically the thermally sensitive area in the vicinity of the exhaust valve 
bridge (EVB). This issue continues to drive research and development in the area of 
what has been termed ‘precision cooling’. Precision cooling aims to de-couple the 
coolant flowrate from the engine speed by providing an independent arrangement. 
As a result, overall coolant flows can be better matched to engine heat rejection.
Although precision cooling has been the subject of significant research and 
development over the past 5 years such systems have yet to be realized in 
production. Costs are important, but a major limitation to widespread application is 
the perceived requirement for a high overall coolant flow at maximum engine 
power, resulting in high electrical current draws with current 14 Volt electrical 
systems. The future application of 42 Volt power generation will significantly 
reduce this obstacle.
With independent operation and control of coolant flow to thermally critical areas, 
optimization of local heat transfer, while at the same time demonstrating a reduced 
flow rate capability, offers significant benefits within a precision cooling strategy.
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The focus now becomes one of active rather than passive engine cooling. One 
operating restriction that is prevalent whether a mechanical or electric pump is used 
is that the demanded coolant flow is seen by the entire engine and as such 
overcooling in certain areas may still occur. The conventional approach to 
minimizing this effect is to design the coolant galleries in such a way to match local 
coolant velocities to local heat transfer requirements. For example, the flow in the 
cylinder block is slow due to the large gallery cross section, whereas thermally 
critical areas of the cylinder head are supplied by small drillings with a high flow 
velocity, providing high heat transfer coefficients. The two characteristics of this 
technique are:
1. The relationship between flow velocities is fixed geometrically and cannot 
be altered to suit operating conditions
2. The resulting geometry often exhibits a high resistance to flow leading to 
poor hydraulic efficiency, especially in the cylinder head
Although an ‘as-required* coolant flow strategy is capable of delivering numerous 
advantages over an engine driven mechanical pump the above constraints still 
apply. Localised metal temperature control which is independent of main pump 
flow would offer an enhanced degree of flexibility with regard to improved metal 
temperature distribution especially in thermally sensitive areas. Other benefits as a 
consequence of such an approach would be reduced friction which can be beneficial 
to fuel consumption savings as a result of not exposing the whole of the engine to 
higher coolant flow rates. A more thermally equalised engine will also reduce bore 
distortion and a less aggressive ring -  pack can be used. Again this will translate to 
a fuel economy benefit. The focus of this study is the demonstration of a flexible 
approach to engine cooling by utilizing actively controlled impinging jets.
The use of impinging gas jets is extensively used for cooling purposes in the areas 
of manufacturing, electronics and aerospace. Any literature survey carried out on 
the subject of ‘impinging cooling jets’ will realize a myriad of publications which 
detail their beneficial effects however, it is only in the past 10 years that the use of 
liquid cooling jets has been studied at a more fundamental level.
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The work reported here comprises an initial proof-of-concept investigation 
undertaken on an IC engine cooling gallery simulator which confirmed the potential 
benefits in relation to metal temperature control. The above was complemented 
with predicting models applied on the experimental data employing a classical 
approach of non -  dimensionalised numbers as well as simpler approaches suitable 
for the design engineer. Further investigations have demonstrated these effects on a 
vehicle. The work has also resulted in the design and implementation of a jet 
control strategy both on the cooling gallery simulator and the vehicle. The vehicle 
work presented a number of compromises with regard to the configuration of the 
cylinder head and electronic devices. However, the vehicle work is presented here 
and has shown a number of interesting benefits.
1.2 Aims and Objectives
The overall aim of this study was to prove the concept of actively controlled liquid 
cooling jets for IC engine application and to investigate and quantify the various 
heat transfer and metal temperature control benefits based on a rig and a vehicle.
The subsequent objectives were:
1. To investigate, on an IC engine cooling gallery simulator, the heat transfer 
effects of an impinging jet flow.
2. To assess and quantify the accuracy of various modelling approaches for 
predicting the heat transfer at the point of jet impingement.
3. To develop and evaluate variable jet control strategies.
4. To transfer the rig -  based knowledge to an engine in a vehicle for 
experimental evaluation.
5. To assess the operation and to quantify the cylinder head metal temperature 
control and aspects of the jets on -  vehicle.
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1.3 Scope of Thesis
In chapter 2 the conventional engine cooling system is briefly described and the 
operating criteria and performance requirements are discussed A brief review is 
presented of alternative cooling systems and current research is highlighted. Finally 
the case for liquid cooling jets under active control is presented
Chapter 3 details the experimental rig work that was carried out to assess the heat 
transfer benefits of liquid jets in an IC engine cooling gallery simulator
Chapter 4 details the modelling work which was carried out to assess the accuracy 
of various approaches to predict the heat transfer effects of a liquid jet when 
injected into a liquid crossflow. Three different approaches were considered A 
classical dimensionless approach, an empirical approach and finally a vector 
analysis approach which can be considered to be one which is an 'aid to design*.
Chapter 5 assesses the capability to actively control the operation of a liquid 
coolant jet. Modifications were made to the experimental based rig to incorporate a 
valve to modulate the jet flow. This required the design and implementation of a 
suitable control system. The results from experiments performed utilising the 
developed control strategies are presented and discussed
Chapter 6 presents the detailed transfer of rig based knowledge to an engine in a 
vehicle. This includes an FE analysis which was carried out to assess any potential 
thermal problems that were likely to be experienced with the incorporation of 
coolant jets in the cylinder head. Also, a discussion of the rapid prototyping tools 
employed to develop control strategies is presented
In chapter 7 the results of the vehicle based work are presented. A DoE approach 
was used for investigating the transient response and controllability of jets on the 
vehicle. Hill climb experiments were conducted to assess the temperature control 
capability of the liquid cooling jets and the results are presented in this chapter.
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2.0 Engine Cooling
2.1 Introduction
In this chapter conventional engine cooling systems are briefly described and their 
operating criteria and performance requirements are discussed Current systems are 
passive in nature and this obviously presents a number of compromises associated 
with design and operation. The design aspects are influenced by packaging 
constraints and the operation is governed by the maximum heat rejection of the 
engine. Subsequently there are a well known number of limitations with regard to 
temperature control, as regards the combustion components, the engine structure as 
well as the coolant. It is the passive nature of cooling systems that has restricted any 
real optimisation of matching coolant flow to heat rejection as well as allowing 
active metal temperature control. Considerable research is ongoing to develop more 
active aspects to engine cooling however systems have not matured into production. 
These approaches are briefly reviewed in this chapter and their merits are 
discussed
One approach to active cooling (temperature) control is the use of impinging jets. 
This approach, using gas, is used in many industrial applications including gas 
turbine blade cooling. However, the transfer of this approach to the Internal 
Combustion (IC) engine has not previously been undertaken and it is this novel 
aspect which has formed the basis of this work. The chapter highlights the 
principles of liquid cooling jets under active control.
2.2 Design Aspects of Engine Cooling Systems
A typical cooling system for a modem passenger vehicle can be seen in figure 2.1. 
The system comprises a mechanical pump, thermostat, radiator, expansion tank and 
cabin heater. The system operation is very simple. The mechanical pump circulates 
the coolant within the engine and the cabin heater for the period of time that the
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thermostat is closed. Once the temperature of the coolant exceeds a pre defined 
temperature the thermostat opens gradually allowing the coolant to use the rest of 
the circuit. Subsequently the coolant is flowing to the radiator where it is cooled 
down by natural means (free flowing air at high vehicle speeds) or by the assistance 
of a fan installed at the back of the radiator.
A typical example of coolant flow inside an engine can be seen in figure 2.2. The 
flow is directed to the block first where it is divided as it encounters each cylinder 
travelling upwards around each lining to the cylinder head. Once in the cylinder 
head the coolant travels across the top of the engine.
2.3 System Performance
An automotive cooling system is required to operate over a range of engine and 
vehicle speeds as well as different engine outputs. Subsequently a very wide 
operating envelope emerges and therefore a typical modem engine cooling system 
needs to be able to cope with the temperature variations that are experienced.
Certain combinations of the above parameters are used by the manufacturers to 
determine the size of cooling components that are to be used in order to achieve the 
performance criteria and limitations. In recent years there has been a focus on 
engine downsizing for fuel economy reasons. Such developments result in ever 
increasing thermal loadings of the engine, which also needs to be taken into 
consideration. Other external parameters also affect the performance of the cooling 
system. In a modem automotive application the performance of the cooling system 
is also affected by packaging and available space on the front of any vehicle. The 
most important performance requirement is to ensure the temperature of the engine 
components under safe conditions.
The cylinder head of a modem 4-valve per cylinder engine provides, in the majority 
of designs, a passage between the exhaust ports but not the inlet ports [1]. The 
cooling system must ensure adequate flow into that area in order to avoid 
overheating of this critical area. Current engine designs incorporate flake graphite 
cast iron or more commonly aluminium alloys for the cylinder head [2], 
Temperatures in excess of 200 to 250 °C (depending on the material used) in the
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cylinder head are prohibited [3] in order to avoid thermal fatigue and softening of 
the metal. Components such as the exhaust ports, inlet ports, valve guides, valve 
heads valve seats and spark plug set (or in the case of a direct injection diesel the 
injector seat) inside the cylinder head must also be kept within safe temperature 
limits.
The top of the cylinder block temperature is governed by thermal limitations and 
generally must not exceed temperatures of approximately 180 °C due to lubrication 
limitations. Also a minimum of 60 °C is required in order to avoid corrosion [1]. 
These add to the performance requirements that must be meet by the cooling 
system.
Another performance requirement, as far as passenger vehicles are concerned, is the 
heating of the cabin and the capability to demist the windscreen in the minimum 
possible time.
2.4 System Limitations
An important limitation of the cooling system is presented by packaging. The 
overall frontal area of the vehicle available often limits the size of the radiator. Also 
other coolers demanding space in the front of the vehicle may limit the available 
area for the coolant heat exchanger. The air conditioning system condenser and the 
EGR cooler (in the case of a diesel engine vehicle) along with the oil cooler are 
typical examples. Furthermore the aerodynamics of the vehicle might interfere with 
the free air stream to the radiator. All these parameters affect the heat transfer from 
the cooling system to the environment and need to be taken into account.
Also packaging inside the engine is a major limitation especially in the cylinder 
head. The ports, valves and the valve gear allow a very restricted space to be used 
by the cooling passages. In a cylinder head the vicinity of the exhaust valve bridge 
is a critical region as regards cooling. Effective cooling in this area is essential in 
order to avoid cracking of the cylinder head. Limited available space due to the 
components presented above indicates another weakness in the cooling system.
Another limitation of the cooling system is the temperature of the coolant. High 
coolant temperature can lead to nucleate boiling in the areas where the velocity of
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the fluid is a minimum. There is a danger that nucleate boiling, if  it is not 
controlled, will lead to film boiling. At this phenomenon a film of gas is present on 
the heated surface, which leads to extremely high temperatures resulting in 
mechanical failure.
2.5 Different Approaches to Conventional Systems
2.5.1 Introduction
Current cooling systems have two major disadvantages. The first one is that the 
coolant volume that is used leads to slow warm up and high fuel consumption in 
short journeys [4]. The second is that with current designs certain parts of the 
engine are overcooled especially under light loads [4]. A number of different 
approaches to conventional IC engine cooling systems have and continue to be 
researched in order to avoid the two major disadvantages presented. These include 
the following.
• Evaporative cooling




• Sophisticated external cooling systems
The aim of all these systems is to achieve engine temperature uniformity and a brief 
description of those listed follows.
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2.5.2 Evaporative Cooling and Nucleate Boiling
The principal of this system is to keep the coolant at the saturated temperatures so 
that the main heat transfer mechanism is boiling. The most basic system of this kind 
is the total loss system [4] where the complete coolant is lost through boiling (and 
therefore cooling the engine) and subsequently it needs to be continually refilled. 
Published data on automotive applications exist [5] although this system has been 
also used for aircraft engine cooling [6]. The necessary components for such a 
system can be seen in figure 2.3. It is evident that this system utilises a condenser 
as well as a method to return the condensed coolant to the main circuit. The 
advantage of this system is that the pumping requirements are reduced considerably 
due to the high enthalpy of vapourisation [5].
In a study conducted using this system on a diesel engine [7] the results obtained 
can be seen in figures 2.4 and 2.5. In figure 2.4 the temperature recorded at the 
valve bridge area against injected fuel quantity is plotted. It is evident that the 
temperature variation observed when evaporative cooling is used is considerably 
reduced when compared with the standard engine cooling system. In figure 2.5 a 
comparison of cylinder liner temperatures of the two systems at a set load and 
speed can be seen. The temperatures recorded at the lower part of the liner are 
increased by a considerable amount whereas the temperatures measured close to the 
top of the liner are kept the same as with the standard cooling system. This has an 
effect on engine warm up which leads to reduced fuel consumption and emissions. 
Although the temperature of the coolant is almost 20 °C higher the engine 
temperature does not differ to what is achieved by the conventional convective 
cooling system. The use of the condenser in this system, instead of a classical 
radiator, allows a substantial reduction on the required area at the front of the 
vehicle with advantages in aerodynamics. Also due to the size of the condenser the 
fan power required is also reduced.
The use of computational fluid dynamics (CFD) in the recent years has revealed 
that nucleate boiling occurs in engines where low coolant flows exist [8]. The use 
of this heat transfer mechanism has been studied by researchers in order to achieve 
better fuel consumption, emissions and cabin heating. A number of studies were 
conducted using low flowrate electric cooling pumps, low system pressure and high
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coolant temperatures [9, 10, 11]. The conclusion of those studies was that nucleate 
boiling could dramatically improve the heat transfer at local areas of high heatflux. 
Subsequently this leads to better fuel consumption emissions and cabin heating. 
Moreover, within the engine design industry there is a natural tendency to ensure 
that all parts of the engine remain in the convective phase. The risks associated with 
boiling heat transfer have not yet outweighed the benefits.
2.5.3 Controlled Component Temperature Cooling
This system uses a feedback thermocouple and a flow control valve to control the 
metal temperature. Previous work has demonstrated this system [12] using a 
thermocouple positioned close to the top of the cylinder block. In this study the 
adopted control strategy was to regulate the flow to the cylinder block in order to 
maintain high cylinder block temperatures at all times. During the warm up phase 
the coolant flow was stopped and the required cabin heating was achieved by using 
the coolant flowing in the cylinder head. This resulted in reduced friction, which 
led to reduced fuel consumption as can be seen in figure 2.6. Also, due to the high 
cylinder block temperatures the HC emissions were also reduced. Finally the 
researchers suggested that with the use of high temperatures the engine could 
operate leaner and subsequently emissions would be further reduced. On the other 
hand very high temperatures at low speeds could introduce ‘knock’.
2.5.4 Split Cooling
The fundamental of this system is the use of two different cooling circuits. One 
dedicated to the cylinder head and the other one committed to the cylinder block as 
seen in figure 2.7. The use of two separate circuits gives the advantage of using 
lower coolant temperature for the cylinder head (where the thermally critical areas 
exist) and higher temperatures for the block. The higher block temperature will lead 
to reduced friction and therefore improved fuel consumption especially at part load. 
The lower temperature utilised for the cylinder head has an adverse effect on the 
indicated efficiency but in contrast, the risk of knock is reduced, which means that
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higher compression ratios can be used on a spark ignition engine. Results of a 
relevant study [13] showed that an increase in compression ratio from 9:1 to 12:1 
could be employed. This had as a result of decreasing fuel consumption by 5% at
1.93 bar bmep.
2.5.5 Reverse Cooling
The principal of this system is that the coolant flow as it exits the radiator is 
directed to the cylinder head before it enters the block. Subsequently the coolant is 
cooler as it enters the cylinder head. The temperature rises as it flows in the 
cylinder head gallery before it enters the cylinder block. The aim was to take 
advantage of higher coolant temperatures in the cylinder block, which allows faster 
warm up of the block and therefore reduced emissions and fuel consumption. This 
system is used in a number of production engines [14]. The conclusions from 
another relative study was that this system had no advantages in performance of 
either emissions or fuel consumption [15].
2.5.6 Precision Cooling
A number of experimental studies have been conducted in this area with the main 
aim of providing coolant only to the components of the engine that require i t  In 
figure 2.8 a diesel precision cooled cylinder head is presented [16]. It is evident 
there that the coolant supply to the cylinder head is greatly reduced and directed 
only to the thermally critical areas of the head such as the injector nozzle, and the 
vicinity around the exhaust valve bridge and valve guide. In this case the overall 
reduction of heat rejection to the coolant was 18% at full load with reductions of 
fan power and noise at the same time.
Another study was undertaken by Ernest [17], in which the cylinder head was 
manufactured with no cooling passages apart from a longitudinal drilling passing 
close to the valve guides. The main cooling of the head was provided, as seen in 
figure 2.9, by cast passages into the flamedeck and around the cylinder edges.
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These were connected to the open deck cylinder block. This study demonstrated the 
capability to achieve temperatures below the recommended maximum values.
In 1993 Clough [18] published a study for a precision cooled 4 valves per cylinder 
spark ignition engine. In this study alterations on the cylinder head and block were 
performed. These modifications as seen in figure 2.10 aimed to increase the coolant 
velocity at the thermally critical areas and reduce coolant volume at areas where 
cooling is not of the essence. The results of this study indicated a reduction of 36% 
of the heat rejected to the coolant. Furthermore, a 54% reduction in the required 
coolant pump power was obtained.
Cosworth researchers [19] have also undertaken studies of precision cooling. In this 
work the aim was to reduce the HC emissions from a 4 valves per cylinder V6 
engine. The cylinder head cooling gallery (figure 2.11) was arranged in such a way 
so as to reduce the cooling of the area around the inlet valves. This would provide 
reduction of the fuel wall condensation and also equalise temperatures of inlet and 
exhaust areas. The outcome of this study was an improvement of the overall HC 
emissions due to faster warm-up of the engine. Also, temperatures in the thermally 
critical areas never exceeded the maximum allowed. Finally similar CO emissions 
at part load were measured where the NOx emissions were slightly increased.
2.5.7 Sophisticated External Cooling Systems
A number of studies have been published that examine the cooling arrangement as 
a total system in conjunction with the requirements presented in section 2.3. The 
term Vehicle Thermal Management Systems (VTMS) is usually applied to these 
systems which take account of the engine cooling arrangement, exhaust gas 
enthalpy, under -  bonnet airflow and cabin heating, ventilation and air conditioning 
(HVAC) [20]. In another study [21] the researchers used a 4 way valve (figure 
2.12) controlled electronically to prevent the coolant from circulating during warm­
up. This valve replaced the traditional thermostat. The results showed a reduction of 
fuel consumption and emissions of HC at part loads. Improvements were achieved 
with regard to engine warm-up since the time taken for the engine to achieve 
normal operating conditions was reduced.
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A number of new technologies in this area include the use of intelligent thermostats 
[22] where the thermostat position can be altered according to the load conditions. 
Also thermostat-controlled pumps [23] have also been investigated.
2.6 Liquid Jet Cooiing
2.6.1 Introduction
A large number of jet cooling applications are used in industry. The annealing of 
metal and plastic sheets, the manufacturing of glass and drying processes for 
textiles, paper and veneer [24] are a few of the more traditional applications of jet 
cooling. In more recent years the use of powerful electronic devices have also 
benefited by the use of jets in order to provide cooling for those components. The 
use of gas or liquid for jet cooling is the norm in the above applications. In cases of 
high heatflux great area arrays of jets provide the cooling effect.
The use of jets in internal combustion engines is sometimes used in the form of 
passive jets. Those are positioned at thermally critical areas of the engine, such as 
the vicinity of the exhaust valve bridge (EVB) in a modem 4-valve per cylinder 
engine or the area behind the fuel injector in a diesel engine.
An alternative to passive jets is the use of active jets for IC engine cooling 
application. The modulation of such jets would provide freedom of operation that 
enables control of metal temperature at any operational point of the engine. With 
the use of thermocouples as feedback components, it is possible to modulate the use 
of the jets in order to achieve nearly constant temperatures in thermally critical 
areas. The use of actively controlled liquid cooling jets for metal temperature 
control in IC engines has, as far as this work is considered, not been undertaken 
before.
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2.6.2 Liquid Je t Cooling Fundamentals
The use of impinging liquid jets has proved to be a very effective technique of 
providing high heat and mass transfer rates in industrial processes [25]. The 
literature is awash with details of the beneficial use of gas cooling jets [24, 26, 27] 
however there is only little information dealing with liquid jets [25, 28, 29, 30]. 
Furthermore literature that investigates the effect of jets in crossflow is even more 
sparse.
Liquid jets can have a number of configurations. In a submerged jet configuration 
the fluid exits the slot or nozzle of the jet into the surrounding stagnant fluid. 
Analysis of those jets has been conducted by Martin [24]. As the jet proceeds in the 
direction of the heated surface the potential core zone forms. In this region the jet 
velocity remains unaffected by the surrounding stagnant fluid. The length of the 
potential core is five to eight jet diameters with a turbulent region at its end. Past 
the end of the potential core the velocity of the jet diminishes [25].
Free surface jets are those exiting a nozzle or slot into gas. In this case the surface 
of the jet forms immediately after the jet exit. The gravity, surface tension and the 
pressure forces are responsible for the form of the free surface je t Furthermore the 
size, orientation and speed determine the strength of the above forces. Another 
important parameter for the free surface jets is gravity. After jet impingement onto 
a heated surface the flow stagnates and flows outwards as a thin film of liquid [25]. 
The occurrence of a hydraulic jump and deceleration of the liquid film at some 
point downstream of the impingement is common for such jets.
The configurations used for liquid jets can be axisymetric or plannar as well as 
inclined. Subsequently jets can be normal (figure 2.13) to the heated surface or 
inclined (figure 2.14). It is obvious that the inclination of jets affects the 
hydrodynamic distribution of flow and as a consequence the heat transfer obtained.
The effect of overlaying a cross flowing liquid onto an axisymetric jet produces a 
more complicated field of flow [31] and as a consequence heat transfer becomes a 
more convoluted issue. A cross flow of a relative low velocity can produce changes 
in both the flow field and the structure of the jet. When the jet exits the nozzle the 
forces applied due to the cross flow deform the edges of the jet to produce a 
characteristic kidney shape [31] seen in figure 2.15. Also the introduction of cross
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flow is responsible for the deflection of the jet flow. The nozzle exit to target 
separation and the velocity ratio of the crossflow velocity to the jet velocity dictate 
the impingement of the jet as well as the point of impingement. As the cross 
flowing liquid approaches the boundaries of the jet deceleration of the cross flow is 
experienced. Depending on the strength of the cross flow the jet is either swept 
away by it or the cross flow is divided into two flows adjacent to the stream of the 
je t In the intermediate case, where the strength of the crossflow is close to the 
strength of the jet, a deflection of the impingement point is experienced [31]. Also 
the incorporation of inclined jets introduces another complexity to the analysis of 
such cases. Further investigation of those phenomena is presented in chapter 4.
2.6.3 Liquid Jet Cooling Approach for IC Engine Cooling
A new idea in the automotive industry is the use of active jets for cooling thermally 
critical areas such as the vicinity of the exhaust valve bridge in a typical 4-valve 
spark ignition engine. Currently the use of passages or drillings directing coolant 
flow in this area is a widespread design. In one publication [28] the use of passive 
cooling jets that impinge in the thermally critical area were used as seen in figure 
2.16. Unfortunately the original publication is not translated and therefore the 
detailed findings cannot be discussed. The use of passive jets for cooling purposes 
has limited performance since the only means of controlling the coolant velocity of 
the jet is the diameter of the jet. Furthermore, the flow to the jet at any time is 
governed by the main flow of coolant in the gallery.
Contrary to passive jets, drillings or passages the use of actively controlled jets has 
the potential to provide an enhanced envelope of operation. Since the flow can be 
carefully controlled and the activation of the jets decoupled from the main system 
the advantages of high heat transfer rates by impinging jets can be utilised at any 
operational point in the engine. A study performed in an engine gallery simulator 
utilising active (close controlled) cooling jets [32] proved, within the limitations of 
the simulator, that close control of the temperature at thermally critical areas such 
as the exhaust valve bridge (EVB) can be achieved.
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2.7 Concluding Remarks
There has been considerable research into alternative IC engine cooling systems 
over the last 10 years. Stricter emission legislations along with the new trend of 
aggressive downsizing of engines for better fuel consumption and therefore 
emissions introduces an increased thermal loading on the internal combustion 
engine. Manufacturers continue to develop new approaches in the area of engine 
cooling design.
One major drawback, which has prevented such novel concepts from going into 
production, has been the possibility of uncontrolled nucleate boiling within the 
engine. Furthermore the science and understanding of the mechanisms that govern 
nucleate boiling is limited.
Other sophisticated systems that incorporate electric components such as an electric 
cooling pump have been investigated with regard to fuel consumption reduction 
however, at best with current technology only a 5% saving is possible over the 
NEDC.
One very effective cooling system that is been in use for the last century in industry 
is cooling jets. A plethora of applications that use cooling jets exists. The advantage 
of this system is the capability to achieve very high heat transfer rates within tight 
spaces.
The use of active cooling jets to achieve high heat transfer at the thermally critical 
areas of an engine and to provide a means of metal temperature control is a very 
promising approach.
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water
jacket
rotation of pump 
impetier causes 
water to be 
thrown outwards
Figure 2.1 Conventional cooling system found in a Rover M16 engine taken from 
reference [4]
hot water pumped to 
radiator for cooling
water pump 
and fan driven 
by fan belt
cool water from radiator
Figure 2.2 Circulation of flow in a conventional cooling system taken from
reference [3]
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Figure 2.3 Evaporative cooling system components taken from reference [5]
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Figure 2.4 Evaporative cooling system results of cylinder head thermally critical 
area obtained from a diesel engine taken from reference [4]
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Figure 2.5 Evaporative cooling system results of cylinder block thermally critical 
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Figure 2.6 Fuel consumption results obtained from a controlled component 
temperature cooling system [4]
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Figure 2.7 Split cooling system components taken from reference [13]
Water
Figure 2.8 Precision cooled diesel cylinder head taken from reference [16]
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Figure 2.9 Precision cooled head utilising minimum number of coolant passages 
taken from reference [ 17]
eahcust port®
Erection of bulk flow
Figure 2.10 Precision cooled cylinder head section taken from reference [18]
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Exhaust side
Figure 2.11 Precision cooled cylinder head section by Cosworth taken from 
reference [19]
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Wamvup-phase, no coolant drciiation
Heal exchanger ♦ bypass open
Maximum cooing
Figure 2.12 Coolant valve replacement for classical thermostat utilised in a 
sophisticated external cooling system taken from reference [21]
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Figure 2.13 Jet normal to the heated surface (with crossflow) from reference [31 ]
Figure 2.14 Jet inclined to the heated surface (with crossflow) taken from reference
[31]
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Figure 2.15 Jet normal to the heated surface (with crossflow) showing the resultant 













Figure 2.16 Section through a diesel cylinder head with a coolant jet from 
International Harvester taken from reference [28]
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3.0 Rig Based Jet Experiments
3.1 Introduction
A number of studies have been conducted to simulate the cooling conditions within 
an engine. The majority of these previous studies have used a thermal flow bench 
that provides heated coolant to an instrumented test section [1]. The objective of 
these previous studies has, in the main, been to investigate and identify the heat 
transfer characteristics at the liquid / metal interface. In this investigation the 
objective was to assess the potential benefit as a result of the interaction of coolant 
jets into a horizontal coolant duct to emulate, as far as possible, a jet -  crossflow 
interaction that could be applied within the internal passages of an engine cylinder 
head.
3.2 Experimental Rig
An existing IC cooling gallery simulator [1] was suitably modified for this study 
and is shown in figure 3.1. The coolant flows from left to right and the main duct, 
which simulates the gallery, has a variable height between 10 - 58mm. With regards 
to main duct flow; the system pressure, temperature and flow rate are all 
controllable. A heater block comprising four 0.5 kW electric cartridge heaters 
simulates heat input to the coolant via an enclosed test piece. The test sample used 
throughout this work was an aluminium alloy with an as-cast surface finish. The 
test sample is heated on both sides and traversing thermocouples (figure 3.2) are 
used to measure the temperature gradient every 2mm of depth from which the heat 
flux and surface temperatures may be deduced. The front side of the gallery is 
glass, which allows for optical observations, while the back is arranged to facilitate 
different jet configurations.
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3.2.1 Design and Installation of jets
The previous back glass of the duct section was replaced with a metal plate to 
accommodate the jets and different jet configurations. The metal plates that were 
designed for this purpose can be seen in figures 3.3, 3.4 and 3.5.
As can seen in figures 3.3 and 3.4 three drillings were implemented in the 
longitudinal axis (axis of the duct flow) and are referred to as the ‘longitudinal jets’. 
Three different jet orientations are catered for. Two jets are at 45° to the vertical, 
the middle one is vertical. All of the longitudinal jets aim at the middle of the test 
sample surface directly above the middle traversing thermocouple (TC B). Also in 
both backplates an extra jet at 90° to the longitudinal and 45° to the vertical is 
implemented by the use of a hardened stainless steel pipe. This jet is referred to as 
the ‘transverse je t’. Again in this case, the transverse jet is aiming at traversing 
thermocouple B. The only difference between the backplates seen in figures 3.3 and 
3.4 is the jet inner diameter which is 3 mm in figure 3.3 and 5 mm in figure 3.4. 
The third backplate (figure 3.5) was designed to accommodate a duct height of 25 
mm and only one longitudinal je t As can be seen in figure 3.5 the jet of inner 
diameter 3mm protrudes from the roof of the backplate. This was designed to utilise 
a variable jet height of 5 to 25 mm. As before, this jet is also aimed at the middle of 
the test sample. It is important here to note that the length of all the jet pipework is 
more than 5 times the inner diameter to ensure fully developed flow at the exit. A 
summary of the characteristics of each backplate can be seen in table 3.1.
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3.2.2 Pipework and Auxiliaries
A reservoir is used to heat the circulated coolant to the desired temperature. This is 
achieved by 4 heater rods and an industrial PID controller. For the circulation of the 
coolant at the demanded flowrate a pump and controller are used.
3.2.3 Instrumentation
The instrumentation layout of the rig is drawn in figure 3.6 and briefly discussed 
below. Coolant temperatures and pressures are measured in the inlet and outlet of 
the main duct. Coolant temperature measurement is also available at the inlet of the 
jet branch in order to identify any deviation from the main circuit. Metal 
temperature in the sample is measured by three traversing thermocouples as 
explained in section 3.2 which are identified as TC A, TC B and TC C. The main 
pump flowrate is measured by three turbine flow meters. The data acquisition 
consists of a PC based system. Table 3.2 lists the materials and instrumentation 
inventory of the rig.
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Table 3.2 Experimental apparatus items used in the experimental rig
Component Specifications
Thermocouples TC Ltd type K, 1.5mm (4 off)
Traversing Thermocouples Ricardo, exposed junction, type K (3 off)
Pressure Transducers Transinstruments 2000 (2 off)
Turbine Flow Meters Platon NT5, NT7,NT13
Immersion Heaters Watlow Firerod 3A x 12 inch, 500 W (4 off)
Cartridge Heaters Watlow Firerod 1 x 3,6 inch, 500 W (4 off)
Temperature Controllers Watlow 965 (2 off)
Heater Control Relays Watlow Din-A-Mite series A (2 off)
Pipework Domestic central heating copper type
Pump Worthington TM II
Pump Speed Controller Eurotherm 605 Inverter
Glass Windows Borosilicate toughened glass (2 off)
Window Gaskets Klingersill C 4430
Data Acquisition Card Amplicon PC 30 GA
Data Acquisition Software Hewlett Packard HPVee 5.0
Computer Pentium 2, 300 MHz
Aluminium Test Samples AS10G sandcast
Coolant Texaco Havoline XLC 50:50 distilled water
3.2.4 Calibration
All instruments were calibrated at the start of each major experimental phase of this 
study. The thermocouples used were checked with a standard calibrator and the 
pressure transducers with a hydraulic calibrator. The turbine flow meters were 
serviced and calibrated by the manufacturer.
One important aspect for the accurate determination of the heat transfer coefficient 
from the temperature gradient is the thermal conductivity of the test sample. This 
was undertaken by the National Physical Laboratory (NPL) which calculated that
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the conductivity for the test samples used throughout this study is 195 W/mK ± 7.8 
with no drift over the temperature changes to the experienced [1].
3.2.5 Experimental Procedure
The experimental procedure had been previously established and was left 
unchanged for this study [1]. For reference, the experimental methodology is 
detailed in Appendix A.
3.3 Choice and Range of Experimental Parameters
In a typical engine, coolant velocities are usually within the range of 0.1 to 5 m/s 
[1] with the latter being applied to thermally critical areas such as exhaust valve 
bridges. Since this is an experimental study to evaluate the effect of jets, the range 
of duct velocities was 0 to 1 m/s and 0 to 5 m/s for the jets. It is important here to 
note that the jets were used both in crossflow with the main duct as well as in 
isolation.
In order to achieve the optimum cooling of a specific thermal area in an engine a jet 
of coolant can be used to enhance the rate of heat transfer. According to previous 
work [2, 3] a jet pointing vertically on the area of interest provides enhanced 
cooling at the area of impingement On the other hand when an angle to the vertical 
is introduced the cooling area is seen to increase. This is desired in production 
engines where space is of the essence and the use of angled jets would seem to be 
appropriate. Furthermore the orientation of jets is of interest for an engine designer. 
Subsequently the left longitudinal jet of angle 45° (figure 3.4 and 3.5) and the 
transverse jet were assessed in this study.
Another important aspect is jet diameter. Since the majority of cylinder heads are 
produced by sand casting the minimum diameter that can be achieved is 3mm. 
Another consideration is the possibility of jet blockage by contaminated coolant. 
Therefore jets of diameters smaller than 3 mm are considered to be unrealistic. The
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advantage of small diameter jets is that with the same coolant flow rate the velocity 
increases as the diameter decreases.
The pressure of the system has an effect on the heat transfer coefficient mainly in 
the nucleate boiling region. Utilisation of low pressures and low velocities will 
produce the conditions for boiling to occur. Conversely a typical engine cooling 
system operates in the region of 2 bar absolute pressure. In order to satisfy most 
operating conditions pressures of 1 and 2 bar absolute were used in this work.
In typical engine designs the temperature of the coolant is controlled via the 
thermostat, around 90 °C at the outlet of the engine [4, 5, 6]. Also the composition 
of the coolant used in most markets is a mixture of water with ethylene glycol 
based antifreeze in a 50:50 by volume blend [1].
The test sample material used for this work as explained in section 3.2 was AS10. 
The surface finish of the above material has an effect on the heat transfer 
coefficient. According to previous work, using duct flow, a rough ‘as cast’ surface 
finish on the sample produces better results than the smooth surface finish [1].
3.4 Test Conditions
The test variables are presented in table 3.3 and the constant parameters can be seen 
in table 3.4.
Table 3.3 Experimental variables and their range
Test Variable Variations
Jet Velocity 0,1, 3, 5 m/s
Jet Orientation Transverse 45°, Longitudinal 45°
Jet Diameter 3, 5 mm
Jet Height 5, 10, 15,20,25 mm
Main Duct Velocity 0, 0.25,1 m/s
Main Duct Height 10,25 mm
Pressure 1,2 bar absolute
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Table 3.4 The experimental constants
Test Constants
Sample Type AS 10 aluminum alloy
Sample Surface Finish As cast
Coolant Type 50:50 By volume distilled w ater: Texaco OAT
Coolant Temperature 90 °C
In total 155 experiments were conducted covering the range of variables presented 
in table 3.2. This is equivalent to over 6,000 heat transfer coefficient measurements. 
Repeatability tests were conducted throughout the experimental program in order to 
ensure quality of results. The index of all the experimental tests can be seen in 
Appendix A. Complimentary to the above a visualisation study was conducted. The 
aim of the visualisation study was to photograph the effect of jets in crossflow. 
Extensive explanation of this work can be found in Appendix B. A sample of the 
findings of this work can be seen in figure 3.7. In this figure the main duct and jet 
velocity are both 1 m/s. In summary this study demonstrated that at jet velocities 
below 3m/s the jet is deflected by the main duct Subsequently the jet is most 
effective at velocities more than 3m/s. The complete range of results of this work 
again can be seen in Appendix B.
3.5 Experimental Results
The experimental results are presented in the following sections.
3.5.1 Effects of Velocity Combination
A large number of experiments were performed for different velocity combinations 
of main duct and the jets flow. A few examples are presented here in order to 
highlight the effects. The object of carrying out jet velocity variations was to 
determine an effective magnitude which would penetrate the main duct flow and 
impinge on the test piece. Subsequently, jet velocities of 1 and 5 m/s were selected.
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The higher value was limited by recourse to bulk on-engine cylinder head flows. 
Above 5 m/s there is a danger that the inhibitors laid down by the coolant could be 
disturbed or washed away [1]. Subsequently, the figure of 5 m/s is considered to be 
an upper design limitation.
Two sets of experiments have been carried out for main duct flows of 0.25 and 1 
m/s at the same system pressure and inlet bulk temperature of 1 bar (absolute) and 
90°C respectively. The heat transfer characteristics for both main flow velocities 
with the two jet velocities are shown in figures 3.8-3.11. For comparison, results 
using the main duct flow only are also shown.
The important characteristic shown by these results is that the 1 m/s jet is not 
capable of penetrating the 1 m/s main duct flow. This is inferred by the fact that 
there is no apparent difference in surface metal thermal conditions in comparison 
with the main duct flow only. This was also confirmed by the visualisation 
experiments as seen in figure 3.7.
The 5 m/s velocity jet can be seen to have a considerable influence on the surface 
metal thermal conditions at the considered point o f impingement, as indicated by 
thermocouple B when the main duct flow is 0.25 m/s, figures 3.8 and 3.9. The 
effect of increasing the main duct flow is to deflect the impingement point slightly 
downstream to position C and this can be seen in figures 3.10 and 3.11.
The heat transfer enhancement is a direct consequence of the action of the jet 
destroying the developing boundary layer at the point of impingement. 
Subsequently, scope exists for examining the potential bulk coolant saving by 
matching the normal thermal conditions experienced under main duct flow only, 
with a combined jet/main duct effect.
Utilising a main duct only flow of 5 m/s as a benchmark, it was found that the exact 
temperatures at the test piece surface could be replicated by reducing the jet 
velocity from 5 m/s to 3m/s in conjunction with a 1 m/s main duct flow. This can 
be seen for increasing levels of heat input through the test piece (heat flux) in figure 
3.12. This effect can now be translated into bulk coolant volume savings, as shown 
in table 3.5. For the example under consideration, the combination of the main duct 
and jet achieves the equivalent results but uses only 27% of the main duct only 
flow. For larger ducts greater flow rate reductions are potentially possible.
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and flow rate 
(1/min)
Je t velocity (m/s) 
and flow rate 
(1/min)
Total flow rate 
(1/min)
Main duct only 5 (48.00) 0(0) 48.00
Main and jet flow 
combined
1 (9.60) 3 (3.53) 13.13
3.5.2 Effects of Je t Diameter
In figures 3.13 and 3.14 is evident that the diameter of the jet has a direct effect on 
the heat transfer. This is because the flowrates are different. The 5mm diameter jet 
at velocity 5m/s utilizes flowrate of 5.8901/min where for the same jet velocity the 
3mm jet utilises only 2.120 1/min. The difference of flowrates indicates that the 
momentum of each jet is different. Subsequently the 5mm jet has greater possibility 
to impinge on the sample surface and provide better cooling by breaking the 
thermal boundary layer. This is confirmed in figure 3.14 where the heat transfer 
coefficients obtained for the 5mm jet are far better than those obtained for the 3mm 
jet. The difference of heat transfer coefficients is close to a factor of 1.8 in favor of 
the large jet (5mm diameter) when thermocouple C is under consideration.
3.5.3 Effects of Je t Orientation
In is evident in figure 3.15 that there is a small difference mainly in the readings of 
thermocouple C when the 3mm transverse and longitudinal jets are compared. This 
is due to the fact that the longitudinal je t is at the same direction of the flow. The 
transverse jet due to its orientation is more concentrated on the small area of 
thermocouple B, also the effect it is not enhanced to thermocouple C. Those effects 
were observed throughout the evaluation of the 3 mm diameter jets
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The same effect can be seen in figure 3.16 where 5mm longitudinal and transverse 
jets are compared.
3.5.4 Effects of Je t Height
The experiments of jet height adjustment were performed using a different test 
section. In this test section the main duct has 25 mm instead of the standard 10 mm 
that was used for most of the experimental work. The difference of duct height is 
examined by previous work performed and found that the performance is very 
similar to the 10 mm height duct [1]. Therefore the experiments performed here 
with the different jet heights present the effect o f the jet height adjustment only. 
The experiments revealed that under certain margins jet height is not a critical 
influencing parameter. This is demonstrated in figures 3.17 and 3.18. It is evident 
there that there is a margin of some 10 mm in which the same surface temperature 
conditions are replicated. As seen in those figures beyond the 15 mm jet height 
point the heat transfer coefficients are gradually approaching the heat transfer 
coefficients experienced with the main duct only.
3.5.5 Effects of System Pressure
Experiments were performed with system pressures of 1 and 2 bar absolute, which 
correspond to coolant saturation temperatures of 108 °C and 128 °C respectively. 
The comparison between examples of those experiments can be seen in figure 3.19. 
Pressure is not an influencing heat transfer parameter in the convective region, [7]. 
However, the jet has been visually observed during testing to suppress nucleate 
boiling which has also been documented by previous research [8]. Subsequently, a 
further benefit of jets is the potential to control the onset of boiling. This is 
confirmed in figure 3.19 were the thermocouples TC B and TC C for both 
experiments experience the same temperature readings. Contrary to this 
thermocouple TC A that is not affected by the jet flow indicates a classic form of 
transition from convection to nucleate boiling shortly after the saturation
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temperature is exceeded and therefore a sudden increase in heat transfer coefficient. 
This can be seen in figure 3.20 where the heat transfer coefficients are plotted.
3.6 Concluding Remarks
The effects of different combinations of main duct velocities, jet velocity, jet 
diameter, jet orientation, jet height and pressure have been experimentally 
observed. It was found that the most important parameter affecting the heat transfer 
is the combination of jet and duct velocity. At combinations of 0.25 m/s main duct 
velocity and jet velocity of more than 3m/s the effect of the jet is dominant. On the 
opposite end of the spectrum at 1 m/s main duct velocity and jet velocities below 3 
m/s the jet is not capable of penetrating the main flow. Another important factor is 
the jet height. The effect of jet is evident until the height exceeds 15 mm from the 
impingement point. Beyond that jet height the effect of the jet diminishes. The jet 
diameter has an important role as the smaller the diameter the greater the jet 
velocity for a given jet flow rate. The jet orientation has a minimum effect on the 
heat transfer. Lastly increasing the system pressure suppresses nucleate boiling.
The experimental program has evaluated the following potential benefits of an 
impinging cooling jet:
1. Enhanced heat transfer in localised areas which can be applied to thermally 
critical regions of an IC engine such as the exhaust valve bridge.
2. Reduction of volume flow rates for the same local heat transfer. This would 
have a direct effect on the warm -  up time of a conventional IC engine with 
the obvious benefits of lower fuel consumption and reduced cold start 
emissions.
3. A bubble suppression effect which could be used to control nucleate boiling 
activity.
4. The potential exists to use the jets to control metal temperatures in an 
‘active’ environment
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Figure 3.2 Test sample cut away (note traversing thermocouples)
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Figure 3.6 Test section of the experimental cooling gallery simulator 
incorporating longitudinal and transverse jets
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Figure 3.7 Visualisation experiment for main duct at lm/s and jet at lm/s
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Figure 3.8 Effects of jet velocity. Main duct 0.25 m/s, Pressure 2 bar absolute, 10 
mm duct height
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Figure 3.9 Heat transfer for the above effects of jet velocity. Main duct 0.25 m/s, 
Pressure 2 bar absolute, 10 mm duct height
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Figure 3.10 Effects of jet velocity. Main duct 1 m/s, Pressure 2 bar absolute, 10
mm duct height
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Figure 3.11 Heat transfer for the above effects of jet velocity. Main duct 1 m/s, 
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Figure 3.12 Comparison of combined jet and main duct flow with main duct only 
flow
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Figure 3.13 Effects of jet diameter. Main duct 0.25 m/s, Jet 3 m/s, Pressure 2 bar 
absolute, 10 mm duct height
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Figure 3.14 Heat transfer for the above effects of jet diameter. Main duct 0.25 m/s,
Jet 3 m/s, Pressure 2 bar absolute, 10 mm duct height
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Figure 3.15 Effects of jet orientation. Main duct 0.25 m/s, Jet 5 m/s, jet diameter 3
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Figure 3.16 Effects of jet orientation. Main duct 0.25 m/s, Jet 5 m/s, jet diameter 5
mm, Pressure 2 bar absolute, 10 mm duct height
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Figure 3.17 Effects of jet height. Main duct 1 m/s, Jet 5 m/s, Pressure 2 bar
absolute, 25 mm duct height
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Figure 3.18 Heat transfer for the above effects of jet height. Main duct 1 m/s, Jet 5
m/s, Pressure 2 bar absolute, 25 mm duct height
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Figure 3.20 Heat transfer for the above effects of pressure. Main duct 0.25 m/s, Jet
5 m/s, 10 mm duct height
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4.0 Jet Modelling
4.1 Introduction
Modelling of experimental data is a very important scientific mechanism. It gives 
the opportunity to validate the results in the context of already existing models as 
well as provides important information to designers for future applications.
This chapter details the modelling which was carried out to assess the accuracy of 
various approaches to predict the heat transfer effects of a jet when injected into a 
crossflow. Three different approaches were considered. In the first one, a classical 
dimensionless approach has been used where the effect of a jet and cross flow have 
been considered in isolation and subsequently combined. The second approach 
adopted an empirical approach which takes into account the geometric factors of 
the experimental set -  up. The third approach can be considered to be one which is 
an aid to design. Based on the development of a simple empirical model it 
incorporates parameters that can be easily established during the phase of design of 
an engine.
4.2 Approach to Modelling
A literature survey was carried out to identify previous work associated with the 
modelling of jets in crossflow. No data associated with combined jet and crossflow 
heat transfer was located. However, when arrays of liquid or gas [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 
8, 9] jets are used crossflow from the surrounding jets is created. Subsequently 
modelling started with a classical dimensionless approach followed by own 
empirical approach which was based on previous work by Oladiran [1]. Finally, a 
vector approach was considered as a design tool rather than an analytical solution.
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4.3 Dimensionless Approach
A classical dimensionless approach was initially considered. The basis of this 
approach is the utilisation of established scientific correlations in order to evaluate 
the combined heat transfer effect of the main duct and jet flow. A reasonable start is 
to evaluate each flow in isolation and then to combine them into a single model. 
Subsequently two models were used to define the duct and the jet flow. These 
models are presented in the following sections. Once these models had been 
validated they were combined. All models presented in the following section 
consist of three dimensionless numbers which characterise the flow and the thermal 
conditions:
• Reynolds Number (Re)
• Prandtl Number (Pr)
• Nusselt Number (Nu)
The characterisation of the type of flow is indicated by the Reynolds number (Re), 
equation 4.1
r q = £VL (eqn4.1)
where p (kg/m3) is the density of the fluid flowing in the duct, U (m/s) is the 
velocity and p (kg/ms) the dynamic viscosity. The term 1 (m) is the characteristic 
dimension used. In the case of a circular duct or pipe this becomes the diameter. In 
the case of a rectangular duct this dimension becomes the hydraulic diameter [10] 
which is defined as follows:
/ = 4wz (eqn 4.2)
2 w + 2 z
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where w (m) is the width of the duct and z (m) is the height of the duct. At low 
values of Re number the flow is characterised as laminar. A number of researchers 
define Re numbers of up to 2000 or 2300 to be laminar for circular ducts [11,12] as 
for others laminar flow lasts up to a Re number of 4000 [13,14]. Beyond that point 
it is widely considered that the flow is turbulent. It is important to establish this 
parameter correctly due to the effect that it has on the heat transfer [15].
The definition of the Pr number is the ratio of molecular diffusivity of momentum 
to the molecular diffusivity [15]. In simpler terms it is the ratio of the 
hydrodynamic boundary layer thickness to the thermal boundary layer thickness. A 
hydrodynamic boundary layer begins to develop whenever there is fluid motion in a 
duct or channel. The velocity profile of any fluid that enters a duct changes until a 
fully developed hydrodynamic boundary layer is established [15]. The thermal 
boundary layer exists where there is a difference of the fluid temperature and 
temperature at the walls of the duct. In such cases a temperature gradient exists 
very close to the duct walls. This temperature gradient develops until a steady state 
is established [15].
The Pr number is as follows:
_ (eqn 4.3)Pr = 
k
where p (kg/ms) as before is the dynamic viscosity, Cp (J/kgK) is the specific heat 
capacity of the fluid and k the thermal conductivity (W/mK).
The last dimensionless number is the Nusselt number. This is defined as:
N u = —  (eqn 4.4)
k
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where h is the heat transfer coefficient (W/m K), 1 is the characteristic dimension in 
metres and k is the thermal conductivity of the fluid (W/mK). This ratio can be 
interpreted as the ratio of the convection to conduction across a fluid boundary 
layer [15].
4.3.1 Duct Model
The classic Dittus -  Boelter heat transfer equation is used as the starting point for 
the duct modelling [10, 13, 14, 15]. This model (eqn 4.5) is applicable for fully 
developed flow in pipes,
Nu = 0.023 Re0 8 Pr°4 (eqn 4.5)
for (Tbuik < Twaii). Where the temperature of the bulk fluid is less than the 
temperature of the walls. The above equation is valid in the following range:
• Re >10000
• 0.7 <Pr < 160
• Smooth pipes
• x /1 > 60 (i.e. fully developed flow)
Also, all fluid temperatures are evaluated in the midpoint temperature between the 
heated wall and bulk fluid is called the film temperature. Therefore:
r  = ^btdk + (eqn 4.6)
Jum a
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Robinson [15] performed a validation of the Dittus -  Boelter model in the existing 
cooling gallery simulator. Four areas were identified where this model did not 
satisfy the conditions of the fluid flow. These areas are:
1. The hydrodynamic entry length
2. The unhealed starting length
3. The surface roughness of the heated sample
4. The fluid property’s sensitivity to temperature
In order to satisfy those areas a number of factors where introduced to comply with 
the fluid conditions within the simulator gallery. Also a development on the Dittus 
-  Boelter correlation by Sleicher -  Rouse was used. It was found that the Sleicher -  
Rouse dimensionless heat transfer coefficient matched better the conditions in the 
cooling gallery simulator. The final model being:
Nu = (Sleicher -  Rouse Correlation) x (Entrance Factor with Unheated Starting 
Length) x (Roughness Factor) x (Viscosity Factor) (eqn 4.7)
The components of this empirical model are presented below
The Sleicher -  Rouse Correlation (eqn 4.8)
Nu = 5 +0.015RemPrp 
0.24where m = 0.88----------
4 + Pr
n = —+ 0.5e"<,'6rr 
3
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The Entrance Factor (eqn 4.9)
1 + 23.99R e ^ f - l
l / J
where n=2.08x 10"®Re-0.815
The Unheated Starting Length (eqn 4.10)
1
r /  > 9 ^





where ro is the distance between the starting point o f the velocity boundary layer 
and the starting point of the thermal boundary layer and r is the point of interest.
The Roughness Factor (eqn 4.11)
0.0912
/  \ - 0 . 1 2 4 5e \ Re
0 3 6 2
f  \ 0
<7
where (s /1) is the relative roughness of the sample
The Viscosity Factor (eqn 4.12)
(  V ’14f*bulk 
< Mwall j
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Finally it is important to note here that all properties of the above factors are 
calculated at the film temperature with the only exception being the viscosity 
factor.
During this study, experiments of duct flow only were performed to check that 
results were consistent with those of Robinson. It was found that experimental data 
agreed well.
4.3.2 Jet Model
The literature review revealed that the non -  dimensional approach to modelling 
jets rested with an equation of the form in 4.13 [3, 8 ,16,17,18,19,20]
The coefficients C, m, n are choosen to suit the specific application. However the 
only correlation found that takes into account the position of measurement o f the 
heat transfer as well as a number of geometrical parameters of the jet is the one by 
Martin [21] and is shown in equation 4.14. This model was adopted to model the jet 
flow.
Where d (m) is the jet diameter, r (m) distance from the stagnation point of the jet 
and z (m) is the height from the jet to the heated surface. In this correlation the 
function of the Re number may be approximated by the following power functions:
Nu = CRem Pr" (eqn 4.13)
(eqn 4.14)
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2000 < Re < 30000,
30000 < Re <120000, 
120000 < Re <400000,
F(Re) = 1.36Re0'574 
F(Re) = 0.54Re°“ 7 
F(Re) = 0.151Re0775
In order to avoid discontinuities between the range of Re number a smooth curved 
expression can be used instead [21] which is as follows:
F(Re) = 2 Re
0 .5 5  >
1 + Re 
200
0 .5 (eqn 4.15)





Where sinq> is the enclosed angle of the jet with the heated surface [21].
This correlation has a disadvantage when the prediction of the Nu is required at the 
stagnation point. At that condition equation 4.14 becomes zero simply due to the 
mathematics. Despite this shortfall (his correlation was used to model the results 
obtained from position C (i.e. TC C) of the sample. Comparison of the collected 
results of jet only with the correlated results can be seen in figure 4.2, which results 
in an average error of 20%, with some scatter being observed. In order to reduce the 
error of the model and the scatter the function that was presented in equation 4.15 
was modified as shown in equation 4.17 (where the Reynolds number is multiplied 
by 2.5 instead of 2 and the index is changed to 0.6 instead of 0.55). No physical 
justification can be provided for this.
F(Re) = 2 .5R e^fl+  Re
0 .5 5 \  0.6
200
(eqn 4.17)
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This modification reduced the average error to 9.4% and also reduced the scatter 
considerably as can be seen in figure 4.3.
4.3.3 Composite Convection Model
Using the models for the duct and jet flow the next step was to combine them. The 
proposed composite model is of the form:






Where N um  is the total Nusselt number obtained by the model, N u d  is the Nusselt 
number for the duct The Nuj is the modified Martin model as presented in equation 
4.14 with Reynolds factor as presented in equation 4.17. The last factor of equation 
4.18 is a governing factor. In simple terms it is the factor that influences the 
complete correlation towards the Nuj or the N u d  number according influencing 
velocity of either the duct or the jet. The extreme velocity conditions i.e. high duct 
-  low jet or high jet -  low duct are represented by the following:
^ l » \ ^ N um = N uj (eqn 4.19)
UD
UD M D (eqn 4.20)
The constant -C in equation 4.18 is for adjustment of the correlation to refine the 
results. It was found that a C value of 1 presents the best match with experimental 
heat transfer results.
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4.3.4 Comparison of Experimental Results with Composite Model
A comparison of the experimental results obtained from this study with the 
empirical correlation presented in section 4.3.3 is shown in figure 4.4. In this figure 
all the forced convection points collected over the span of this study are correlated 
with the composite model. The average error of this correlation is 16.8 %, with 
some degree of scatter.
In order to establish the cause of this scatter a number of different plots were 
employed. In figure 4.5 all experimental data for 10mm jet height and duct height 
are correlated with the composite convection model. The average error in this 
figure is reduced to 12.3 % and the scatter is also considerably reduced. In figure 
4.6 data points for the different jet heights recorded were correlated with the 
composite model. It is evident there that the model has limited agreement with 
those experimental points.
Furthermore, despite the fact that each of the factors of the model agrees with 
measured data in isolation (for example jets only or duct only) the composite model 
is less accurate. However it has demonstrated significant potential for further 
refinement.
4.4 Empirical Approach
An empirical model previously developed for arrays of jets in crossflow was 
validated against experimental data from this study [1]. Although the model was 
developed for arrays of jets it is considered due to the fact that the existence of 
confined crossflow was taken into account
4.4.1 Empirical Approach Analysis
The model by Oladiran [1] uses the dimensionless numbers of Reynolds and 
Prandtl as well as geometric factors for the array of jets that is used. The model is 
as follows:
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Nu = A r -  0.59
- 0 .1 0 3 - 0 3 8 0 X  0 .8 0 3
P j a D ^ D
0 3 6 1
) <  P j a j D j  j
(eqn 4.21)
f  N-0-55
where A = 0.363
v§
x  - 0 . 4 4  /  X  0 .0 6 8
i  f e
Re®'73 Pr 1 / 3 (eqn 4.22)
and x (m) is the streamwise nozzle pitch, y (m) is the spanwise nozzle pitch and z 
(m) is the height from jet exit to heated surface, po, pj is density of the fluid in the 
duct and jet respectively (in this case are identical), an  and aj, are the areas of the 
duct and the jet respectively and finally U d , U j  are the fluid velocities at the duct 
and jet.
This model was applied to the experimental results with some changes in order to 
be applicable to this work. Since there is no array of jets in this situation the (x/d) 
and (y/d) factors were omitted. Also in order to have a better match with the 
experimental results the index of the Reynolds number was changed to 0.68 with no 
physical justification. Therefore the empirical equation of Oladiran becomes as 
follows:
0 .6 8  t * _ 1 / 3Re Pr r _ 0.596fi r i a e i b L
\ d )  \ p j d j U j
0 .5 6 1
(eqn 4.23)
4.4.2 Empirical Approach Comparison with Experimental Data
The experimental results collected were correlated with the modified empirical 
equation 4.23. The result can be seen in figure 4.7. The average error of this 
correlation is 28.5 % and the scatter is quite large. In an attempt to find the source 
of the scatter the experimental data was grouped as in before (section 4.4). 
Subsequently in figure 4.8 the empirical model was correlated with the results of jet 
and duct height at 10 mm. Again it is evident in that figure that the scatter is large. 
Also the error is 29.1 % which is close to what it was experienced before. In figure
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4.9 the results of all jet height experiments were modelled with this empirical 
model. The average error there is slightly improved to 27.8 % but the scatter is still 
large. One important aspect of this empirical model is the uniformity achieved on 
the error and scatter which is similar in all cases of experimental parameters. The 
results proved that the adaptation of previous empirical modelling is not 
transferable to different situations without considerable refinement. The empirical 
model becomes application specific and its generality needs to be used with 
caution.
4.5 A Vector Analysis Approach
From an engineering point of interest a model that incorporates parameters that can 
be easily established from a computational fluid dynamics (CFD) or other CAE 
packages is of major help to the potential design engineer. Parameters such as jet 
velocity and duct velocity at the points of interest (for example exhaust valve 
bridge EVB) can be either set or obtained. The vector analysis approach is based on 
combination of the duct and jet velocity vectors to give a resultant velocity vector. 
The resultant velocity vector is then applied to the Reynolds number. Two models 
were used in this analysis. An empirical model by Ma & Sun modified to suit the 
parameters considered here and the modified Martin correlation presented in 
section 4.3.2.
4.5.1 Modified Reynolds Number
The classic Reynolds number presented in equation 4.1 takes into account the 
velocity and the characteristic dimension of the dominant flow. In this case the 
velocities of the main duct and the jet were combined to give a resultant velocity. 
Each of the velocities is considered to be a velocity vector. In the case of the 
transverse jet the angle of the jet flow to the main duct is considered to be at 90° as 
seen in figure 4.10. Therefore the resultant velocity vector can be expressed as:
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C -  (eqn 4.24)
where C (m/s) is the resultant velocity vector, A (m/s) is the jet velocity vector and 
B (m/s) is the main duct velocity vector. In the case of the longitudinal 45° angle jet 
the resultant velocity vector can be seen in figure 4.11. The expression used for this 
situation is as follows:
C = -J(A cos 45 + B)2 + (A sin 45)2 (eqn 4.25)
Taking these expressions into account the Reynolds number expression form 
equation 4.1 is shown in equation 4.26 for the transverse jet and 4.27 for the 
longitudinal jet.
p l M ' + j B f  (eqn 4.26)
n p l (.A cos 45 + B)2 + (A sin 45 )2 (e(ln 4*27)
Re —----------------------------------------
V
Note here that the characteristic dimension that used is the jet diameter.
4.5.2 Vector Analysis Approach Investigation
The above explained Reynolds number was applied to the Ma & Sun empirical 
model as well as to the modified Martin model presented in section 4.3.2.
4.5.2.1 Modified Ma & Sun Empirical Model
As a starting point the coefficients used by Ma et al and Sun et al [16] were used 
since in their investigation inclined jets at 45° were utilised. The equation of Ma et 
al and Sun et al reproduced below:
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Nu = C R e"Pr" (eqn 4.28)
The coefficients used by Ma et al and Sun et al where
C = 0.305 (for a 45° jet) 
m = 0.620 (for a 45° jet) 
n = 1/3 ((for a 45° jet)
These coefficients have been modified, see table 4.1, to produce the best available 
fit with the experimental results. Note that the indices of C and n are kept as those 
employed by Ma et al and Sim et al since they produced the best fit with 
experimental data collected from the cooling simulator.












1 3 10 Transverse
&
Longitudinal
10 0.305 0.58 1/3
2 5 10 Transverse
&
Longitudinal
10 0.305 0.63 1/3
3 3 5 Longitudinal 25 0.305 0.59 1/3
4 3 10 Longitudinal 25 0.305 0.59 1/3
5 3 15 Longitudinal 25 0.305 0.58 1/3
6 3 20 Longitudinal 25 0.305 0.55 1/3
7 3 25 Longitudinal 25 0.305 0.52 1/3
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4.5.2.2 Modified Martin Correlation with Modified Re Number
Also the modified Reynolds number (equations 4.26 and 4.27) presented in section 
4.6.1 was applied to the Martin model as seen in equation 4.14 with Reynolds 
coefficients presented in equation 4.17. For clarity the complete modified Martin 
model can be seen in equation 4.28.
Nu
Pr 0 .4 2 1 + 0.1 — - 6  
d  r
2.5 Re 1/2
0 .5 5  'N




4.5.3 Comparison of Vector Analysis Model with Experimental 
Data
In figure 4.12 the Ma & Sun, and the modified Martin correlation predictions are 
plotted against the experimental data of case number 1 as seen in table 4.1. The 
agreement of predictions obtained by both correlations using the modified velocity 
factor in the Reynolds number give an average error of 11.6 % for the modified Ma 
& Sun model and 13.8 % for the modified Martin correlation. The amount of 
average error is relatively small and there is some scatter in both cases.
Case 2 of table 4.1 is plotted in figure 4.13. As seen there both correlations have 
relatively good agreement with the experimental data. The average error in this case 
is 13.5 % for the Ma & Sun and 12.5 % for the modified Martin model. However 
the data points are spread in a wider area than that seen in figure 4.12.
The variable jet height experiments of jet height 5 and 10 mm use the same 
coefficients on the Ma & Sim correlation. Despite this two figures (4.14, 4.15) are 
produced. The reason for this is as seen in those figures the difference of error. For 
the 5mm jet height the Ma & Sun correlation produces an average error of 9.8 % 
and for the 10 mm the average error is 18.6 %. The modified Martin correlation 
presents slightly better predictions for both 5 (average error 7.8 %) and 10 mm 
(average error 16.8 %) jet heights. The scatter of data points for both models is 
almost identical to what was obtained in previous cases.
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For jet height 15 mm the average error exceeds the 20 % for both developed models 
(Ma & Sun average error 24.1 %, Martin 21.9 %). Also the scatter presented in 
figure 4.16 is increased to what was presented in previous figures.
For jet height of 20 (figure 4.17) the average error produced by the modified Ma & 
Sun (19.9 %) is considerably less than what is obtained by the modified Martin 
model (30.1 %). Nevertheless the scatter produced by both models is increased.
Finally for jet height o f 25 mm (figure 4.18) the models presented in this section 
produce error that exceeds 35 %. The reduced agreement in the last two cases of jet 
height 20 and 25mm is probably because as it was also explained in chapter 3 
beyond 15 mm jet height the jet loses the capability to enhance the heat transfer on 
the sample surface.
For clarity in table 4.2 the results from the comparison of both correlations are 
presented.
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3 3 5 Longitudinal 25 9.8 7.8
4 3 10 Longitudinal 25 18.6 16.8
5 3 15 Longitudinal 25 24.1 21.9
6 3 20 Longitudinal 25 19.9 30.1
7 3 25 Longitudinal 25 35.5 46.3
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4.6 Concluding Remarks
Very little published data has been realised on oblique jets superimposed onto 
crossflow. Three approaches to modelling jets in crossflow heat transfer have been 
considered in this chapter. The first approach led to the development of a 
correlation that takes into account the effect of the crossflow and the effect of jet in 
conjunction. For the duct flow a suitable correlation that produced good agreement 
was employed. Also another dimensionless model that sufficiently predicts Nusselt 
numbers for the experiments with jet only was employed. The combination of those 
two models into a composite empirical correlation based on scientific 
dimensionless approach was utilised in order to compare the experimental findings 
with predictions from the developed correlation. The advantage of this approach is 
the use of already validated components combined. However, the jet component 
that was employed (Martin modified model) is unable to predict heat transfer 
coefficients at the point of impingement In summary the agreement that was 
established showed that there is potential for further development of this 
correlation. This could be achieved by further investigation of the physical factors 
affecting the flow trajectories of impinging jets in crossflow.
In the second approach an established empirical model was used as a starting point. 
This model was developed for jet arrays into confined crossflow. It was modified to 
conform to the experimental parameters of this study i.e. one jet into crossflow. The 
modified empirical correlation proved that empirical models are developed for 
specific applications. Subsequently the use of such models in different situations 
needs to be done with a great caution.
Finally a velocity vector analysis approach was adopted. Two models using this 
approach were developed. Those models were based on already established models 
that predict Nusselt numbers produced by jet impingement. A number of 
modifications were imposed to those correlations in order to achieve reasonable 
agreement with the experimental results on hand. Notably the Reynolds number 
was modified to accommodate the use of both jet and duct velocity. The results 
from those models performed better in some areas than others. The important 
advantage of those simple models is the fact that can be easily employed by
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engineers since they use parameters that are available to the designer of an engine 
for example.
Of the three models that were investigated the non -  dimensional approach 
produced a correlation that provides better results for most of the experimental 
parameters. The overall conclusion is that further investigation is required to 
establish the physics behind the problem and consequently produce a more accurate 
correlation for the range of the parameters used. Utilisation of particle image 
velocimetry (PIV) and computational fluid dynamics (CFD) could provide useful 
insights to the mixing characteristics of the jet and crossflow.
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Figure 4.2 Original Martin model predictions for jet only experiments.
Experimental conditions are: Longitudinal jet, 1, 3, 5 m/s jet, 5, 10, 15,
20, 25 mm jet height 2.0 bar absolute pressure
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Figure 4.3 Modified Martin model predictions for jet only experiments.
Experimental conditions are: Longitudinal jet, 1, 3, 5 m/s jet, 5, 10, 15, 
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Figure 4.4 Dimensionless model predictions. Experimental conditions are:
Longitudinal and Transverse jet, 1, 3, 5 m/s jet, 5,10, 15, 20, 25 mm
jet height. Main duct 0.25, 1 m/s, 1.0 and 2.0 bar absolute pressure
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Figure 4.5 Dimensionless model predictions. Experimental conditions are:
Longitudinal and Transverse jet, 1, 3, 5 m/s. Main duct 0.25, 1 m/s, 1.0 
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Figure 4.6 Dimensionless model predictions. Experimental conditions are:
Longitudinal jet, 1, 3, 5 m/s, 5, 10, 15, 20, 25 mm jet height. Main duct
0.25, 1 m/s, 2.0 bar absolute pressure
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Figure 4.7 Empirical model predictions. Experimental conditions are:
Longitudinal and Transverse jet, 1, 3, 5 m/s jet, 5,10, 15, 20, 25 mm 
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Figure 4.8 Empirical model predictions. Experimental conditions are:
Longitudinal and Transverse jet, 1, 3, 5 m/s. Main duct 0.25, 1 m/s, 1.0
and 2.0 bar absolute pressure
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Figure 4.9 Empirical model predictions. Experimental conditions are:
Longitudinal jet, 1, 3, 5 m/s, 5, 10, 15, 20, 25 mm jet height. Main duct
0.25, 1 m/s, 2.0 bar absolute pressure
Resultant Velocity Vector CJet Velocity Vector A
Main Duct Velocity Vector B
Figure 4.10 Velocity vector analysis for transverse jet applied on modified 
Reynolds number
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Resultant Velocity Vector CJet Velocity Vector A
Main Duct Velocity Vector B
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Figure 4.12 Vector analysis models predictions. Experimental conditions are:
Longitudinal, Transverse 3mm diameter jet, 1, 3, 5 m/s. Main duct
0.25, 1 m/s, 1.0 and 2.0 bar absolute pressure
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Figure 4.13 Vector analysis models predictions. Experimental conditions are:
Longitudinal, Transverse 5mm diameter jet, 1, 3, 5 m/s. Main duct
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Figure 4.14 Vector analysis models predictions. Experimental conditions are:
Longitudinal 3mm diameter jet, 1, 3, 5 m/s, jet height 5 mm. Main duct
0.25, 1 m/s, 2.0 bar absolute pressure
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Figure 4.15 Vector analysis models predictions. Experimental conditions are:
Longitudinal 3mm diameter jet, 1, 3, 5 m/s, jet height 10 mm. Main 
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Figure 4.16 Vector analysis models predictions. Experimental conditions are:
Longitudinal 3mm diameter jet, 1,3,5 m/s, jet height 15 mm. Main
duct 0.25, 1 m/s, 2.0 bar absolute pressure
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Figure 4.17 Vector analysis models predictions. Experimental conditions are:
Longitudinal 3mm diameter jet, 1, 3, 5 m/s, jet height 20 mm. Main 
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F ig u re ^ 8  Vector analysis models predictions. Experimental conditions are:
Longitudinal 3mm diameter jet, 1, 3, 5 m/s, jet height 25 mm. Main
duct 0.25, 1 m/s, 2.0 bar absolute pressure
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5.0 Active Jet Control
5.1 Introduction
Having quantified the potential heat transfer benefits of liquid jets for use within an 
IC engine cooling system the next aspect of the experimental work was to assess the 
capability to actively control their operation. Modifications were made to the rig to 
modulate a valve to control the jet flow. This required the design and implementation 
of a suitable control system. This chapter details the control work that was 
undertaken.
5.2 Modifications to Rig
A number of alterations were made to the test sample to implement the method of 
heatflux measurement. Since there was no need for traversing the thermocouples the 
existing traversing thermocouples at positions B and C were replaced with 1.5mm 
diameter mineral insulated thermocouples that were able to fit in the existing traverse 
mechanism fittings. Those were used for heat flux measurement in the sample. 
During this experimental work traversing thermocouple A was disabled as the effect 
of the jet is only evident at positions B and C. The test sample was modified to 
accommodate a control thermocouple which was located centrally between 
traversing thermocouples B and C. In figure 5.1 the positioning of the thermocouples 
can be seen.
5.3 Jet Valve
It was necessary to be able to control the jet flow and after reviewing all available 
hardware options a Burket G3/8 valve was acquired. The specifications of the Burket 
G3/8 2-way proportional valve and associated Burket control module (figure 5.2) are 
presented in table 5.1.
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Table 5.1. Control valve specification
Burket G3/8 Valve Specification
Control Signal 4-20mA, 0-20mA or 0-10Vd.c.
Motor Signal Directly proportional to coil voltage, 
lmV = 1mA
Input Resistance 18.8KO (0-10V) 200Q (0/4-20mA)
Max. Viscosity 21mm2/s
Operating Temp -10°C to +90°C
Maximum Ambient Temp +55°C
Seal Material FPM
Module Supply 24Vd.c.
For accurate control of the jet flow rate it was important to define the characteristics 
of the valve. This was achieved by investigating the relationship of the input voltage 
to the output coolant flow of the valve. An input control signal is presented to the 
valve in volts, which results in a flowrate output. Preliminary experiments were 
conducted to determine the general shape of this characteristic curve. Initial results 
showed that the valve had a practical dead band of approximately 0.9 Volts as seen 
in figure 5.3. Readings taken at O.OVolts and 0.5Volts verify this feature. Once into 
the operating range of the valve readings were taken at a resolution of 0.1 Volts until 
2.5Volts, after which a resolution of 0.5 Volts was used. All experiments were carried 
out under typical operating conditions in the experimental simulator. The control 
voltage was generated using a 0-10V DC generator. The output of this device was 
also verified using an external digital multi-meter prior to the test. Actual system 
variables were recorded using HPVee data acquisition software under steady state 
conditions.
In order to design a suitable control strategy it was important to have an 
understanding of the speed of response of the control valve. The common method for 
assessing the response characteristics of a valve is to apply a sinusoidal control input 
signal with an increasing frequency. The point at which the valve response is out of 
phase with the control signal is known as the limiting signal response. To achieve 
this practically it is necessary to be able to accurately measure the instantaneous flow
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throughout the valve or to monitor the valve position within its stroke range. The 
absence of any form of positional feedback measurement combined with the lag 
associated with the turbine flow metres meant that this technique was not suitable for 
the experimental rig used in this investigation. Consequently the response of the 
valve was deduced by trial and error during the development of the control strategies.
5.4 Control Software
Valve control strategies were developed in Matlab / Simulink. This software has the 
ability to solve numerical computation and especially linear algebra. Simulink is a 
program for simulating dynamic systems. As an extension to Matlab, Simulink adds 
many features specific to dynamic systems while retaining all of Matlab's general- 
purpose functionality.
Simulink has two phases of use, model definition and model analysis. A typical 
session starts by either defining a model or recalling a previously defined model, and 
then proceeds to analyse that model. In practice, these two steps are often performed 
iteratively as the model designer creates and modifies a model to achieve the desired 
behavior. Simulink provides a graphical user interface (GUI) for building models as 
block diagrams which are included in comprehensive blocks of libraries. Once a 
simulation is developed the parameters may be set using the GUI or from the Matlab 
command line. The progress of a simulation can be viewed while it is running and 
the final results can be made available in the Matlab workspace when a simulation is 
complete.
The objective of the flow valve in this investigation is to control the flow delivered to 
the jet and therefore control the temperature o f the sample to the demanded value. 
The control strategy that was developed was designed to work on the principle of 
error elimination. The inputs to the system are the demanded temperature for the 
sample and the measured temperature at the sample which is called the feedback 
temperature. The feedback temperature is compared with the demand signal to give 
an error. This is then fed to the controller which acts to reduce the error to zero. The 
output of the controller is a voltage signal that is fed to the control valve. This 
effectively changes the flow to the jets and therefore alters the temperature of the
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sample. This control loop is continued until the demanded temperature and the 
feedback temperature are identical.
For the purpose of this investigation a number of controllers were developed in 
Simulink. At the start of the investigation a standard proportional, integral and 
derivative (PID) controller was implemented. The PID controller consists of outputs 
proportional to the error, the integral of the error and the derivative of the error [1]. 
The sum of the three terms (the controller output) is converted into a voltage using 
the linearisation data for the jet control valve as presented in the previous section. 
The voltage drives the valve directly. The results of this controller were 
disappointing. The reason for this was the lack of linearity of the valve that was used 
as was explained in the previous section. To overcome this problem the valve was 
treated as an on/off valve and a revised algorithm developed using pulse width 
modulation (PWM). PWM is designed to operate using on/off style control valves 
which are both cheaper and less complex than proportional valves, making them 
better suited to mass-production applications. PWM operates the valve using a fixed 
frequency square wave with a variable on to off ratio. The on time (or duty cycle) 
may be varied from 0 to 100%. The duty cycle was set by a PI controller, the 
derivative term being considered unnecessary in this case. Details of this controller 
along with results obtained in the cooling simulator are presented in the following 
sections.
5.4.1 PWM Controller Design
The traditional controller design can be seen in figure 5.4. Working on this principle 
initially a proportional, integral (PI) controller was set-up. Following that and in 
order to make a pulse width modulation controller a repeated saw tooth profile is 
generated using a repeating signal generator [2]. The output of the PI controller is 
compared with the saw tooth profile. A relational operator was used to determine the 
logic controller output during the PWM cycle. The operation that follows is simple. 
Initially the PWM logic is set to 0 and once the PI controller output exceeds the ramp 
input the output of the overall output is set to 1 setting the jet valve on. This results in 
a control strategy that is based on jet valve operation time instead of jet flow rate. To 
complete the controller and avoid integrator wind up a loop of relational operator
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blocks is utilised. These set the integrator-input signal to zero if the PI output 
exceeds the maximum or minimum ramped signal value. The Simulink block 
diagram controller that was presented above can be seen in figure 5.5.
5.4.2 PWM Controller Tuning
In order to set the proportional gain a maximum expected temperature error was 
estimated that would set the duty cycle to 100%. The maximum expected 
temperature error was estimated as 5 °C. This results in a proportional gain of 20 
since this gives 100% duty cycle (20x5 = 100%). In order to set the integral gain a 
number of steady state experiments were performed. Following those the integral 
gain was set to 4. In order for a PWM control strategy to be effective, the simulation 
resolution must be set to suitably high value [2]. In order to achieve that the 
simulation time was set to 0.01 seconds which combined with a 1 second control 
cycle gives 100 pulse widths for the jet valve each second.
5.5 dSpace Implementation
In order to process the outputs produced by the control strategies created in Simulink 
a dSpace real time controller was employed. This real time controller consists of five 
analogue-to-digital converters two digital-to-analogue converters and a DS1003 
Floating-Point Processor Board. The above processor board is a 133MHz-processor 
dedicated to running the Simulink model. Since this processor is a stand alone unit it 
has the ability to achieve very high processing rates. Another characteristic of this 
system is the fact that the processor executes C code commands as created from the 
Simulink model.
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5.5.1 I/O Board Configuration
The dSpace control processor that is presented above requires the use of input signals 
in the range 0 - 1 0  volts in order to have full resolution of the signal. This is 
achieved using a signal conditioning box. Once the signals are amplified to the 
required specification they are fed to the dSpace processor via a DS2201 Multi I/O 
board as seen in figure 5.6. This board contains twenty input channels, corresponding 
to the inputs to the five analogue-to-digital converters, and eight output channels, 
corresponding to the outputs from the two digital-to-analogue converters. All 
connections made to the board can be seen in table 5.2. Note here that not all 
channels available were used.
Table 5.2. dSpace Breakout Board Configuration
Channel Number Input O utput
1 Inlet Pressure Control Valve
2 Outlet Pressure Heater Blocks
3 Duct Flow Rate - Free -
4 Jet Flow Rate - Free -
6 Voltage Generator - Free -
8 Inlet Temperature - Free -
9 Outlet Temperature N/A
10 Jet Temperature N/A
11 Traversing thermocouple B N/A
12 Traversing thermocouple C N/A
13 Control Thermocouple N/A
15 Heater Thermocouple N/A
The channels presented in table 5.2 are linked to the control strategy using Simulink 
blocks DS2201ADC_B1 (Inputs) and DS2201DAC_B1 (Outputs) (figure 5.7) 
installed by dSpace in the Simulink software.
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5.5.2 Control Panel Design
A major advantage of dSpace software is the capability to control all parameters of 
the Simulink controller. This is achieved using the Control Desk interface within 
dSpace. All parameters of the Simulink model can be altered in real time with no 
need to recompile the model. Furthermore the changed parameter is available 
visually to the operator in the form of graphical displays or dials. The dSpace Control 
Desk allows the user to create control panels suitable for the application. Another 
advantage of dSpace is the data capture which is directly linked to the graphical 
displays. Data can be collected in real time and then exported to Microsoft Excel for 
further processing.
In order to construct the final control panel it was first necessary to identify which 
system variables should be displayed and subsequently logged. To reduce the final 
output file size to a manageable level the decision was taken not to log every single 
variable available within the model. The variables displayed were chosen to allow 
the operator to visually check the system set up prior to and during the tests, 
therefore allowing any unexpected readings to be quickly identified. The variables 
captured must also allow sufficient information concerning the performance of the 
system to be drawn from the output file. The captured variables were split into three 
distinct categories each focusing on a different aspect of the system performance as 
seen in table 5.3. The layout created in dSpace control desk can be seen in figure 5.8
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Table 5.3. Parameters logged into dSpace
System Parameters Controller Outputs System Performance
Duct Inlet Temperature (°C) Proportional Output Demand Temperature (°C)
Jet Temperature (°C) Integral Output Control Thermocouple 
Temperature (°C)
Duct Inlet Pressure 
(Bar Gauge)
Derivative Output Jet Velocity (Read) (m/s)
Duct Outlet Pressure 
(Bar Gauge)
PID Output Jet Velocity 
(Calculated) (m/s)
Duct Flow Rate (Litres/min) Valve Look-Up Table 
Output
Output Voltage to Valve 
(Volts DC)
Duct Velocity (m/s) Feed Forward Output (-)
5.6 Experimental Procedure
In order to assess the performance of the controller, two control criteria were defined 
which would represent typical demands. These criteria were:
1. Control of metal temperature under varying heatflux conditions
2. Control of metal temperature under varying demand temperature 
requirements
The procedure adopted for each of the above criterias is presented in the following 
sections.
5.6.1 Heatflux Variation
The first criteria that the controller should achieve was to control the temperature of 
the coolant side of the sample under varying thermal loading. The heatflux is 
supplied to the block using heater rods imbedded in copper blocks as described in 
chapter 3. The input heatflux is controlled via the set point temperature of the heater
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control module. The disadvantage of this approach is that this operation is not 
controlled via the Simulink controller. Therefore the adjustment of temperature is 
performed manually.
In table 5.4 the choice of temperatures and therefore heat flux loading that was used 
in this test can be seen. From an initial heater temperature of 250 °C, subsequent 
temperature set points of 265 °C, 235 °C and finally 250 °C are selected, each for 
100 seconds duration. This allowed each of the heater temperature set points to be 
achieved and the various system parameters to stabilize. During the total 400 second 
transient, 1600 data points are captured using a 4Hz sampling rate.
Table 5.4. Heat flux variation points
H eater Block Tem perature 
Set Point (°C)







5.6.2 Demand Set Point Variation
The second criteria that the controller should achieve was the control of coolant side 
metal temperature according to a demanded map. The objective of this criterion was 
to demonstrate the capabilities as well as the limitations of the jet cooling system. 
The demand temperatures that were used included temperatures that were considered 
to be unachievable. On the other hand, temperatures that would need very little effort 
to achieve were also used. The full set of temperatures can be seen in table 5.5.
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Table 5.5. Demand temperature map








Since the response of the system was sufficiently fast the duration of each set point 
was set to 50 seconds. This provided adequate time for the system to reach thermal 
and dynamic stability. This test was performed at a heater block temperature of 250 
°C which ensured that an acceptable average heatflux of 0.9 MW/m2 was achieved 
throughout the test cycle.
5.7 Results
In the following sections the results obtained from the control work are presented. 
The objective is to present a validation of the controller as well as to evaluate the 
system under dynamic conditions. It is important here to identify the parameters that 
were maintained constant throughout this experimental investigation. These were:
System pressure = l.Obar (atmospheric)
Main duct velocity = 0.25m/s 
Jet velocity = 0 - 5.0m/s (max)
Jet diameter = 3.0mm
Jet orientation = 45° longitudinal
Coolant type = 50:50 mix OAT/distilled water
Sample material = AS 10 (Sample No. 4)
Sample surface finish = As cast
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Also notice that all temperature measurements that are presented in the following 
sections are at 2mm below the sample surface.
5.7.1 Heatflux Variation Results
In Figure 5.9 the temperature and heat flux recorded on the sample during the heat 
flux variation test utilising the PWM controller can be seen. It is evident that the 
temperature variation achieved with this controller is ± 0.2 °C. The initial reaction of 
the controller can be identified between 100 -  200 seconds where there is a slight rise 
of temperature. Following this as slight decrease of recorded temperature between 
200 -  300 seconds. The initial rise of temperature can be explained due to the delay 
of the controller and the subsequent overreaction. Due to this action slight 
overcooling takes place between 200 -  300 seconds. The above observation is also 
supported by figure 5.10 where the total output of the controller as well as the 
individual values of the P and I term of the controller can be seen. Overall the 
performance of the controller during this test can be regarded as exceptional.
5.7.2. Set Point Variation
Results obtained for the second control criterion can be seen in figure 5.11. The first 
observation is expected in so much that the controller is not capable of achieving the 
minimum demand temperature of 120 °C or 125 °C. As can be seen in this figure the 
minimum temperature that can be achieved is 126 °C. This is obtained for maximum 
jet flow. As regards the controller performance appears to be acceptable. The PWM 
controller displays a minimum level of temperature variation, typically +/- 0.5°C. 
The response of the controller to demand temperatures is very fast. The greatest 
noticeable delay in the step change of demand temperature from 120 °C to 140 °C 
(figure 5.12) is approximately 10 seconds with 90% of that changed achieved at 8.25 
seconds. The contribution of the controller to this delay is approximately 5 seconds 
as can be seen in figure 5.13 where the output values of the PWM controller are 
presented. The outputs of the controller over the complete cycle can also be seen in 
figure 5.14. The remaining delay can be attributed to the thermal lag characteristics
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of the cooling simulator. Again in this case the overall performance of the PWM 
controller used is considered to be very good.
5.8 Concluding Remarks
The objective of this investigation was to evaluate the capability of the jet to be 
Controlled with set criteria with acceptable results. The controller that was developed 
was a pulse width modulation (PWM) controller. This controller was used in 
conjunction with the dSpace rapid prototyping platform to operate a Burket flow 
valve. The result was a system capable of controlling the flow to the jet according to 
the required demand temperatures.
The investigation evaluated the performance of the controller with regard to two 
criteria. The first was a heat flux variation and the second a temperature set point 
temperature variation. In both cases the controller performed extremely well. The 
temperature discrepancy that was experienced was less than 1 °C.
These observations conclude that actively controlled jets can be utilised in a real 
situation. Subsequently, moving to on -  vehicle demonstration should quantify the 
real effects and this stage of the work is detailed in the proceeding chapters.
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Figure 5.1. Modified sample to accommodate control thermocouple
Figure 5.2. Burket valve with control module used for operation
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Figure 5.4. Controller graphical design
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Figure 5.5. PWM controller created in Simulink
Figure 5.6. DS2201 multi I/O board used in dSpace installation
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Figure 5.7. ADC and DAC blocks in Simulink software
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Figure 5.8. dSpace control desk layout 
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Figure 5.10. Heat flux variation controller outputs in percentage
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Figure 5.12. Zoom of step point temperature change from 120 to 140 °C
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Figure 5.14. Set point variation controller output in percentage
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6.0 Jet Implementation -  Vehicle Based
6.1 Introduction
The move towards vehicle based work was undertaken with the specific aim of 
demonstrating the potential of the jets to stabilise and control cylinder head 
temperatures under realistic driving conditions that put maximum or near maximum 
load on the engine. Subsequently, the area surrounding or in close proximity to the 
exhaust valve bridge, becomes thermally critical. Within a chassis rolls 
dynamometer environment vehicle cooling system performance evaluations are 
routinely carried against what are known as hill climb tests, which represent 
extremely arduous conditions with regard to the engine heat signatures. 
Subsequently, a series of hill climb simulations were evaluated with and without the 
cylinder head cooling jets activated in the area of the exhaust valve bridge.
The vehicle to be used for these evaluations was donated by Visteon UK. It required 
significant modification and development with regard to the:
• cooling system layout and incorporation of measuring sensors
• installation of onboard data acquisition system
• cylinder head configuration with regard to implementation of the jets
• development of control strategies in Matlab/Simulink
• implementation of the control strategies via a rapid controller (dSpace)
As well as the above modifications/developments an FE analysis was carried out to 
assess any potential thermal problems that were likely to be experienced with the 
incorporation of coolant jets in the cylinder head. The subsequent modifications and 
development stages of the vehicle cooling system and its control are described in 
this chapter.
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6.2 Vehicle and Cooling System
A Ford Focus 1.6 Ghia (figure 6.1) was used for the vehicle work and the cooling 
system was evaluated in four build stages from ‘as-received’ to the implementation 
of the jets. These stages were:
1. As -  received with mechanical cooling pump.
2. Part electrification with electric cooling pump.
3. Implementation of 2 actively controlled cooling jets in the engine cylinder 
head.
4. Implementation of 4 actively controlled cooling jets in the engine cylinder 
head
These stages are now detailed below and summarised in table 6.1.
6.2.1 Stage 1 As - Received with Mechanical Cooling Pump
The vehicle ‘as-received’ was equipped with conventional cooling system 
components i.e. standard mechanical pump, thermostat and auxiliaries. A schematic 
diagram of the cooling system is shown in figure 6.2. The implication of using a 
mechanical pump is that the flow of coolant is not independently controlled, it is 
directly related to the speed of the engine. Independent control is a necessity for 
these vehicle based evaluations. Furthermore the use of thermostat provides limited 
control over the circulated flow and with such an arrangement the fan is used as the 
last resort of cooling. At this stage the on-board data acquisition system was 
installed (described in section 6.5) and the vehicle subjected to a number of baseline 
tests.
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6.2.2 Stage 2 Part Electrification with Electric Cooling Pump
In order to accurately validate the benefits of the jet it would be necessary to have 
complete control over cooling system flows. Subsequently it was necessary to 
convert the as-supplied vehicle to operate with an electric cooling pump (figure 6.3). 
The electric pump was positioned remote from the engine (figure 6.4) subsequently 
the cooling circuit became externally configured and a distribution valve replaced 
the thermostat. At this stage it was necessary to control the operation of the electric 
pump and the strategies that were developed are detailed in section 6.6. These 
control strategies required a means of implementation via a control interface, in this 
case dSpace. The dSpace control interface hardware and software is detailed in 
section 6.7
6.2.3 Stage 3 Implementation of 2 Actively Controlled Cooling Je ts  
in the Engine Cylinder Head
In this development stage of the cooling system involved the installation of 2 
actively controlled cooling jets in the cylinder head and a schematic of the 
experimental set-up is shown in figure 6.5. This was due to the limited capabilities 
of the auxiliary flow pump. A detailed explanation of the physical installation of the 
jets and associated instrumentation is presented in section 6.4. The control aspects 
remained the same as for the stage 2 build level.
6.2.4 Stage 4 Implementation of 4 Actively Controlled Cooling Jets 
in the Engine Cylinder Head
The final development stage of the cooling system involved the installation of the 
actively controlled cooling jets in all 4 cylinders utilising a more powerful auxiliary 
pump. A schematic of the experimental set-up is shown in figure 6.6. Again in this 
stage the control aspects remained the same as in the stage 2 build level.
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Table 6.1 Vehicle cooling system development stages
Stage 1 Development Stage 2 Development Stage 3 ,4  Development

































The vehicle and its various build stages were evaluated in a climatically controlled 
chassis dynamometer [1, 2]. Using this facility it is possible to carry out vehicle 
function tests, performance measurements, drive cycles and hill climbs. A range of 
evaluations were undertaken throughout the three built stages. In stage 1 the as- 
received vehicle was baselined with regard to:
The New European Driving Cycle (NEDC)
Hill climb tests
The stage 2 build repeated the stage 1 evaluations and stage 3 and 4 focused on the 
hill climbs performed. The testing strategy throughout the 4 build stages is detailed 
in chapter 7.
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6.4 Jet Installation
As previously stated, in order to assess the full potential of the jets to control and 
stabilise metal temperatures a position in the region of the exhaust valve bridge was 
the obvious area to focus on as the highest temperatures would be observed there
[3]. The following section describes the jet hardware that was installed and the 
geometric factors, as regards jet position and orientation are discussed with respect 
to the internal layout of the cylinder head. An FEA was carried out to assess various 
jet orientation options with regard to any potential adverse effects on localised metal 
temperatures.
6.4.1 Quarter Model Cylinder Head FEA
An identical cylinder head was sectioned to reveal the exact configuration of the 
internal cooling galleries. The cylinder head under investigation here is a modem 
four valve per cylinder with centrally located spark plug and figure 6.7 shows the 
relevant cut-away section. The coolant passages are highlighted in blue and the 
exhaust valve bridge area is indicated in red. An interesting design aspect of this 
cylinder head is cooling drilling directly above the exhaust valve bridge. It is evident 
that the manufacturer predicted high temperatures in this region and therefore 
provided a means to achieve some level of focused cooling.
Faced with the internal configuration of the cylinder head three alternative jet 
positions were proposed and these are discussed below in relation to figure 6.8:
In the first scenario a horizontal jet was proposed. The rational behind this is to 
enhance the heat transfer within the cooling drilling that already exists.
The second proposed scenario was to install a vertical jet. The rationale here was to 
attempt to improve the heat transfer in the area on the top of the cooling drilling 
(spark plug boss area).
The last proposal considered the same vertical approach explained above but with 
the existing cooling drilling blocked off. The blocking aspect arose out of the fact 
that the jet could arrest the flow from the drilling introducing stagnant flow.
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In order to identify if any of the above proposals would give rise to any detrimental 
localised metal effects a limited FEA investigation by was performed by Campbell
[4]. A quarter model of cylinder four of the cylinder head was constructed. Each 
proposal was investigated by applying a maximum heatflux to the gas side of the 
model to represent the worst case senario.
The results from the FEA for each case can be seen in figures 6.9, 6.10, and 6,11 and 
a summary of the findings is presented in table 6.2. A representative coolant side
a
convective heat transfer coefficients of 10000 W/m K was chosen and applied to the 
cooling drilling [4] except in the case of the third proposal. For all the options 
considered the heat transfer coefficient was increased at the point of jet impingement 
to 35000 W/m2K.
Table 6.2 FEA analysis for quarter model of single cylinder head
FEA Analysis Horizontal jet Vertical je t Vertical je t 
drilling blocked
HTC applied to 
existing cooling 
drilling
10000 W /  m2 K 10000 W / m 2 K 0 W / m 2 K
HTC applied to 
je t impingement 
point
35000 W / m 2 K 35000 W / m 2K 35000 W / m2 K
Tem perature 
predicted at je t 
impingement 
point
225 °C 216 °C 224 °C
Change from no 
je t baseline
-ve 10 °C -ve 19 °C -ve 11 °C
The result of the FEA indicated that all three options were viable and the final 
option thus became one of ‘engineering judgement’.
The main issue with the vertical jet was the possibility of blocking the flow in the 
cooling channel and utilising the geometry of the horizontal jet could probably
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provide a direct comparison with the rig work presented in chapter 5. The horizontal 
je t approach was subsequently chosen.
6.4.2 Je t System Configuration
At stage 3 it was decided that the most appropriate demonstration of any cooling jet 
influence would be to observe localised metal temperatures with the system 
deactivated and then activated. Subsequently this experimental approach, jets off 
and jets on, would not add undue complexity to the control aspects and ensure, as far 
as possible that different hill climb loads, would be directly comparable. Following 
that in the final stage it was decided to use a different auxiliary pump, which had the 
ability to operate in conjunction with the control system. In both cases it was 
necessary to contain the maximum jet impingement velocity to 5 m/s (2.1 litres/min) 
to ensure that inhibitors laid down by the antifreeze would not be eroded [5].
The jets themselves where simply constructed from 3mm diameter steel tube and 
were inserted into the cylinder head along with a thermocouple as shown in figure 
6.12, a schematic diagram of the complete system is shown in figure 6.6. At stage 3 
of development an auxiliary pump connected into the main coolant flow circuit was 
used specifically to activate the jet flow. The vehicle driver activated this auxiliary 
pump. In the final stage of development the capability to implement all 4 jets in the 
cylinder head as well as full automatic modulation of the pump gave the advantage 
of automatic control of flow to the jets.
6.5 Data Acquisition System
The vehicle was fitted with a sophisticated data acquisition system which was 
installed in the boot compartment, figure 6.13. The data logger recorded an 
extensive array of vehicle and cooling system temperatures, pressures and flow 
readings as well as appropriate signals from the vehicle Electronic Control Unit 
(ECU), figure 6.14. Appendix C details the individual measurements that were 
recorded. The data logger needed to be conditioned software wise such that the 
measured signals could be read and stored in an appropriate configuration. A
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programme to support this requirement was written and is demonstrated in 
Appendix C. This program identified all the measurement signals as well as their 
range and units within a specified frequency and data logging commences with 
vehicle ignition activation operation. The data is stored on a memory card which 
requires downloading to a personal computer for post processing. The data is post 
processed via a visual basic program, shown in Appendix C, which was written to 
run within a Microsoft Excel environment.
6.6. Control Aspects
The hardware changes that had been made to the cooling system, especially the 
incorporation of an electronic pump, required changes and modifications to the ‘as- 
received’ control system set-up. This resulted in three major components being 
utilised to develop, implement and control these new features. These components 
were the Matlab / Simulink Software, the dSpace hardware and the dSpace software 
and the following figure shows graphically the interactions between all three. The 
control strategies developed in Matlab / Simulink are automatically implemented in 
the dSpace hardware which allows for very rapid controller development. During the
dSpace Software
Real Tune Monitor and Control
Matlab / Simulink Software
Control Strategies Development Area
dSpace Software
Matlab / Simulink Interface for Components
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control process the dSpace software monitors the operation of the components and 
also allows the recalibration in real time of any aspects of the strategy. Each of the 
three components presented above is discussed in the following sections.
6.6.1 Development of Matlab I Simulink Control Strategies
The control strategies were developed in the same Matlab / Simulink environment as 
the rig work undertaken in chapter 5. In order to drive the electric components of the 
revised cooling system i.e. pump and fan, a simple closed loop strategy was adopted. 
A simple PID controller was developed for each component independently of the 
other. The arrangement for the electric pump can be seen in figure 6.15. The control 
system consists of a user defined demand input. This is compared with the current 
signal feed back from the relevant sensor on the engine (in this case the 
thermocouple at the coolant engine outlet) named ENG OUT. The difference of that 
is fed to the custom made PID as seen in figure 6.15. There the error is passed 
through a proportional gain as well as through a discrete time integrator and a 
derivative term. The outputs of this stage are summed to give the total output of the 
PID controller. Prior to output a saturation block is also employed in order to avoid 
demands outside the capabilities of the pump. That signal (Pump duty) is then fed to 
the relevant component.
An almost identical control arrangement was developed for the electric fan, figure 
6.16. The only noticeable difference in this case is that the demand signal is the inlet 
temperature (T Eng in demand) and the feed back sensor used for the fan is the 
thermocouple in the coolant inlet of the engine.
At stage 4 of development where 4 jets were used in the control strategy a third PID 
controller was used for the operation of the auxiliary pump used to provide flow to 
the jets. This can be seen in figure 6.17. In this case the feedback sensor utilised was 
the exhaust valve bridge (EVB) thermocouple of cylinder two.
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6.6.2 dSpace Installation
In order to implement the control strategies developed above an intermediate stage 
hardware was employed. The hardware used was the dSpace Microautobox. This 
hardware, also used in the rig experiments, allows the control strategies developed in 
Matlab / Simulink to be downloaded to the electrical components. The dSpace 
microautobox shown in figure 6.18 positioned in the back of the vehicle is a real­
time hardware concept, which performs fast function prototyping from first 
principles [6]. It also has the advantage that it is designed as an in-vehicle device, 
that operates without user intervention. Thanks to its small size and full vehicle 
capability, it can be installed within the same locations as the production engine 
control unit (ECU) while providing all the benefits of a dSpace real-time system, 
including complete software support
6.6.3 dSpace Configuration
The dSpace microautobox presented in the above section that was used for this 
experimental investigation includes software that needs to be configured. The 
channels to be used have to be identified. The reason behind using configurable timer 
modules (CTM) in the output block was the fact that the electric pump and fan that 
were used were operating in pulse width modulation (PWM) mode. Therefore the 
period was set and the duty was left to be configured by the PID controller of each 
component. The blocks that were employed to do that were the 
D IO TYPE1 PWM VP M1 _C 1 (figure 6.19) for the electric pump and the 
DIO TYPE I P WM VP M1 C2  for the electric fan. Those blocks were connected to 
the output of the existing Matlab / Simulink PID controller (figure 6.19) presented in 
section 6.6.1 It is evident in that figure that the period of each component is a constant 
that was provided to the operator. The other input is a variable with range from 0 to 
100%. That is the output provided by the PID controller as explained. In stage 4 of 
development where control of the auxiliary pump was required a digital to analog 
converter was employed (figure 6.19). The block used to do this was the
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DAC_TYPE1_M1_C1. Again in this case this block was connected to the existing jet 
PID controller.
In addition to the inputs necessary for the control strategy a set of other inputs were 
employed for the use of the operator during the experiments. This is more of a safety 
aspect in order to protect the vehicle from possible damage. Those inputs were 
visible to the operator in the dSpace control environment (figure 6.20) during any 
test. The operator can observe the signals in the dSpace environment by means of 
gauges and displays in a layout. Furthermore the operator has the ability using the 
layout described above to override manually outputs to the electrical components 
installed to the hardware. That provides assurance over possible errors in the control 
strategy. All the inputs to the dSpace controller can be found in Appendix C
6.7 Experimental Robustness
In the first instance where the vehicle was fitted with the mechanical cooling system 
the data acquisition system experienced no malfunctions. The same was true for the 
flow meters employed. Subsequently the vehicle was equipped with the electrical 
pump, electrical fan and the dSpace microautobox. Again, the completely 
instrumented vehicle did not give any faults. The majority of systems operated 
smoothly throughout the experimental work and components such as the electric 
pump and fan did not give any faults
The only criticism that can be addressed has to do with the electromagnetic flow 
meters. Prior to the installation of the electric pump and fan the flow meters did not 
give any faults. Furthermore the data collected from them was of relatively high 
quality. After the installation of the electrical components the data collected from the 
flow meters although correct in the vast majority of cases become significantly more 
noisy.
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6.8 Concluding Remarks
A vehicle that was donated by Visteon UK was utilized in order to apply cooling jets 
in the thermally critical areas of the cylinder head. The thermally critical areas 
identified were the exhaust -  exhaust valve bridges and jets were implemented 
accordingly. Electrification of the cooling system, which included electric coolant 
pump and electric fan, was also demonstrated.
A data acquisition system was also installed in the experimental vehicle. Employing 
this hardware along with the data acquisition software developed, enabled the 
operator to monitor temperatures, pressures and flow meter data.
Control hardware for the electrical components was also installed in the 
experimental vehicle. Subsequently configuration of the hardware (dSpace) was 
performed in order to achieve communication between the relevant components.
Control strategies were developed in the Matlab / Simulink software in order to 
operate the electrical components via the control hardware. Those consist of 
independent reactive controllers for the electrical pump and fan that were installed.
Finally the robustness of the system was evaluated to be well above average during 
the preliminary tests that were performed. The only source of concern was the 
performance of the electromagnetic flow meters as noise was introduced to them by 
the electrical components of the cooling system on certain occasions.
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Figure 6.2 Mechanical system Stage 1 of development
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Figure 6.3 Electrical cooling system Stage 2 of development
Electric Fan
Electrical Pump
Figure 6.4 Electrical pump and fan installed onto vehicle -  view from beneath 
vehicle
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Figure 6.6 Electrical cooling system Stage 4 of development
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Figure 6.8 Cylinder head cut away showing proposed jets positioning
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Figure 6.10 FEA analysis of proposed vertical jet with drilling intact
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Figure 6.12 Detail of jet and thermocouple positioning on jets equipped cylinder 
head
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DT605
Figure 6.13 Data acquisition system (dataTaker DT 605) installed in vehicle






















Figure 6.14 Data logger sensors schematic
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Figure 6.16 Simulink developed controller applied to electric fan
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Figure 6.18 dSpace installation in the back of the vehicle
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7 .0  Vehicle Based Results 
7A Introduction
A study has been undertaken to demonstrate the use and potential benefits of 
actively controlled coolant jets in a vehicle. The results from a series of hill climbs 
performed at the different stages of development as detailed in chapter 6 are 
presented in the following sections. The experimental procedure that was adopted at 
each stage is also detailed.
Results obtained from the first stage where the mechanical system was used were 
used as baseline for the following stages. The experiments performed with the 
partly electrified system (stage 2) are regarded as an intermediate development 
prior to the fitting of jets and were performed in order to establish if the partly 
electrified system is capable of achieving temperatures similar to those achieved 
with the mechanical system.
Results obtained from stage 3 of development characterise the steady state of jets in 
2 cylinders. Lastly experiments performed with the frilly automated cooling system 
utilising jets (stage 4) are reported. Results of these experiments are discussed with 
regard to controllability of temperature in the thermally critical area of the exhaust 
valve bridge.
7 .2  Experimental Procedure
The vehicle presented in chapter 6 was utilised to perform experiments in the 
chassis dynamometer facility. The experimental procedure adopted for those tests is 
presented in detail in the following sections. The experiments performed in stage 1 
and stage 2 of the development of the vehicle were NEDC and hill climb tests 
where in stage 3 of development where the cooling jets were installed only hill 
climbs were performed. In the last stage of development (stage 4) a range of hill 
climb experiments were performed.
The objective of the NEDC experiments performed was to establish a baseline in 
order to be able to compare the mechanical cooling system with the next stage of
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the partly electrified cooling system. Subsequently exhaust and inlet valve bridge 
temperatures are of interest in order to compare the thermal condition of the engine 
in the following development. Since the NEDC experiments were used only for 
baseline purposes the procedure used along with results of those can be seen in 
Appendix D.
Hill climb evaluations are regularly undertaken by manufacturers and vehicle 
developers and cooling system designers. These evaluations represent a worst case 
scenario with regard to cooling system duty as the engine is operating under 
conditions of high load. Engine heat rejection is close to what could be considered 
the maximum that would ever be experienced and subsequently the operation and 
effectiveness of the cooling system can be evaluated. The hill climb tests are also 
performed at low vehicle speeds where air flow over the radiator and engine 
compartment will be a minimum. Subsequently, in order to investigate the full 
capability of the jets to control and stabilise' cylinder head metal temperatures the 
hill climb tests offered the most challenging performance indicator. Undertaking 
hill climb evaluations through out the various build levels allowed cylinder head 
temperature profiles to be obtained.
7.2.1 Hill Climb Experimental Procedure adopted at Stage 1 and 2
In order to simulate a hill climb on the chassis dynamometer load in the form of 
tractive force is applied to the driving wheels of the vehicle. In order to simulate a 
fully laden vehicle load equivalent to drag and inertia of the vehicle running at the 
gross vehicle weight (GVW) is applied to the rolls of the chassis dynamometer 
(table 7.1). Additionally an extra load that represents the gradient of the hill is 
applied. For the stages 1 and 2 of the development of the vehicle the hill climb load 
applied to the vehicle was equivalent to a hill climb gradient of 12%.
The procedure adopted was to keep the vehicle on the chassis dynamometer 
overnight to soak at the specified temperature. At the start of the experiment and 
before the engine start the data acquisition software as well as the control software 
were downloaded to the relevant hardware. Following that the driver conditioned 
the fully laden vehicle with no hill climb load until the thermal condition of the
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vehicle reached equilibrium. This was performed at a speed of 80 km/h in top gear 
as seen in table 7.1 The time taken to achieve stable conditions was usually 20 to 30 
minutes. Once the driver was comfortable with the condition of the vehicle the 
operator of the chassis dynamometer applied the hill climb load to the vehicle. 
Subsequently the driver selected the specified gear and adjusted the velocity of the 
vehicle accordingly (table 7.1). At the end of the test the vehicle was brought to a 
stand still and the all systems were shut down. Lastly the operator collected the data 
from the data acquisition system for further analysis.
Table 7.1 Hill climb specifications
Hill Climb Conditioning Phase Settings
Vehicle weight Gross Vehicle weight (GVW)
Hill climb load 0%
Vehicle speed 80 km/h
Gear 5th gear
Hill Climb Phase Settings
Vehicle weight Gross Vehicle weight (GVW)
Hill climb load 12%
Vehicle speed 40 km/h
Gear 3rd gear
The same procedure was adopted for the partly electrified vehicle as regards the 
chassis dynamometer settings. The only differences were the operation of the 
control systems for the electrical components (table 7.2). At the conditioning phase 
of the hill climb experiment the pump was set manually to 20% and the fan was set 
to the ‘off* condition. The pump setting was chosen as a precaution in order to 
avoid stoppage and consequently stagnant coolant in the engine, which could boil. 
The fan was set to the ‘o ff condition as operation of the fan at 80 km/h could 
inhibit the free flow of air to the radiator. In the next phase where the hill climb 
load was applied the control of the electrical components were left completely to 
the control strategy applied to the system.
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Table 7.2 Hill climb specifications for stage 2 electrical components
Hill Climb Conditioning Phase Settings
Electrical pump 20 % Duty
Electrical fan Off
Hill Climb Phase Settings
Electrical pump Automatic controlled by the PID
Electrical fan Automatic controlled by the PID
7.2.2 Hill Climb Experimental Procedure adopted at Stage 3
In this stage of development of the cooling system jets were installed in cylinders 2 
and 3 as explained in chapter 6. For the hill climb experiments at this stage a 
different procedure was adopted. A summary of the hill climb settings that were 
performed in this stage can be seen in table 7.3
Table 7.3 Stage 3 Experimental variations
Test Variable Variation
Hill climb road load 6, 9,12 % Gradient
Main pump setting 16, 21, 26, 31, 36, 41, 51, 65, 80 % Duty
Jets Maximum duty producing 2 .11/min (5m/s) at the jet
Fan setting Maximum duty
Vehicle speed 40 km/h 3rd gear
The stage 2 procedure, as regards the conditioning of the vehicle before the hill 
climb and the end of the experiment, was also adopted for the stage 3 developed 
vehicle. The changes that were implemented in this stage were the operation of the 
jets and the subsequent changes to the software during the hill climb as well as the 
downloading of new software to the control hardware for the different pump 
settings. Once the conditioning phase was over the operator would download new 
software to the controllers for the pump setting and the fan setting. Following that
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the vehicle was further conditioned until new thermal equilibrium was achieved. 
Then the jet pump was operated at maximum duty. Again the vehicle was driven 
until all temperatures were stabilised to the new condition with the jets on. Finally 
the jet pump was set to the ‘off* condition and further driving at the pre jet settings 
was conducted in order to verify that the pre and post jet thermal condition was 
identical. A summary of the procedure with jets along with approximate times for 
each phase can be seen in table 7.4.
Table 7.4 Experimental procedure adopted at stage 3 of development
Phase Time (min)
Conditioning *25
Pre jets phase * 5
Jets ON phase « 5
Post jets phase * 5
The sequence presented above was repeated for the new pump setting without 
stopping the vehicle. The procedure described above was implemented for the three 
hill climb loads specified.
7.2.3 Hill Climb Experimental Procedure adopted at Stage 4
In this stage of development of the cooling system as explained in chapter 6 jets 
were installed in all cylinders. At this stage the experimental procedure was totally 
different. In order to minimise the experimental effort and time a design of 
experiments approach was adopted. The objective of this work was to identify the 
regions where jets can provide controlled cooling in the vicinity of the exhaust 
valve bridge. The experimental model obtained was generated for two experimental 
conditions as regards load on the vehicle. The low load condition was set at 40 
km/h 0% hill climb gradient. The high load condition was set to 40 km/h and 12% 
hill climb gradient. The experimental matrix that was used for each of the above 
load conditions can be seen in table 7.5.
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Table 7.5 Experimental variations for stage 4
Main Pump (%) Jet Pump (%) Fan (%)
V  Gradient 
Experiments.
0(%) 12(%) 0(%) 12(%) 0(%) 12(%)
1 20.2 30 100 100 0 20
2 16 20 0 0 100 100
3 100 100 100 100 100 100
4 100 100 0 0 75 75
5 100 100 60 60 0 10
6 62.2 62.2 45 45 100 100
7 16 20 100 100 100 100
8 16 20 50 50 40 40
9 41.2 41.2 0 0 0 10
10 66.4 66.4 100 100 45 45
Following those experiments further experiments to evaluate the controllability of 
EVB temperatures were performed under a hill climb ramp from 0 to 12% gradient 
in increments of 3%. The variation that is evident in table 7.5 on some points at 
12% gradient was introduced because of limitations of the engine as regards 
maximum acceptable EVB temperature of 165 °C. Another limitation that was 
imposed by the engine manufacturer as regards the maximum engine coolant 
temperature (125 °C) at the outlet of the engine was never reached.
The experimental procedure adopted was to condition the vehicle prior to each 
experiment in order to have a constant start point. The conditioning phase was 
performed at 80 km/h in 5th gear until all recorded temperatures were steady.
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Following this the experimental setting was applied at 40 km/h and 3rd gear. This 
phase was followed until all temperatures were stable. This procedure was 
implemented for both 0% and 12% hill climb gradients. For the incremental hill 
climb experiment the conditioning was the same but the transition from each hill 
climb gradient to the next was performed without conditioning in between.
7.3 Steady State Results
In the following sections a presentation of the steady state results from all stages of 
cooling system development on the vehicle are presented. The objective of the 
following results is to establish a repeatable baseline and to identify the benefits of 
each stage as regards using electric components and the utilisation of jets in the 
thermally critical areas of the cylinder head.
7.3.1 Mechanical Cooling System (Stage 1 Development) Results
The results obtained in this stage were purely to establish a baseline data in order to 
compare this with the following stages. In figure 7.1 the vehicle and engine speeds 
can be seen for the hill climb of 12 % gradient The spikes evident in this graph are 
due to noise affecting the sensors during the tests. At the start of the experiment and 
up to the 20th minute approximately the conditioning phase takes place. Following 
that the hill climb phase is performed. For this test figures 7.2 and 7.3 show the 
temperatures recorded at the EVB and IVB. It is evident in figure 7.2 that the EVB 
temperatures of cylinder 1, 2, 3 have quite good agreement where EVB 4 is 
recording considerably lower temperatures, where all temperatures recorded on the 
IVB are consistent. A possible explanation for this is that the positioning of the 
thermocouple of EVB 4 may be slightly different to the other thermocouples. 
Figures 7.4 and 7.5 show the coolant temperatures recorded in the coolant side of 
the exhaust valve bridge and the rest of the system during the hill climb. Again in 
this case the above figures were used as a baseline for the next stage of 
development but most important in order to evaluate the effect of the jets when 
fitted.
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7.3.2 Hill Climb Results for the Partly Electrified Cooling System 
(Stage 2 of Development)
A hill climb of 12% gradient was performed using the experimental procedure 
presented earlier. The vehicle speed and engine speed during this test can be seen in 
figure 7.6. It should be noted here that the transition from the conditioning phase 
(80 km/h) to the hill climb phase (40 km/h) should be uninterrupted. This was not 
possible at the time since the driver of the vehicle was also the operator of the 
chassis dynamometer responsible for the setting of the hill climb load.
The temperatures that were recorded at the exhaust valve bridges (EVB) during this 
experiment can be seen in figure 7.7. The high frequency oscillation of the 
temperature that can be seen in figure 7.7 is in the order of ± 3 °C. This is due to 
the fact that the integral gain of the PID controller was set too high but note that the 
mean temp is very steady. In figure 7.8 the inlet valve bridge temperatures recorded 
can be seen. Here the sensor is more remote from the jet and the measured 
temperature is less oscillatory. Again the mean value is very stable. Also in figures 
7.9 and 7.10 the temperatures recorded in the coolant side of the cylinder head and 
as well as the temperatures documented in the rest of the cooling system can be 
seen. The rising heater outlet temperature is due to very low flows in this leg of the 
circuit, heat is mainly transferred by conduction and thus thermal equilibrium is 
delayed considerably.
A comparison with the mechanical baseline can be seen in figure 7.11 were exhaust 
valve bridge temperatures are compared for the 2 systems. It is evident that the 
agreement of the partly electrified system with the mechanical system is quite good. 
The same can be observed in figure 7.12 where the inlet valve bridge temperatures 
are compared. Lastly a comparison of coolant temperatures for both systems that 
can be found in figures 7.13 and 7.14. The results obtained throughout this section 
were the partly electrified vehicle is under investigation provide exceptional 
agreement with the results from the mechanical system. The overall conclusion is 
that the partly electrified system is capable of repeating the baseline results of the 
mechanical system. This offers assurance to proceed to the next stage, evaluation of 
the actively control cooling jets in the cylinder head.
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7.4 Evaluation of Jet Cooled Vehicle
\
In the following section evaluation of the actively controlled cooling jets is 
performed. The objective of this work is to assess the capability of jets to control 
and stabilise the temperatures of the exhaust valve bridge. This is done over a range 
of hill climb gradients as explained in sections 7.2.2 and 7.2.3. The procedure 
adopted was also presented earlier in this chapter.
7.4.1 Hill Climb Experiments of 12% Gradient (Stage 3 of 
Development)
The most severe hill climb load that was tested was equivalent to 12% gradient. 
The figures presented for this gradient are in conjunction with the electrical pump 
settings as seen in the following table 7.6.
Table 7.6 Index of figures for the 12% gradient hill climb
Hill climb Gradient 12%









Each of the figures presented in this section contain data recorded from the 3rd 
cylinder exhaust valve bridge thermocouple compared in real time with cylinder 1 
exhaust valve bridge thermocouple. The reason having only one thermocouple
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recording data from the cylinders where jets were applied is that the other 
thermocouple was used as a feedback of exhaust valve bridge temperatures into 
dSpace. This also provided real time information to the operator in order to avoid 
possible catastrophic failures. Also it is necessary to explain here that each figure is 
a snap shot in the experiment that consists of the pre jet phase the jet ON phase and 
the post jet phase. The last series in each of those figures presents temperatures 
recorded by the 3rd cylinder EVB thermocouple during the mechanical baseline as 
presented in section 7.3.1. superimposed to provide comparison with the jets 
system.
Figure 7.15 shows the capability to control exhaust valve bridge temperatures 
providing heat transfer equivalent to that obtained using the mechanical system. 
The same is observed in the next figure were the pump setting is 26%. In figure 
7.17 the jet demonstrates the capability to reduce the temperature of the exhaust 
valve bridge even further than the baseline achieved by the mechanical system. 
Figures 7.18 and 7.19 are the proof of the efficiency of the jets. In these figures the 
temperatures recorded in cylinder 1 exhaust valve bridge during the hill climb are 
identical to those recorded during the baseline hill climb evaluation utilising the 
mechanical system. It is evident there that the jet is able to further reduce in a 
controlled way the temperatures experienced in the exhaust valve area. In figures 
7.20 to 7.22 it is evident that the exhaust valve area is overcooled since the 
temperatures recorded on the non jet cooled cylinder (exhaust valve bridge 1) are 
lower than those recorded under the same hill climb conditions with the mechanical 
system. Also it is evident in these last figures that the effect of the jet is greatly 
reduced. The overall conclusion from the above figures is that as the pump duty 
increases the effect of the jet is minimised. This is observed because at low pump 
duty settings the existing coolant flow rate in the cooling drilling is very little. 
Therefore the jet is prominent providing enhanced heat transfer in the area of the 
exhaust valve bridge. The absolute temperature differences against pump settings 
can be seen in table 7.7.
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Table 7.7 Pump setting versus Exhaust valve bridge temperature difference 
(jets O n -je ts Off)
Pump Setting 
(%)
Exhaust Valve Bridge Tem perature 










Also in this section in order to investigate the effect of the jet on the spatial 
distribution of temperature in the cylinder head figures 7.23 -  7.30 were plotted. In 
those figures the temperature difference between the exhaust valve bridge and the 
inlet valve bridge can be seen. It is evident here that the same trends can be 
identified. Again the benefit of the jet is more pronounced at low pump settings and 
diminishes as pump duty increases. In table 7.8 the absolute numbers recorded can 
be seen. The reduction of the thermal gradient across the engine is very desirable 
as it has a direct effect on the reduction of thermal stress experienced in the engine. 
Subsequently higher power and improved durability could be achieved. Also pre -  
ignition occurrence could be reduced because of reduced thermal gradient [1,2].
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One important aspect of this work is that the experimental procedure provided 
repeatability between each test. This is evident in all figures presented in this 
section in the pre and post jet phases. This also provides assurance that the effect 
presented is only due to jets applied in the cylinder head.
A comparison of the mechanical and jet system coolant flow rates can also be seen 
in figure 7.31. As can be seen there for the same temperatures at the exhaust valve 
area the reduction of flow rate obtained by the jet system is in the order of 88 % 
when the main pump is at 21% duty and 80 % at a main pump duty of 26%.
7.4.2 Design of Experiments Results (Stage 4 of Development)
The experimental data were used to construct a number of response surface models 
of the general form:
T = x ^ y 2+ Z 2 -xy+xz-yz-x+y-z+k using the Matlab optimization toolbox. The 
models predict EVB, engine inlet, engine outlet and EVB -  IVB temperature as a 
function of main pump, jet pump, and fan duty.
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7.4.2.1 Level Road Results (0% Gradient)
Figures 7.32 and 7.33 show contour plots of each of the outputs as a function of 
main pump and jet pump duty for a 0% gradient. Figure 7.32 shows predictions 
with fan duty at 0%. Figure 7.33 shows predictions with fan duty at 100%. The jets 
have a clear effect on EVB at the 100% fan setting (figure 7.33c) although this 
effect diminishes as main pump duty increases and becomes dominant. For the 0% 
fan case the higher inlet temperatures (figure 7.32a) results in a much less clear 
effect from the jet on EVB (figure 7.32c).
The anticipated flattening of the temperature gradients within the head is illustrated 
by figures 7.32d and 7.33d. EVB -  IVB is a measure of the temperature gradient 
across the head. The jets clearly reduce the temperature gradient although the 
interaction with the inlet temperature is again evident at 0% fan (figure 7.32d). In 
order to have a clear presentation of the jet effect figure 7.34 presents the results for 
engine inlet temperature of 65 °C and main pump setting of 16, 56 and 96% 
respectively. In these figures the size of the arrows of each point represent the 
percentage of fan used. It is evident that the effect of jets at low pump setting is 
more pronounced than any other case. This is because at low main pump the jet is 
capable of impingement in the vicinity of the EVB with beneficial results. As the 
main pump delivery increases the flow through the existing drilling increases and 
subsequently the jets are not able to impinge. In fact at 100% main pump duty the 
EVB increases with increasing jet pump duty probably due to changes of the flow 
distribution within the cylinder head.
The temperature distribution across the cylinder head can also be seen in figure 
7.35 where the temperature difference EVB -  IVB is plotted. In this case the 
application of jets can reduce the temperature difference by 9.5 °C for main pump 
setting of 16%. At main pump setting 60% the reduction is approximately 3.5 °C. 
The final setting for the main pump at 100% there is no reduction in the 
temperature difference between EVB and IVB in fact there is a small increase again 
for the same reason explained above.
Clearly the use of jets needs to be coordinated carefully with the main flow due to 
the interactions between the circuits. At high main pump flows the existing drillings 
are the most effective method of achieving high rates of heat transfer. The jet pump
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has an adverse effect on this process. The main benefit of the jet pump is to allow 
enhanced heat transfer at conditions of low main pump flow. This allows much of 
the operating envelope to be covered with very low overall flow rates.
7.4.2.2 Hill Climb Results (12%gradient)
The contour plots for fan 10% and 100% (figures 7.36 and 7.37) in this case are 
more enlightening. It is evident that the EVB temperature is dropping as jet pump 
duty increases when the fan duty is 100% (figure 7.37c), helped by low engine (and 
hence jet) inlet temperatures (figure 7.37a, compared to figure 7.36a). Conversely, 
when fan duty is 0% the use of the jets raises the EVB temperature due to the 
interaction with engine inlet temperature.
Figure 7.37d shows a very strong reduction in cross -  head temperature gradient as 
jet pump duty increases. This is achieved due to the introduction of cool fluid at 
each EVB made possible by the high fan duty. Figure 7.36d shows no such effect 
since the coolant temperatures at engine inlet are elevated. In order to minimize the 
effect of these interactions figure 7.38 presents the results for engine inlet 
temperature of 90 °C and main pump 20, 60 and 100 %. The same format seen in 
figure 7.34 is used for the figures. The same findings as for the 0% hill climb 
gradient are evident in those figures. In this case due to the loading on the engine 
the recorded temperatures are higher but the general trend of the results is the same. 
The only noticeable difference at main pump setting of 100% is the rise of the EVB 
temperature. This is due to the fact that the jet pump is fed by the outlet of the main 
pump. This results in a flow reduction in the main cooling circuit as the jet flow 
rises. Subsequently the temperature of the EVB rises due to slightly reduced flow at 
the cooling drilling adjacent to the EVB area.
The temperature distribution across the cylinder head is also shown in figure 7.39 
where the temperature difference EVB -  IVB can be seen. At a main pump setting 
of 20% the application of jets can reduce the temperature difference by 7 °C. Where 
for main pump of 60% the reduction is approximately 2 °C at medium jet. The final 
setting for the main pump at 100% there is an increase in the temperature for the 
reason explained above.
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7.4.2.3 Area of Influence of Je ts  over EVB Temperature
From the DoE experiments at 0% and 12% gradients the minimum and maximum 
possible temperatures as well as the minimum temperature achieved using full jet 
flow were recorded as seen in table 7.9. Note that as would be expected, the 
minimum temperatures were obtained by using maximum cooling capabilities of 
the system, which results in all three actuators being at their maximum settings. The 
maximum temperature limits were set using previous knowledge gained at stage 1 
of testing. The upper limit at the EVB was not to exceed 165 °C.






























86 108 130 122 147 163
Main(%) 100 16 16 100 20 20
Jet(% ) 100 100 0 100 100 0
Fan(%) 100 100 100 100 100 100
Figure 7.40 shows the data graphically. It is evident in that graph that there is a 
distinct area where the jets have the ability to control the EVB temperature.
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7.4.2.4 Validation of Jet Control on EVB Temperature
Following these results a further experiment was performed in order to prove that 
control within the jet influenced band is possible. The experiment consisted of 
varying hill climb gradients in increments of 3% until a 12% gradient was 
implemented. The fan setting was set at 100% and the main pump setting was 
varied from 16% to 20% according to a schedule determined from table 7.9 and 
designed to operate within a region where jets are beneficial. The jet pump 
controller was regulated by a PI controller set to work in closed loop with the EVB 
2 thermocouple. The objective was to achieve demanded EVB temperatures as seen 
in table 7.10. Those temperature demands were obtained by interpolation between 
the 0% and 12% hill climb gradient experimental results recorded. The complete 
controller schedule can be seen in table 7.10.





Main (% ) Jet (% ) Fan (% )
0 119 16 Auto Control 100
3 128 17 Auto Control 100
6 137 18 Auto Control 100
9 146 19 Auto Control 100
12 155 20 Auto Control 100
The results are plotted in figure 7.41. It is evident that the objective was 
accomplished. The actual EVB temperatures that were recorded for this experiment 
can be seen in table 7.11.
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Table 7.11 Average results from jet control experiment






It is evident from the results that the maximum discrepancy on the set-point 
temperature is only 3 °C. A more capable integral action could minimize this error 
at the expense of some steady state stability. Another important factor to prove the 
system was the repeatability of the results. As seen in figure 7.42 the results are 
exceptionally repeatable.
7.5 Relationship between Rig based Work and On -  Vehicle 
Evaluation of Cooling Jets
It would have been desirable to have a direct comparison of the rig based work with 
the vehicle based work. In the case of the cooling gallery simulator all the physical 
and geometrical parameters involved in the measurement of the heat transfer 
coefficient were easily obtained either by direct measurements or by calculations as 
presented extensively in chapter 3 of this thesis. In the case of the vehicle 
experiments presented here a number of limitations prevented the author from 
calculating the heat transfer coefficients at the point of impingement within the 
engine.
A necessary parameter to calculate the heat transfer coefficient in the vehicle is the 
heatflux applied to the point of interest. Although it was not possible to measure 
this directly with existing instrumentation, it may have been estimated using an 
empirical method [3] based on engine fuelling.
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Another crucial parameter in order to calculate the heat transfer coefficient is the 
coolant velocity in the jet and the drilling. In the case of the jet the flowrate is 
known since a flowmeter exists in this branch of the cooling system. However 
coolant flowrate through the drilling was not measured.
Finally the exact position of each EVB thermocouple is unknown. Although the 
machining for thermocouple instrumentation was performed by Visteon UK, a 
drawing was not available. In order to find the exact position of each EVB 
thermocouple the cylinder head was X -  rayed. Unfortunately the outcome was 
disappointing, and it was not possible to determine thermocouple positions. 
Following this the only possible solution to the problem was to section the actual 
cylinder head, but this would have prevented any further measurements.
An alternative method would be to estimate all of the above parameters in order to 
calculate the heat transfer coefficient at the point of jet impingement. However the 
error associated with such a calculation is very large. In the view of the above 
uncertainties it is unlikely that a meaningful comparison between engine cooling 
gallery simulator and engine on vehicle could be performed.
7.6 Concluding Remarks
The vehicle study undertaken proved that the concept presented in chapter 6 is 
feasible in the demanding environment of a vehicle. The conditions under which 
tests were performed represent normal operation. Under those conditions the ability 
to control metal temperatures in the vicinity of the exhaust valve bridge were 
proven with great success. The results also provide valuable information as regards 
the possibilities and limitations of jet cooling to a cylinder head. Using this 
information a number of control strategies can be designed to suit the majority of 
engine operation parameters
The results obtained for the partly electrified system in the vehicle provide 
exceptional agreement with the results obtained from the mechanical system. 
Subsequently since the partly electrified vehicle is capable of repeating the baseline 
temperature results of the mechanical system it was safe to proceed to the next 
stage of evaluation of the actively control cooling jets in the cylinder head
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The results of stages 3 and especially 4 presented in this chapter demonstrate that 
active control of cooling jets allows the cylinder head temperature (and most 
importantly the area of the EVB) to be controlled accurately. Furthermore the jets 
promote a shallower temperature gradient across the cylinder head, and allow much 
reduced coolant flow rates when compared to the main flow in isolation. These 
results are dependant on an adequate supply of coolant at lower temperature than 
that within the engine at that point. This has been achieved using a radiator cooling 
fan to lower the engine inlet temperature. The electrical power consumed offsets 
the benefit obtained from the reduced coolant flow rate. Further developments are 
aimed at rearranging the cooling circuit to achieve similar results for lower power 
consumption. For example several engine systems such as EGR coolers and 
intercoolers are now in a position to benefit from a separate low temperature 
cooling circuit. Jets could potentially take their supply from such a low temperature 
circuit. The increased complexity must be weighted against improved emissions, 
performance and fuel consumption.
The controllability offered by active cooling jets is only of benefit if the 
temperature of thermally critical components can be measured or accurately 
predicted. Either approach has its disadvantages but the resulting control over metal 
temperatures offers the scope to optimize combustion effects at all areas of engine 
operation. Further work aims to extend this study to include an analysis of the 
improvement in emissions and specific power achievable.
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Figure 7.2. Exhaust valve bridge temperatures recorded during hill climb utilising
the mechanical cooling system
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Figure 7.4. Coolant temperatures recorded on the valve bridge during hill climb
utilising the mechanical cooling system
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Figure 7.5. Coolant temperatures in the system recorded during hill climb utilising 
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Figure 7.6. Vehicle and engine speed recorded during hill climb using the partly 
electrified system
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Figure 7.7. Exhaust valve bridge temperatures recorded during hill climb using 













Figure 7.8. Inlet valve bridge temperatures recorded during hill climb using the
partly electrified system
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Figure 7.9. Coolant temperatures recorded on the valve bridge during hill climb 
using the partly electrified system
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Figure 7.10. Coolant temperatures in the system recorded during hill climb using
the partly electrified system
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Figure 7.11. Exhaust valve bridge temperatures comparison for the hill climb data
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Figure 7.12. Inlet valve bridge temperatures comparison for the hill climb data
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Figure 7.14. Comparison of coolant temperatures on the system during hill climb
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Figure 7.15. Exhaust valve bridge temperatures recorded during hill climb of 12% 

















Figure 7.16. Exhaust valve bridge temperatures recorded during hill climb of 12%
gradient and Pump setting of 26% and utilising jets
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Figure 7.17. Exhaust valve bridge temperatures recorded during hill climb of 12% 
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Figure 7.18. Exhaust valve bridge temperatures recorded during hill climb of 12%
gradient and Pump setting of 36% and utilising jets
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Figure 7.19. Exhaust valve bridge temperatures recorded during hill climb of 12% 












Figure 7.20. Exhaust valve bridge temperatures recorded during hill climb of 12%
gradient and Pump setting of 51% and utilising jets
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Figure 7.21. Exhaust valve bridge temperatures recorded during hill climb of 12% 
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Figure 7.22. Exhaust valve bridge temperatures recorded during hill climb of 12%
gradient and Pump setting of 80% and utilising jets
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Figure 7.23. Exhaust -  Inlet valve bridge temperatures recorded during hill climb 




















Figure 7.24. Exhaust -  Inlet valve bridge temperatures recorded during hill climb
of 12% gradient and Pump setting of 26% and utilising jets
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Figure 7.25. Exhaust -  Inlet valve bridge temperatures recorded during hill climb 























Figure 7.26. Exhaust -  Inlet valve bridge temperatures recorded during hill climb
of 12% gradient and Pump setting of 36% and utilising jets
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Figure 7.27. Exhaust -  Inlet valve bridge temperatures recorded during hill climb 







Figure 7.28. Exhaust -  Inlet valve bridge temperatures recorded during hill climb
of 12% gradient and Pump setting of 51% and utilising jets
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Figure 7.29. Exhaust -  Inlet valve bridge temperatures recorded during hill climb 















Figure 7.30. Exhaust -  Inlet valve bridge temperatures recorded during hill climb
of 12% gradient and Pump setting of 80% and utilising jets
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Figure 7.31. Comparison of mechanical, partly electrified and jets system flow 
rates
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Figure 7.32. EVB and EVB -  IVB temperatures at hill climb of 0% gradient and
fan setting of 0%
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Figure 7.33. EVB and EVB -  IVB temperatures at hill climb of 0% gradient and 
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Figure 7.34. EVB temperatures for engine inlet of 65 UC and hill climb gradient of 
0%
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Figure 7.35. EVB -  IVB temperatures for engine inlet of 65 UC and hill climb 
gradient of 0%























Figure 7.36. EVB and EVB -  IVB temperatures at hill climb of 12% gradient and
fan setting of 10%
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Figure 7.37. EVB and EVB -  IVB temperatures at hill climb of 12% gradient and 
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Figure 7.38. EVB temperatures for engine inlet of 90 UC and hill climb gradient of 
12%
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Figure 7.39. EVB -  IVB temperatures for engine inlet of 90 UC and hill climb 
gradient of 12%
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Figure 7.40. Minimum and maximum possible EVB temperatures obtained through 
DoE experiments as well as presentation of band of jet influence
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Figure 7.41. Actively controlled jets EVB set point and average recorded EVB 
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Figure 7.42. Repeatability results for actively controlled jets under various hill 
climb gradients
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8.0 Conclusions and Recommendations for Further Work
8.1 General Conclusions
A detailed investigation has been undertaken to assess the capability of active 
controlled liquid jets for IC engine application. An engine cooling gallery 
simulator, incorporating jets, was used to assess the potential heat transfer benefits 
of this novel cooling approach.
Having quantified these benefits further experimental work was conducted to assess 
the capability to actively control their operation. This required the design and 
implementation of a suitable control system. Modelling of the experimental results 
was carried out to assess the accuracy of various approaches to predicting the heat 
transfer effects of a jet when injected into a crossflow.
The experience from the cooling gallery simulator was transferred to vehicle based 
work for further evaluation, specifically for metal temperature control.
The major conclusions are presented below.
8.1.1 Je t Rig
The effects of different combinations of main duct velocities, jet velocity, diameter, 
orientation, height and system pressure have been experimentally assessed. It was 
found that the most important parameter affecting the heat transfer at the point of 
impingement is the combination of jet and duct velocity. At combinations of 0.25 
m/s main duct velocity and a jet velocity of more than 3m/s the effect of the jet is 
dominant. At the opposite end of the spectrum, at 1 m/s main duct velocity and jet 
velocities below 3 m/s the jet is not capable of penetrating the main flow. Another 
important factor is the jet height The effect of die jet is evident until the height 
exceeds 15 mm from the impingement point. Beyond that jet height the effect of the 
jet diminishes. The jet diameter has an important role as the smaller the diameter 
the greater the jet velocity for a given jet flow rate. The jet orientation has a 
minimum effect on the heat transfer. Lastly increasing pressure suppresses nucleate 
boiling.
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Further investigation into the capability of the jet to be controlled with set criteria led 
to the development of a pulse width modulation (PWM) controller. The result was a 
system that was capable of modulating the jet flow to achieve the required demand 
temperatures.
Evaluation of the performance of the controller was conducted with regard to two 
criteria. The first was a heat flux variation and the second a temperature set point 
temperature variation. In both cases the controller performed extremely well. The 
temperature discrepancy that was experienced was less than 1 °C.
8.1.2 Heat Transfer Modelling
Very little published data has been realised on oblique jets superimposed onto 
crossflow. Three approaches to modelling the heat transfer of jets in crossflow have 
been considered. The first approach considered a classical non -  dimensional 
analysis and led to the development of a correlation that takes into account the 
combined effects of the crossflow and the jet. The average error from this 
correlation was 16.8 % with some degree of scatter.
In the second approach an established empirical model was adapted and modified 
for this application. This model was developed for jet arrays into confined 
crossflow. It was modified to conform to the experimental parameters of this study
i.e. one jet into crossflow. The modified empirical produced an average error of 
28.5 % again with some degree of scatter. Empirical models are developed for 
specific applications and their transferability has to be treated with some caution.
Finally a velocity vector analysis approach was considered. Two models using this 
approach were developed. Those models were based on already established models 
that predict Nusselt numbers produced by jet impingement. A number of 
modifications were imposed to those correlations. Notably the Reynolds number 
was modified to accommodate the use of both jet and duct velocity. The results 
from those models performed better in some areas than others. The average error 
range of those models was 11.6 % to 46.3 % for the different experimental 
parameters.
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The overall conclusion from the jet modelling work is that further refinment of the 
non -  dimensional approach would appear to be the most suitable option for 
continuation of this modelling work.
8.1.3 Vehicle Work
The vehicle study proved that the concept of actively controlled coolant jets for 
metal temperature control is feasible in the demanding environment of an engine 
cylinder head.
The results demonstrated that active control of cooling jets allows the cylinder head 
temperature (and most importantly the area around the EVB) to be accurately 
controlled. Furthermore the jets promote a shallower temperature gradient across 
the cylinder head, and allow much reduced coolant flow rates when compared to 
purely conventional main flow cooling.
8.2 Recommendations and Implications for Further Work
In the long term, a model that would be able to establish accurate predictions of 
heat transfer coefficients in the case where jets of variable geometries are injected 
into a duct flow is desirable. This would be possible with the use of particle image 
velocimetry (PIV) to evaluate the jet velocity and the area of impingement Flow 
results could subsequently be employed in computational fluid dynamics (CFD) to 
obtain heat transfer coefficients.
As regards the application of jets in a vehicle, a system that incorporates them from 
the design stage would probably realise even further improvements in metal 
temperature control. This would give the opportunity for better packaging and 
reduced complexity.
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A1 Experimental Procedure
The experimental procedure established by the previous researcher [1] was left 
unchanged for this study. The following sections explain the procedure.
A1.1 Test Method
The data acquisition system was configured to record the values of temperature, 
pressure and flow rate measured on the rig, and the position of the traversing 
thermocouples. Thus every row of data in a test file included the pressures and 
temperatures at the inlet and the outlet from the test duct, the temperatures upstream 
and downstream of the test duct, the three temperatures measured by the traversing 
thermocouples, the ambient temperature (cold junction), the flow rate measured by 
the active turbine meter, and the traversing thermocouple positions. The position is 
given by the distance from the heating surface to the tip of the three thermocouples 
installed in the test sample. The values of all temperatures, pressures, and flows 
were continuously updated and displayed on the data acquisition system. The 
traversing thermocouple position was entered manually before each set of data was 
logged, which had the advantage of allowing the operator to check for correct 
conditions and a steady thermal state before acquiring data.
Preliminary tests were conducted at the start of the test programme to establish 
standard intervals and range o f thermocouple traverse. For the block heaters, a 
range of 100-400°C was used with intervals of 25°C. For the traversing 
thermocouples the range 2 to 12 mm (from coolant-metal interface) was used with 
intervals of 2 mm. Therefore during a standard test, data was gathered at 13 
different heater blocks temperatures, and at each setpoint the temperature measured 
by the traversing thermocouples was logged at 6 different positions. Consequently, 
a complete set of data consisted of 6 rows (one for each traversing thermocouple 
position) and the complete file was formed of 13 sets (one for each heater block 
temperature) or 78 rows of data. With an experienced operator, each test took 
approximately 1.5 hours once the rig had been configured and warmed up. An 
example complete raw data file is shown in Appendix A
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A1.2 Test Procedure
The procedure to complete one standard test comprised the following steps:
1. Turn on coolant pump to a mid range flowrate
2. Initiate data acquisition system
3. Set the coolant immersion heaters to the desired temperature and allow to 
warm -up
4. Set manual valves to select the appropriate jet
5. Set manual valves to select appropriate flow meter and set the pump 
controller to the desired flow rate
6. Set the system pressure to the required value using the external compressed 
air supply
7. Set the heater block temperature to 100°C
8. Move the traversing thermocouples to the top position, and adjust traverse 
thimbles such that the traversing mechanism indent coincides exactly with 
the top thermocouple position
9. Fine tune temperature, pressure and flowrate to desired values
10. Wait for thermally stable conditions to be achieved
11. Enter the traversing thermocouple positions to the data acquisition computer
12. Final check of the conditions, then capture the data to the computer
13. Move the traversing thermocouples to the next position
14. Repeat steps 9 to 12 for the other positions of the traversing thermocouples
15. Increase the heater block temperature to the next value
16. Repeat steps 9 to 14 for the other temperature values of the heater block
A1.3 Data Processing
The raw data was captures using ‘HPVee’ (version 5.0) software via an Amplicon 
PC30 GA data acquisition card, and imported as a text file into ‘Microsoft Excel
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97’ spreadsheet software for analysis. A Visual Basic ‘macro’ program within 
Excel called ‘datacrunchl 1 ’ was written to automate data processing from different 
tests with an identical format This allowed rapid analysis and placed the processed 
data into a standard format which facilitated easier data manipulation of groups of 
data with a further macro program ‘assembledata’. Listings of these macro 
programs are given in the following sections of this Appendix.
The most important function of the data processing program was to calculate the 
temperature gradient through the top of the test sample over the range through 
which the thermocouples were traversed. From this the two quantities of sample 
surface temperature and heatflux through the sample are deduced. Since the rig has 
one-dimensional heatflow through the test sample, there exists a linear relationship 
between the temperature gradient and heatflux, with constant of proportionality 
being the thermal conductivity of the metal:
g  =  (eqn 3.1)ax
The metal surface temperature is found by a small extrapolation of the temperature 
gradient. Both the gradient and extrapolated surface temperature were calculated 
using a linear regression function within Microsoft Excel software package. To 
check the linearity of the relationship, a linear regression correlation coefficient 
(R2) was also calculated for each point (R2 = 1 indicates a perfect fit, R2 = 0 
indicates no fit), which measures the quality of the linear assumption. In practice 
the relationship between metal temperature and traverse distance was found to be 
extremely linear, confirming the 1-dimensional heatflow assumption, and the 
integrity of the rig design. An example of this relationship is shown graphically in 
figure A l. The (linear) lines of best fit, and the corresponding equations and 
correlation coefficients are shown in the lower right comer. In general data was 
rejected were the correlation coefficient was below 0.98, but this occurred for a 
very small number of test points. An example of the processed file can be seen in 
Appendix A. Having calculated the surface temperature and heatflux, the 
characteristic relationship between the two variables can finally be plotted. This
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relationship will be discussed for a wide variety of test conditions in the following 
sections.
An uncertainty analysis was also conducted by the researcher [1], This showed that 
the heatflux is generally measured to within 5% and surface temperature is 
measured with a maximum uncertainty of 4.1°C. The uncertainty in both quantities 
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Figure A1 Example of relationship of sample temperature and traverse distance 
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Table A1 Index of all experimental tests
I Test ID ... Sample Coolant ""Duct HelgTVT'Preeeure Inlet Temp "Velocity J e t  S p ee d Jet Diameter Jet Orientation
L . (mm) (bar abs) (*C) (m/s) ("Vs) (mm)
1 180500#! AS10 as cast (no 1) 50-50 water-OAT 25 2 90 0.25
2 050600#1 AS10 as cast (no 3) 50-50 water-OAT 10 2 90 1
3 070600*1 AS10 as cast (no 3) 50-50 water-OAT 10 2 90 1
4 070600*2 AS10 as cast (no 3) 50-50 water-OAT 10 2 90 1
5 140600*1 AS10 as cast (no 3) 50-50 water-OAT 10 1 90 2.5 3 5 45 x
6 140600*2 AS10 as cast (no 3) 50-50 water-OAT 10 2 90 2.5 3 5 45 x
7 140600*3 AS10 as cast (no 3) 50-50 water -OAT 10 1 90 2.5 5 5 45 x
8 140600*4 AS10 as cast (no 3) 50-50 water-OAT 10 2 90 2.5 5 5 45 x
9 150600*1 AS10 as cast (no 3) 50-50 water-OAT 10 2 90 0 6 5 90 above
10 200600*1 AS10 as cast (no 3) 50-50 water-OAT 10 1 90 2.5 3 5 45 x
11 200600*2 AS10 as cast (no 3) 50-50 water-OAT 10 2 90 2.5 5 5 45 x
12 210600*1 AS10 as cast (no 3) 50-50 water -OAT 10 2 90 2.5 5 5 45 x
13 210600*2 AS 10 as cast (no 3) 50-50 water-OAT 10 1 90 2.5 5 5 45 x
14 210600*3 AS10 as cast (no 3) 50-50 water-OAT 10 2 90 2.5 3 5 45 x
15 220600*1 AS10 as cast (no 3) 50-50 water -OAT 10 1 90 1 3 5 45 x
16 230600*1 AS10 as cast (no 3) 50-50 water -OAT 10 1 90 1 2 to 10 5 45 x
17 230600*2 AS10 as cast (no 3) 50-50 water-OAT 10 1 90 1 to7 5 5 45 x
18 250600*1 AS10 as cast (no 3) 50-50 water-OAT 10 1 90 1 2 to 10 5 45 x
19 260600*1 AS10 as cast (no 3) 50-50 water -OAT 10 1 90 1 toe 5 5 45 x
20 270600*1 AS10 as cast (no 3) 50-50 water -OAT 10 2 90 1 to6 5 5 45 x
21 270600*2 AS10 as cast (no 3) 50-50 water -OAT 10 2 90 1 to 5 5 5 45 x
22 040700*1 AS10 as cast (no 4) 50-50 water -OAT 10 1 90 1 3 5 45x
23 040700*2 AS 10 as cast (no 4) 50-50 water -OAT 10 2 90 1 3 5 45 x
24 040700*3 AS 10 as cast (no 4) 50-50 water -OAT 10 1 90 1 5 5 45 x
25 040700*4 AS10 as cast (no 4) 50-50 water-OAT 10 2 90 1 5 5 45x
26 050700*1 AS10 as cast (no 4) 50-50 water -OAT 10 2 90 1 5 5 45 x
27 060700*1 AS10 as cast (no 4) 50-50 water -OAT 10 1 90 1 3 5 45 x
28 060700*2 AS10 as cast (no 4) 50-50 water -OAT 10 2 90 N/A 6 5 90 above
29 070700*1 AS10 as cast (no 4) 50-50 water-OAT 10 2 90 1 N/A N/A N/A
30 110700*1 AS10 as cast (no 4) 50-50 water -OAT 10 2 90 1 N/A N/A N/A
31 110700*2 AS 10 as cast (no 4) 50-50 water -OAT 10 2 90 N/A 6 5 90 above
32 110700*3 AS10 as cast (no 4) 50-50 water-OAT 10 1 90 1 3 5 45 x
33 180700*1 AS10 as cast (no 4) 50-50 water-OAT 10 2 90 1 N/A N/A N/A
34 220700*1 AS10 as cast (no 4) 50-50 water -OAT 10 2 90 5 to 1 N/A N/A N/A
35 290700*1 AS10 as cast (no 4) 50-50 water -OAT 10 1 90 0.25 3 3 45 z
36 290700*2 AS 10 as cast (no 4) 50-50 water -OAT 10 1 90 0.25 5 3 45 z
37 300700*1 AS10 as cast (no 4) 5660 water -OAT 10 1 90 0.25 1 3 452
38 300700*2 AS 10 as cast (no 4) 5060 water -OAT 10 1 90 1 1 3 45 z
39 300700*3 AS10 as cast (no 4) 5650 water-OAT 10 1 90 1 3 3 452
40 300700*4 AS10 as cast (no 4) 5650 water-OAT 10 1 90 1 5 3 462
41 310700*1 AS10 as cast (no 4) 5650 water -OAT 10 2 90 0.25 1 3 452
42 310700*2 AS10 as cast (no 4) 5650 water -OAT 10 2 90 0.25 3 3 45 2
43 310700*3 AS 10 as cast (no 4) 5650 water-OAT 10 2 90 0.25 5 3 452
44 310700*4 AS10 as cast (no 4) 5650 water -OAT 10 2 90 1 1 3 452
45 010600*1 AS10 as cast (no 4) 5650 water-OAT 10 2 90 1 3 3 45 2
46 010800*2 AS10 as cast (no 4) 5650 water -OAT 10 2 90 1 5 3 452
47 020800*1 AS10 as cast (no 4) 50-50 water-OAT 10 1 90 0.25 1 3 45 X
48 020800*2 AS10 as cast (no 4) 5650 water -OAT 10 1 90 0.25 3 3 45 x
49 030800*1 AS10 as cast (no 4) 50-50 water -OAT 10 1 90 0.25 1 3 452
50 040600*1 AS10 as cast (no 4) 5650 water -OAT 10 1 90 0.25 5 3 45 x
51 040800*2 AS10 as cast (no 4) 5650 water-OAT 10 1 90 1 1 3 45 x
52 040800*3 AS10 as cast (no 4) 50-50 water -OAT 10 1 90 1 3 3 45 X
53 040800*4 AS10 as cast (no 4) 50-50 water-OAT 10 1 90 1 5 3 45 x
54 040600*5 AS10 as cast (no 4) 5650 water -OAT 10 2 90 0.25 1 3 45 x
55 040600*6 AS10 as cast (no 4) 5650 water -OAT 10 2 90 0.25 3 3 45 x
56 050800*1 AS10 as cast (no 4) 5650 water -OAT 10 2 90 0.25 5 3 45 x
57 050800*2 AS 10 as cast (no 4) 5650 water -OAT 10 2 90 1 1 3 45 x
58 050800*3 AS10 as cast (no 4) 5650 water -OAT 10 2 90 1 3 3 45 x
59 050800*4 AS10 as cast (no 4) 5650 water -OAT 10 2 90 1 5 3 45 x
60 060800*1 AS10 as cast (no 4) 5650 water -OAT 10 1 90 1 5 3 45 x
61 060800*2 AS10 as cast (no 4) 5650 water-OAT 10 2 90 1 3 3 45 x
62 060800*3 AS10 as cast (no 4) 5650 water-OAT 10 2 90 0.25 3 3 452
63 100800*1 AS10 as cast (no 4) 5650 water-OAT 10 1 90 0.25 1 5 452
64 100800*2 AS10 as cast (no 4) 50-50 water-OAT 10 1 90 0.25 3 5 45 2
65 100600*3 AS 10 as cast (no 4) 5650 water-OAT 10 1 90 1 1 5 452
66 110600*1 AS10 as cast (no 4) 50-50 water -OAT 10 1 90 1 3 5 45 2
67 140600*1 AS10 as cast (no 4) 5650 water-OAT 10 1 90 0.25 1 5 45 x
68 091000*1 AS10 as cast (no 4) 5650 water -OAT 10 1 90 0.25 3 5 45x
69 091000*2 AS10 as cast (no 4) 50-50 water-OAT 10 1 90 1 1 5 45x
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70 10100041 AS10 a# cast (no 4) 50-50 water -OAT 10 1 90 1 3 5 45x
71 10100042 AS10 as cast (no 4) 50-50 water -OAT 10 2 90 0.25 1 5 45x
72 10100043 AS10 as cast (no 4) 50-50 water -OAT 10 2 90 0.25 3 5 45x
73 11100041 AS10 as cast (no 4) 50-50 water -OAT 10 2 90 1 1 5 45x
74 11100042 AS10 as cast (no 4) 50-50 water -OAT 10 2 90 1 3 5 45x
75 11100043 ASIOascast (no 4) 5050 water -OAT 10 2 90 1 3 5 45 z
76 11100044 AS10 as cast (no 4) 5050 water-OAT 10 2 90 1 1 5 45 z
77 12100041 ASIOascast (no 4) 50-50 water -OAT 10 2 90 0.25 1 5 45 z
78 12100042 ASIOascast (no 4) 50-50 water-OAT 10 2 90 0.25 3 5 45 z
79 12100043 ASIOascast (no 4) 50-50 water -OAT 10 2 90 0.25 1 5 45 z
80 16100041 ASIOascast (no 4) 5050 water -OAT 10 1 90 0.25 3 5 45 x
81 16100042 ASIOascast (no 4) 50-50 water-OAT 10 2 90 1 1 5 45 x
82 16100043 ASIOascast (no 4) 5050 water-OAT 10 1 90 1 5 5 45 x
83 17100041 ASIOascast (no 4) 50-50 water-OAT 10 1 90 1 5 5 45 z
84 17100042 ASIOascast (no 4) 50-50 water -OAT 10 2 90 1 5 5 45 z
85 17100043 AS10 as cast (no 4) 50-50 water -OAT 10 2 90 1 5 5 45 x
86 18100041 ASIOascast (no 4) 50-50 water -OAT 10 1 90 1 N/A N/A N/A
87 18100042 ASIOascast (no 4) 50-50 water-OAT 10 1 90 0.25 N/A N/A N/A
88 18100043 ASIOascast (no 4) 5050 water -OAT 10 2 90 0.25 N/A N/A N/A
89 18100044 ASIOascast (no 4) 50-50 water -OAT 10 2 90 1 N/A N/A N/A
90 19100041 ASIOascast (no 4) 50-50 water-OAT 10 1 90 0.25 5 5 45 z
91 19100042 ASIOascast (no 4) 5050 water-OAT 10 2 90 0.25 5 5 45 z
92 19100043 ASIOascast (no 4) 50-50 water -OAT 10 1 90 0.25 5 5 45 z
93 20100041 ASIOascast (no 4) 5050 water-OAT 10 1 90 0.25 5 5 45 x
94 20100042 ASIOascast (no 4) 5050 water-OAT 10 2 90 0.25 5 5 45 x
' Tea* ID 1 Sample Coolant Duct Height Pressure inlet Temp "Velocity Jet Speed Jet Height Jet Orientation
(mm) (bar abs) (*C) (m/s) (m/s) (mm)
95 15060141 ASIOascast (no 4) 50-50 water -OAT 25 2 90 0.25 1 5 45 x
96 15060142 ASIOascast (no 4) 50-50 water-OAT 25 2 90 025 3 5 45x
97 15060143 ASIOascast (no 4) 50-50 water -OAT 25 2 90 0.25 5 5 45 x
98 15060144 ASIOascast (no 4) 5050 water -OAT 25 2 90 1 1 5 45 x
99 16060141 ASIOascast (no 4) 5050 water-OAT 25 2 90 1 3 5 45 x
100 16060142 ASIOascast (no 4) 50-50 water-OAT 25 2 90 1 5 5 45 x
101 16060143 ASIOascast (no 4) 50-50 water-OAT 25 2 90 1 5 5 45 x
102 231001#1 ASIOascast (no 4) 5050 water -OAT 25 2 90 0.25 1 5 45 x
103 261001#1 ASIOascast (no 4) 50-50 water -OAT 25 2 90 0.25 1 5 45x
104 261001#2 ASIOascast (no 4) 5050 water-OAT 25 2 90 0.25 3 5 45 x
106 26100143 ASIOascast (no 4) 50-50 water-OAT 25 2 90 0.25 5 5 45 x
106 291001#1 ASIOascast (no 4) 50-50 water-OAT 25 2 90 1 1 5 45 x
107 29100142 ASIOascast (no 4) 50-50 water -OAT 25 2 90 1 3 5 45 x
108 291001#3 ASIOascast (no 4) 5050 water-OAT 25 2 90 1 5 5 45 x
109 29100144 ASIOascast (no 4) 50-50 water-OAT 25 2 90 1 3 5 45 x
110 31100141 ASIOascast (no 4) 5050 water-OAT 25 2 90 0.25 1 10 45 x
111 31100142 ASIOascast (no 4) 50-50 water -OAT 25 2 90 0.25 3 10 45 x
112 31100143 ASIOascast (no 4) 50-50 water -OAT 25 2 90 0.25 5 10 45 x
113 01110141 ASIOascast (no 4) 50-50 water -OAT 25 2 90 1 1 10 45 x
114 01110142 ASIOascast (no 4) 50-50 water-OAT 25 2 90 1 3 10 45 x
115 01110143 ASIOascast (no 4) 50-50 water-OAT 25 2 90 1 5 10 45x
116 01110144 ASIOascast (no 4) 50-50 water-OAT 25 2 90 0.25 3 10 45 x
117 06110141 ASIOascast (no 4) 50-50 water -OAT 25 2 90 0.25 1 15 45 X
118 06110142 ASIOascast (no 4) 50-50 water -OAT 25 2 90 0.25 3 15 45 x
119 06110143 ASIOascast (no 4) 50-50 water-OAT 25 2 90 0.25 5 15 45 x
120 08110141 ASIOascast (no 4) 5050 water-OAT 25 2 90 1 1 15 45 x
121 06110142 ASIOascast (no 4) 50-50 water -OAT 25 2 90 1 3 15 45 x
122 08110143 ASIOascast (no 4) 50-50 water-OAT 25 2 90 1 5 15 45 x
123 08110144 ASIOascast (no 4) 50-50 water -OAT 25 2 90 1 3 15 45 x
124 14110141 ASIOascast (no 4) 5050 water-OAT 25 2 90 0.25 1 20 45x
125 14110142 ASIOascast (no 4) 5050 water -OAT 25 2 90 0.25 3 20 45 x
126 14110143 ASIOascast (no 4) 50-50 water-OAT 25 2 90 0.25 5 20 45 x
127 15110141 ASIOascast (no 4) 5050 water -OAT 25 2 90 1 1 20 45 x
128 15110142 ASIOascast (no 4) 5050 water -OAT 25 2 90 1 3 20 45 x
129 15110143 ASIOascast (no 4) 50-50 water-OAT 25 2 90 1 5 20 45 x
130 15110144 ASIOascast (no 4) 50-50 water-OAT 25 2 90 0.25 1 20 45 x
131 19110141 ASIOascast (no 4) 5050 water -OAT 25 2 90 0.25 1 25 45 x
132 19110142 ASIOascast (no 4) 5050 water-OAT 25 2 90 0.25 3 25 45 x
133 19110143 AS10 as cast (no 4) 50-50 water -OAT 25 2 90 0.25 5 25 45 x
134 20110141 ASIOascast (no 4) 50-50 water -OAT 25 2 90 1 1 25 45 x
135 20110142 ASIOascast (no 4) 5050 water-OAT 25 2 90 1 3 25 45 x
136 20110143 ASIOascast (no 4) 5050 water -OAT 25 2 90 1 5 25 45 x
137 20110144 ASIOascast (no 4) 5050 water -OAT 25 2 90 0.25 3 25 45 x











138 24020341 ASIOascast (no 4) 5050 water-OAT 25 2 90 0 1 10 45 x
139 24020342 ASIOascast (no 4) 5050 water-OAT 25 2 90 0 3 10 45 x
140 25020343 ASIOascast (no 4) 5050 water -OAT 25 2 90 0 5 10 45 x
141 04030344 ASIOascast (no 4) 5050 water-OAT 25 2 90 0 1 15 45 x
142 04030345 ASIOascast (no 4) 50-50 water -OAT 25 2 90 0 3 15 45 x
143 04030346 ASIOascast (no 4) 50-50 water-OAT 25 2 90 0 5 15 45 x
144 06030347 ASIOascast (no 4) 5050 water-OAT 25 2 90 0 1 20 45 x
145 10030348 ASIOascast (no 4) 5050 water -OAT 25 2 90 0 3 20 45 x
146 10030349 ASIOascast (no 4) 50-50 water-OAT 25 2 90 0 5 20 45 x
147110303410 ASIOascast (no 4) 50-50 water -OAT 25 2 90 0 1 25 45 x
148 110303411 ASIOascast (no 4) 5050 water-OAT 25 2 90 0 3 25 45 x
149110303412 ASIOascast (no 4) 50-50 water-OAT 25 2 90 0 5 25 45 x
150 210303413 ASIOascast (no 4) 50-50 water-OAT 10 2 90 0 1 10 45 x
151 230303414 ASIOascast (no 4) 5050 water-OAT 10 2 90 0 3 10 45 x
152 230303415 ASIOascast (no 4) 50-50 water-OAT 10 2 90 0 5 10 45 x
153 260303416 ASIOascast (no 4) 5050 water -OAT 25 2 90 0 1 5 45 x
154 260303417 ASIOascast (no 4) 5050 water -OAT 25 2 90 0 3 5 45 x
155 310303418 ASIOascast (no 4) 50-50 water-OAT 25 2 90 0 5 5 45 x
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Visual Basic Macro ‘datacrunchU ’ for processing Rig Data
Sub datacrunchvl IQ
' Macro recorded 26/03/99 by Kevin Robinson
' Macro last edited by AV 16/06/99
' Set initial sheetname
Application.ScreenUpdating = False
Sheetname = ActiveSheetName
' Enter user input variables and paste to screen on test data sheet
Prestext = InputBox( _ 
prompt:="Enter absolute pressure in bar", _
D efault:-’2.0bar")
Ducttext = InputBox( _ 
prompt:-'Enter duct height in mm ( Do NOT enter units!)", _ 
Default:="10.0")
Temptext = InputBox( _ 
prompt:-'Enter coolant temperature in degrees centigrade", _ 
Default:="90 degrees")
Veltext = InputBox( _ 
prompt:="Enter main duct velocity value in m/s", _
Default:—' 1 .Om/s")
Jetveltext = InputBox( _ 
prompt:="Enter jet velocity value in m/s", _
Default:="0.0 m/s")
Jetdiamtext = InputBox( _  
prompt:—'Enter jet diameter value in mm (Do NOT enter units)", 
Default:="0.0")
Jetorientext = Inputfiox( _  
prompt:="Enter jet orientation (longitudunal/transverse)", _ 
Default:-"')
Linel: Mattext = InputBox( _
prompt:="Enter test sample material")
'Allow for all possible variations in material type
If Mattext = "AS 10" Or Mattext = "aslO" Or Mattext = "AS 10" _ 
Or Mattext = "as 10" Then 
Conductivity = "175"
Elself Mattext = "AS7" Or Mattext = "as7" Or Mattext = "AS 7" _ 
Or Mattext = "as 7" Then
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Conductivity = "155"
Elself Mattext = "Iron" Or Mattext = "iron" Then 
Conductivity = "45"
Else
' Material has not been properly specified 
MsgBox "Unidentified material type specified Please retry" 
GoTo Linel 
End If
Finishtext = InputBox( _ 
prompt:-'Enter material surface finish", _
Default:-'As Cast")
Cooltext = InputBox( _ 
prompt:="Enter coolant type and mixture concentration", _ 
Default:="50-50 Water OAT Mix")
' Reposition text 
Columns("A:A").Select 
Selection.Insert Shift:=xlToRight 





' Enter column headings
Cells(2, l)JFormula = "Heater Temp"
Cells(2,2).Formula = "Coolant In"
Cells(2,3) JFormula = "Coolant Out"
Cells(2,4).Formula = "Trav TC A"
Cells(2,5).Formula = "Trav TC B"
Cells(2,6) form ula = "Trav TC C"
Cells(2,7) .Formula = "Frame L"
Cells(2, 8).Formula = "Frame R"
Cells(2,9) Jorm ula = "Cold June"
Cells(2,10) .Formula = "Press In"
Cells(2, ll).Form ula= "Press Out"
Cells(2,12).Formula = "Flow L"
Cells(2,13).Formula= "Flow S"
Cells(2,14).Formula = "Traverse Position"
Range("A3:I3"). Value = "(°C)"
Cells(3,10).Formula= "(bar gauge)"
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Cells(5,16).Formula = Veltext 
Cells(6,16) .Formula = Prestext 
Cells(7,16).Formula = Ducttext 
Cells(8,16) .Formula = Temptext 
Cells(9,16).Formula = Mattext 
Cells(10,16).Formula = Finishtext 
Cells(l 1 ,16)JFormula = Cooltext 
Cells(13,16).Formula = "Jet Parameters"
Cells(13,16).Font.Bold = True 
Cells(14,16).Formula = Jetveltext 






' Adjust column widths 
Columns("A:P").EntireColumn.AutoFit
' Enter heater temperatures in column A 
Cells(5,1).Formula = "100"
C ells(ll, l).Formula= "125"
Cells(17, l).Formula = "150"
Cells(23, l).Formula= "175"
Cells(29, l).Formula= "200"
Cells(35, l) J rormula= "225”
Cells(41, l).Formula= "250"
Cells(47,1).Formula = "275"
Cells(53,1) form ula = "300"
Cells(59, l).Formula = "325"
Cells(65, l).Formula = "350"
Cells(71, l).Formula = "375"
Cells(77,1).Formula = "400"
Cells(83,1).Formula = "Average"
' Calculate average values for coolant inlet/outlet pressures and flowrates 
Range("J83").FormulaRlCl = "=AVERAGE(R[-78]C:R[-1]C)" 
Range("K83 ").FormulaRl C1 = "=AVERAGE(R[-78]C:R[-1]C)" 
Range("L83 ").FormulaRl C1 = "=AVERAGE(R[-78]C:R[-1]C)" 
Range("B83 ").FormulaRl C1 = "=AVERAGE(R[-78]C:R[-1]C)" 
Range("C83 ").FormulaRl C1 = "=AVERAGE(R[-78]C:R[-1]C)" 
Range("M83").FormulaRlC 1 = "=AVERAGE(R[-78]C:R[-1]C)" 
Range("P 12").FormulaRlC 1 = "=(1000*R[71]C[-4])/(960*R[-5]C)" 
Rangef'P 13 ").FormulaRl C1 = "=(1000*R[70]C[-3])/(960*R[-6]C)" 
Rows("83:83").Font.Bold = True
' Enter test ID onto front sheet
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Cells(90,7).Formula = Sheetname
' Insert process sheet 
Sheets.Add
Sheets("Sheetl ").Select 




' Insert test conditions data 
Cells(3,16).Formula= "Test Conditions" 
Cells(4,16).Formula = "Main Duct"
Cells(5,16).Formula = Veltext 
Cells(6,16).Formula = Prestext 
Cells(7,16).Formula = Ducttext 
Cells(8,16)JFormula = Temptext 
Cells(9,16).Formula = Mattext 
Cells(10,16).Formula = Finishtext 
Cells(l 1,16) .Formula = Cooltext 
Cells(13,16).Formula = "Jet Parameters"
'put title in bold
Cells(14,16) form ula = Jetveltext 
Cells(15,16) .Formula = Jetdiamtext 
Cells(16,16)JJ,ormula = Jetorientext
Columns("P:P").EntireColumn.AutoFit








'Insert heater tmeperartures 
Sheets(Sheetname).Select 




' Insert titles 
Cells(3, l).Formula = "Heater Temp"
Cells(4, l).Formula = "(°C)"
Rows("3:4").Select 
Selection.Font.Bold = True
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' Calculate regression line, gradient & intercept data and insert into sheet "Process" 
Sheets("Process").Select
Range("F6:G6").FormulaArray = "=LINEST(RC[-3]:R[5]C[-3],RC[-4]:R[5]C[- 
4])"
Range("H6:I6").FormulaArray = "=LINEST(RC[-4]:R[5]C[-4],RC[-6]:R[5]C[- 
6])"
Range("J6:K6").FormulaArray = "=LINEST(RC[-5]:R[5]C[-5],RC[-8]:R[5]C[- 
8])"
Cells(3,6).Formula = "Gradient A"
Cells(3,7) form ula = "Intercept A"
Cells(3, 8)form ula = "Gradient B"
Cells(3,9) form ula = "Intercept B"
Cells(3,10).Formula = "Gradient C"
Cells(3, ll).Form ula= "Intercept C"
'Insert headings and adjust column widths 









' Calculate and insert regression coefficients 
Range("L3").FormulaRlCl = "RSQ A"
Range("M3 ").F ormulaRl C1 = "RSQ B"
Range("N3").FormulaRlCl = "RSQ C"
Range("L3 :N3 ").Select 
Selection.Font.Bold = True
Range("L6").FormulaRlCl = ”=RSQ(RC[-9]:R[5]C[-9],RC[-10]:R[5]C[-10])" 
Range("M6").FormulaRlC 1 = "=RSQ(RC[-9]:R[5]C[-9],RC[-11]:R[5]C[-11])" 
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Application.CutCopyMode = False 
Selection.Copy 
Sheets("Graph").Select
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Range("D 13 ").Select
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Selection.PasteSpecial Paste:=xlValues, Operation:=xlNone, SkipBlanks 
False, Transpose:=False
Columns("F :F").Select 







ActiveCelLF ormulaRl C1 = "=(RC[-2]1'T000*R26C4)" 
Range("D25").Select
ActiveCell.FormulaRl C1 = "Conductivity Value (W/mK)"
Selection.Font.Bold = True
Range(flD26,,).Select









Range("F4").F ormulaRl C1 = "Heatflux A"
Range("F5").FormulaRlCl = "(W/mA2)"
Range(,,I4,,).FormulaRlCl = "Heatflux B"
Range("I5").FormulaRl C1 = "(W/mA2)"
Range("L4").FormulaRlCl = "Heatflux C"
Range("L5 ").FormulaRl C 1 = "(W/mA2)"
' Insert test conditions data 
Range("Q4").FormulaRlCl = "Test Conditions" 
Range("Q5").FormulaRlCl = "Main Duct"
Range("Q4:Q5").Select 
Selection.Font.Bold = True 
Range("Q6").FormulaRlCl = Veltext 
Range("Q7").FormulaRlCl = Prestext 
Range("Q8").FormulaRlCl = Ducttext 
Range("Q9").FormulaRlCl = Temptext 
Rangef'QlO'^.FormulaRlCl = Mattext 
Range("Ql l").FormulaRlCl = Finishtext 
Range("Q12").FormulaRlCl = Cooltext 
Range("Q13").FormulaRlCl = "Jet Parameters"
Range("Q14").FormulaRlCl = Jetveltext 
Range("Q 15 ").FormulaRl C1 = Jetdiamtext 
Range("Q 16").F ormulaRl C1 = Jetorientext
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Cohmms("D:Q").EntireColumn.AutoFit
Range(,,E7:F23,,).Select








.HasTitle = True 
.ChartTitle.Characters.Text = _
"2nd Generation Heat Transfer Rig " & " " & Sheetname 
.Axes(xlCategory, xlPrimary).HasTitle = True 
.Axes(xlCategory, xlPrimary).AxisTitle.CharaCters.Text = _
"Sample Surface Temperature (°C)"
.Axes(xlValue, xlPrimaiy).HasTitle = True
.Axes(xlValue, xlPrimary).AxisTitle.Characters.Text = "Heatflux (W/mA2)" 
End With
With ActiveChart. Axes(xlCategory)
.HasMajorGridlines = True 
.HasMinorGridlines = False 
End With
With ActiveChart.Axes(xlValue)
.HasMajorGridlines = True 
.HasMinorGridlines = False 
End With
ActiveSheet.Shapes("Chart l").IncrementLeft 3.75 
ActiveSheet.Shapes("Chart l").IncrementTop 218.25 "
ActiveChart.PlotArea.Select
ActiveChart.SeriesCollection.Add Source:=Sheets("Graph").Range("H7:I23"), _ 
Rowcol:=xlColumns, SeriesLabels:=False, CategoryLabels:=False, Replace _ 
:=False
ActiveChart.SeriesCollection(l).Name = "-"'Trav TC A""" 
ActiveChart.SeriesCollection(l).XValues = "=Graph!R7C5:R19C5" 
ActiveChartSeriesCollection(l).Values = "=Graph!R7C6:R19C6"
ActiveChart. SeriesCollection(2).Name = "-""Trav TC B....
ActiveChart. SeriesCollection(2).XValues = "=Graph!R7C8:R19C8" 
ActiveChart.SeriesCollection(2).Values = "=<jraph!R7C9:R19C9"
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ActiveChart.SeriesCollection(3).Name = "=""Trav TC C""" 
ActiveChart.SeriesCollection(3).XValues = "=Graph!R7Cll:R19Cll" 




Selection.Characters.Text = "2nd Generation Heat Transfer Rig" & " " & 
Sheetname 
Selection.AutoScaleFont = False 




.Strikethrough = False 
.Superscript = False 
.Subscript = False 
.OutlineFont = False 
.Shadow = False
.Underline = xlUnderlineStyleNone 
.Colorlndex = xlAutomatic 
End With
Range("S4").FonnulaRlCl = "Intercept Average"
Range("S5").FonnulaRlCl = "(°C)"
Range("T4").Select












ActiveChart. S etS ourceData Source:=Sheets("Graph").Range("S7:T19"), PlotBy:= 
xlColumns




.ChartTitle.Characters.Text = "2nd Generation Heat Transfer Rig" & " " & 
Sheetname
.Axes(xlCategory, xlPrimary).HasTitle = True
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.Axes(xlCategory, xlPrimary).AxisTitle.Characters.Text = _
"Sample Surface Temperature (°C)"
.Axes(xlValue, xlPrimary).HasTitle = True
.Axes(xlValue, xlPrimary).AxisTitle.Characters.Text = "Heatflux (W/mA2)" 
End With
With ActiveChart.Axes(xlCategory)
.HasMajorGridlines = True 
.HasMinorGridlines = False 
End With
With ActiveChart.Axes(xlValue)
.HasMajorGridlines = True 
.HasMinorGridlines = False 
End With
ActiveChart.ChartTitle.Select 





.Strikethrough = False 
.Superscript = False 
.Subscript = False 
.OutlineFont = False 
.Shadow = False
.Underline = xlUnderlineStyleNone 
.Colorlndex = xlAutomatic 
.Background = xlAutomatic 
End With
' Align Chart 2 on graph sheet 
ActiveChart.ChartArea.Select 
ActiveSheetShapes("Chart 2").IncrementTop 218.25 
ActiveSheet.Shapes("Chart 2").IncrementLeft 432.75 
Range("S4:T4").Select 
Selection.Font.Bold = True 
Range("S4").Select 
Selection.Columns. AutoF it 
Range("T4").Select 
Selection. Columns. AutoF it 
Sheets("Graph").Select




.HorizontalAlignment = xlCenter 
.VerticalAlignment = xlBottom 
.WrapText = False 
.Orientation = 0
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.ShrinkToFit = False 
.MergeCells = False 
End With
Selection.NumberFormat = "0.00000" 
Selection.Borders(xlDiagonalDown).LineStyle = xlNone 
Selection.Borders(xlDiagonalUp).LineStyle = xlNone 
Range("D7:019,D4:06").Select
1 Insert main data border
With Selection.Borders(xlEdgeLeft)
.LineStyle = xlContinuous 
.Weight = xlMedium 
.Colorlndex = xlAutomatic 
End With
With Selection.Borders(xlEdgeTop)
.LineStyle = xlContinuous 
.Weight = xlMedium 
.Colorlndex = xlAutomatic 
End With
With Selection.Borders(xlEdgeBottom)
.LineStyle = xlContinuous 
.Weight = xlMedium 
.Colorlndex = xlAutomatic 
End With
With Selection.Borders(xlEdgeRight)
.LineStyle = xlContinuous 
.Weight = xlMedium 
.Colorlndex = xlAutomatic 
End With
' Insert column borders 
Range("D4:D 19,F4:F 19,H4:H19, J4: J19,L4:L 19,N4:N 19").Select 
Selection.Borders(xlDiagonalDown).LineStyle = xlNone 
Selection.Borders(xlDiagonalUp).LineStyle = xlNone 
With Selection.Borders(xlEdgeLeft)
.LineStyle = xlContinuous 
.Weight = xlMedium 
.Colorlndex = xlAutomatic 
End With
With Selection.Borders(xlEdgeTop)
.LineStyle = xlContinuous 
.Weight = xlMedium 
.Colorlndex = xlAutomatic 
End With
With Selection.Borders(xlEdgeBottom)
.LineStyle = xlContinuous 
.Weight = xlMedium 
.Colorlndex = xlAutomatic 
End With
With Selection.Borders(xlEdgeRight)
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.LineStyle = xlContinuous 
.Weight = xlMedium 
.Colorlndex = xlAutomatic 
End With
' Insert average data & Test condition borders 
Range("S4:S19,T4:T19,S4:S6,T4:T6,Q4:Q12,Q13:Q19,Q4:Q5").Select 
Selection.Borders(xlDiagonalDown).LineStyle = xlNone 
Selection.Borders(xlDiagonalUp).LineStyle = xlNone 
With Selection.Borders(xlEdgeLeft)
.LineStyle = xlContinuous 
.Weight = xlMedium 
.Colorlndex = xlAutomatic 
End With
With Selection.Borders(xlEdgeTop)
.LineStyle = xlContinuous 
.Weight = xlMedium 
.Colorlndex = xlAutomatic 
End With
With Selection.Borders(xlEdgeBottom)
.LineStyle = xlContinuous 
.Weight = xlMedium 
.Colorlndex = xlAutomatic 
End With
With Selection.Borders(xlEdgeRight)
.LineStyle = xlContinuous 
.Weight = xlMedium 
.Colorlndex = xlAutomatic 
End With
’ Alter number format on Heatflux values
Selection.Borders(xlInsideHorizontal).LineStyle = xlNone 
Range("F7 :F 19,17:119,L7 :L19").Select 
Range("L7lf).Activate 
Selection.NumberFormat = "#,##0’'
' Enter test data into footer on Chart2 
ActiveSheet.ChartObjects(ffChart 2").Activate 
With ActiveChart.PageSetup
.LeftFooter = Sheetname & Chi(10) & Veltext & " " _
& Mattext & " 1 & Finishtext & " " & Cooltext & " " & Temptext & " " &
Ducttext _
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.ChartSize = xlFullPage 
.PrintQuality = 300 
.CenterHorizontally = False 
.CenterVertically = False 
.Orientation = xlLandscape 
.Draft = False 
.PaperSize = xlPaperA4 
.FirstPageNnmber = xlAutomatic 
.BlackAndWhite = False 
.Zoom = 100 
End With
' Insert test data into footer on Chart 2 
ActiveSheet.ChartObjects("Chart 1"). Activate 
With ActiveChart.PageSetup 
.LeftFooter = Sheetname & Chr(10) & Veltext & 11" _
& Mattext & " " & Finishtext & " " & Cooltext & 1111 & Temptext & " " & 
Ducttext _








.ChartSize = xlFullPage 
.PrintQuality = 300 
.CenterHorizontally = False 
.CenterVertically = False 
.Orientation = xlLandscape 
.Draft = False 
.PaperSize = xlPaperA4 
.FirstPageNumber = xlAutomatic 
.BlackAndWhite = False 
.Zoom= 100 
End With
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.Strikethrough = False 
.Superscript = False 
.Subscript = False 
.OutlineFont = False 
.Shadow = False
.Underline = xlUnderlineStyleNone 
.Colorlndex = xlAutomatic 
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.Strikethrough = False 
.Superscript = False 
.Subscript = False 
.OutlineFont = False 
.Shadow = False
.Underline = xlUnderlineStyleNone 
.Colorlndex = xlAutomatic 
.Background = xlAutomatic 
EndW ith
Selection.TickLabels.NumberFormat = "0.00E-K)0" 
ActiveChartAxes(xlValue).AxisTitle.Select 





.Strikethrough = False 
.Superscript = False 
.Subscript = False 
.OutlineFont = False 
.Shadow = False
.Underline = xlUnderlineStyleNone 
.Colorlndex = xlAutomatic 
.Background = xlAutomatic 
End With
ActiveChart.Axes(xlCategory).Select 





.Strikethrough = False 
.Superscript = False 
.Subscript = False 
.OutlineFont = False 
.Shadow = False
.Underline = xlUnderlineStyleNone 
.Colorlndex = xlAutomatic 
.Background = xlAutomatic 
EndWith
ActiveChart Axes(xlCategory).AxisTitle.Select 
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.Strikethrough = False 
.Superscript = False 
.Subscript = False 
.OutlineFont = False 
.Shadow = False
.Underline = xlUnderlineStyleNone 
.Colorlndex = xlAutomatic 
.Background = xlAutomatic 
EndWith









.Strikethrough = False 
.Superscript = False 
.Subscript = False 
.OutlineFont = False 
.Shadow = False
.Underline = xlUnderlineStyleNone 
.Colorlndex = xlAutomatic 
.Background = xlAutomatic 
EndWith
ActiveChart.Axes(xlValue).Select 





.Strikethrough = False 
.Superscript = False 
.Subscript = False 
.OutlineFont = False 
.Shadow = False
.Underline = xlUnderlineStyleNone 
.Colorlndex = xlAutomatic 
.Background = xlAutomatic 
EndWith
Selection.TickLabels.NumberFormat = "O.OOE+OO" 
ActiveChart.Axes(xlValue).AxisTitle.Select 
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.Superscript = False 
.Subscript = False 
.OutlineFont = False 
.Shadow = False
.Underline = xlUnderlineStyleNone 
.Colorlndex = xlAutomatic 
.Background = xlAutomatic 
EndWith
ActiveChart.Axes(xlCategory).Select 





.Strikethrough = False 
.Superscript = False 
.Subscript = False 
.OutlineFont = False 
.Shadow = False
.Underline = xlUnderlineStyleNone 
.Colorlndex = xlAutomatic 
.Background = xlAutomatic 
EndWith
ActiveChart.Axes(xlCategory).AxisTitle.Select 





.Strikethrough = False 
.Superscript = False 
.Subscript = False 
.OutlineFont = False 
.Shadow = False
.Underline = xlUnderlineStyleNone 
.Colorlndex = xlAutomatic 
.Background = xlAutomatic 
End With
ActiveSheetChartObjectsf'Chart 1"). Activate 
ActiveChart.Legend.Select 





.Strikethrough = False 
.Superscript = False 
.Subscript = False 
.OutlineFont = False 
.Shadow = False
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.Underline = xlUnderlineStyleNone 
.Colorlndex = xlAutomatic 









.Strikethrough = False 
.Superscript = False 
.Subscript = False 
.OutlineFont = False 
.Shadow = False
.Underline = xlUnderlineStyleNone 
.Colorlndex = xlAutomatic 
.Background = xlAutomatic 
End With








Application. ScreenUpdating = True
' Set filename and path location
fname = "F:/processed/" + Sheetname
ActiveWorkbook.SaveAs FileName:=fiiame, FileFormat:=xlNormal, _ 
Password:-1", WriteResPassword:— ReadOnlyRecommended:=F alse, 
CreateBackup :=F alse 
End Sub
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Visual Basic Macro ‘assem bledata’ for further compilation and 
processing Rig Data
Sub assembledatalO
’enter name of list file 
Listl = InputBox( _
prom pt:-'enter name of list file", D efault:-’junklist")
Workbooks.Open FileName:=Listl + ”.xls"
'count number of files in list file
counter 1 = 1
Linel:
If Cells(counterl, 1). Value = "" Then GoTo Line2 
counter 1 = counter 1 + 1 
GoTo Linel
Line2:
counter 1 = counter 1 - 1
'enter filenames into testseries (counter2) array 
ReDim testseries(counterl)
For counter2 = 1 To counter 1 




'enter name of output file 
outfile = InputBox( _
prompt:="enter name of output file", Default:-'junkout")
Workbooks.Add 
ActiveWorkbook.SaveAs FileName:=outfile + ".xls"
For counter3 = 1 To counter 1 
'open processed data file




'select outfile and paste data to correct place 
Windows(outfile + ".xls").Activate
Range(Cells((counter3 * 13), 2), Cells((counter3 * 13), 8)).Select
Selection.PasteSpecial Transpose:=True
'put test series name in
Cells((counter3 * 13), l).Select
ActiveCell.FormulaRlCl = testseries(counter3)
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'copy down
Range(Cells((counter3 * 13), 1), Cells((connter3 * 13), 8)).Select 
Selection.Copy
Range(Cells((counter3 * 13), 1), Cells(((counter3 * 13) + 12), 8)).Select
ActiveSheetPaste






Range(Cells(coimter3 * 13, 9), Cells((counter3 * 13), 10)).Select 
Selection.PasteSpecial Paste:=xlValues, Operation:=xlNone, SkipBlanks:= 
False, Transpose:=False
'close testseries file
Windows(testseries(counter3) + ".xls").Activate 
ActiveWorkbook.Close
Next
'delete empty part of spreadsheet rows 1-12 
'save and close output file 
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Heater Temp Coolant In Coolant Out TravTCA TravTCB TravTCC Frame L Frame R Cold June Prase In Press Out FlowL Flow 8 Traverse Position Flow 82
rc )  r e ) r o CO r o (•C) (•C) r o  r o (bsr gauge) (bar gauge) [IH/mln) (IH/mln) (mm) (llt/mln)
100 87.44 86.2 92.66 91.32 90.74 85.97 83.36 25.57 1 0.99 0.72 2.35 2 1.28
87.49 86.24 92.76 91.98 91.11 85.96 83.27 25.58 1 0.99 0.72 2.73 4 1.27
87.49 86.22 92.73 92.22 91.36 85.97 83.42 25.58 1 0.99 0.72 2.58 6 1.28
87.42 86.19 93.16 92.78 92.01 85.91 83.43 25.55 1 0.99 0.7 2.84 8 1.27
87.38 86.19 93.72 93.48 82.75 85.9 83.34 25.53 1 0.99 0.71 2.83 10 1.28
87.41 86.18 94.13 94.06 93.4 85.91 83.18 25.54 1 0.99 0.71 2.58 12 1.28
125 87.48 86.46 104.27 99.95 98.24 85.95 88.45 25.56 1 0.99 0.74 2.5 2 1.27
87.6 86.46 104.48 101.71 69.78 86 88.6 25.54 1 0.99 0.74 2.55 4 1.28
87.58 86.47 104.85 102.85 101.07 85.98 88.43 25.53 1 0.99 0.69 1.87 6 1.28
87.62 86.53 105.95 104.66 102.79 86.02 88.39 25.56 0.99 0.99 0.6 2.49 8 1.28
87.62 86.52 107.15 106.14 104.41 86.04 88.45 25.55 1 0.99 0.6 2.6 10 1.28
87.63 86.53 109.01 108.22 106.47 86 88.29 25.51 1 0.99 0.6 2.7 12 1.29
150 87.65 86.81 114.42 107.34 104.74 86.15 93.71 25.49 1 0.99 0.66 2.53 2 1.27
87.73 86.94 116.11 111.45 108.39 86.25 93.8 25.53 1 0.99 0.58 2.59 4 1.28
87.79 86.96 117.53 114.06 111.08 86.26 93.66 25.54 1 0.99 0.58 2.55 6 1.27
87.84 87.02 119.02 116.73 113.75 86.37 93.96 25.56 1 0.99 0.59 2.36 8 1.26
87.81 87.01 121.81 120.26 117.53 86.3 93.83 25.52 0.99 0.99 0.8 2.74 10 1.26
87.86 87.04 123.72 122.57 120.17 86.33 93.98 25.55 1 0.99 0.6 2.67 12 1.26
175 87.89 87.25 125.49 115.53 112.18 86.4 98.27 25.62 0.99 0.99 0.55 1.99 2 1.25
87.92 87.24 126.68 120.31 116.41 86.43 99.24 25.56 1 0.99 0.55 2.55 4 1.29
87.96 87.28 129.41 124.74 120.9 86.41 99.42 25.61 1 0.99 0.56 2.62 6 1.28
87.93 87.26 131.85 128.68 124.93 86.44 99.53 25.65 1 0.99 0.56 2.44 8 1.28
87.9 87.27 134.74 132.62 129.14 86.44 99.63 25.65 0.99 0.99 0.56 2.44 10 1.28
87.89 87.22 136.59 135.31 132.34 86.36 99.7 25.62 1 0.99 0.57 2.22 12 1.27










87.88 87.63 132.31 122.13 118.56 86.39
87.83 87.6 135.16 129.3 124.85 86.42
87.95 87.66 137.56 133.57 129.69 86.48
87.92 87.67 140.98 139.09 135.16 86.51
87.98 87.73 144.3 143.7 140 86.57
88.03 87.67 147.82 147.75 144.7 86.56
87.98 88.02 137.57 128.4 124.8 86.54
87.99 88.02 141.9 137.38 132.35 86.54
87.98 87.99 145.4 143.08 138.57 86.55
88.03 88.04 149.67 149.34 144.73 86.62
88.01 88 153.82 154.87 150.45 86.56
87.98 88.01 159.59 160.98 157.51 86.61
88.01 88.32 14Z5 134.08 130.37 86.44
88.01 88.41 148.27 145.04 140.09 86.53
88.01 88.42 153.32 152.28 14724 86.59
88.1 88.51 158.29 159.43 154.66 86.69
88.08 88.4 163.48 165.61 161.07 86.59
88.08 88.48 171.23 174.05 170.44 86.57
88.13 88.67 148.42 140.21 13626 86.55
88.16 88.78 154.36 152.87 14721 86.66
88.14 88.79 159.76 160.19 155.18 86.67
88.11 88.77 166.91 169.29 16425 86.68
88.16 88.76 173.79 177.45 172.49 86.71
88.22 88.82 182.19 185.74 182.37 86.73
8822 89.08 150.74 144.31 140.71 86.75
88.16 89.07 159.14 158.81 152.96 86.68
88.29 89.11 166.24 167.6 162.16 86.83
88.28 89.11 172.89 176.48 171.17 86.85
8827 89.09 181.69 185.82 180.99 86.84
6825 89.13 ^8222 197.14 193.47 86.74
88.34 89.56 153.35 148.41 145.11 86.9
88.34 89.57 163.69 164.57 158.97 86.9
88.34 89.62 171.98 174.62 169.36 86.94
88.3 89.57 180.38 184.9 179.41 86.84
88.28 89.62 191.71 196.88 19221 86.87
88.32 89.61 202.13 207.49 203.59 86.87
88.29 89.82 156.54 152.96 150.6 86.9
88.36 89.89 168.66 170.46 164.43 86.95
88.38 89.89 178.03 181.75 176.36 86.91
88.34 89.85 188.07 193.2 187.6 86.94
88.3 89.92 200.65 206.48 201.75 86.89
88.35 89.92 212.36 218.42 214.56 86.94
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103.5 25.64 0.99 0.99 0.6 22 2 1.29
104.75 25.62 0.99 0.99 0.61 2.17 4 1.28
10523 25.66 0.99 0.99 0.63 Z43 6 1.28
105.67 25.65 1 0.99 0.65 2.8 8 1.28
105.83 25.68 1 0.99 0.54 1.9 10 1.28
105.78 25.67 0.99 0.99 0.54 2.46 12 1.27
109.76 25.7 0.99 0.54 2.21 2 1.26
111.1 25.72 1 0.99 0.55 2.6 4 1.20
111.65 25.73 1 0.99 0.55 2.7 6 1.26
111.64 25.75 1 0.99 0.57 2.43 8 1.28
111.79 25.73 1 0.99 0.57 2.19 10 1.27
111.96 25.75 1 0.99 0.6 2.5 12 1.27
116.55 25.78 1 0.99 0.67 2.47 2 1.28
117.08 25.8 1 0.99 0.68 2.46 4 1.28
117.13 25.79 1 0.99 0.69 2.82 8 1.27
117.19 25.82 1 0.99 0.71 2.65 8 1.26
11725 25.8 1 0.99 0.71 2.54 10 1.27
11729 25.82 1 0.99 0.7 2.33 12 1.25
121.94 25.82 1 0.99 0.71 2.58 2 1.26
123.33 25.86 1 0.99 0.71 2.64 4 1.27
124.12 25.86 1 0.99 0.68 2.38 6 1.26
12422 25.87 1 0.99 0.55 2.63 8 1.26
124.48 25.88 1 0.99 0.54 2.42 10 1.25
124.79 25.93 1 0.99 0.54 2.7 12 1.26
128.37 25.93 1 0.99 0.55 2.6 2 1.28
128.92 25.91 1 0.99 0.56 2.33 4 1.28
130.02 25.95 1 0.99 0.56 2.4 6 1.29
130.07 25.96 1 0.99 0.58 2.5 8 1.29
129.84 25.97 1 0.99 0.59 2.73 10 1.29
129.62 25.98 1 0.99 0.6 2.49 12 1.29
134.67 26.01 1 0.99 0.64 2.47 2 1.28
134.9 26.05 1 0.99 0.66 2.55 4 1.28
134.78 26.07 1 1 0.67 2.1 6 1.28
134.79 26.03 1 1 0.67 2.2 8 1.27
135.1 26.07 1 0.99 0.68 2.29 10 1.28
135.03 26.07 1 0.99 0.69 2.31 12 1.29
137.88 26.06 1 1 0.69 2.49 2 1.3
138.08 26.08 1 1 0.69 2.63 4 1.29
138.49 26.09 1 1 0.69 2.63 6 1.27
138.69 26.08 1 1 0.7 2.77 8 1.28
139.36 26.08 1 0.99 0.69 2.29 10 1.26
139.21 26.11 1 1 0.69 2.41 12 1.27
XXX
Avwag*
88.4 90.22 159.48 157.02 155.57 87.01
88.39 90.21 173.11 178.05 170.17 86.95
88.42 90.27 184.34 188.83 183.8 87
68.39 90.32 196.42 20229 196.73 86.95
88.41 9025 2092 215.98 211.08 86.91
88.4 90.34 223.48 230.09 22625 87.02
88.49 90.6 163.5 162.31 160.56 87.05
88.53 90.63 179.59 182.62 177.51 87.07
88.6 90.75 192.68 196.97 19229 87.18
88.58 90.72 205.39 210.67 205.79 87.16
88.6 90.81 220.64 226.94 222.27 87.19
88.62 90.81 235.87 24226 238.67 8721
88.066388 88.41061282
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142.89 26.12 1 1 0.67 1.92 2 128
143.41 26.11 1 1 0.66 2.49 4 129
14429 26.12 1 1 0.87 2.67 6 127
144.44 26.13 1 1 0.67 2.64 8 128
144.57 26.14 1 1 0.68 2.69 10 1.27
144.7 26.13 1 1 0.66 2.8 12 1.27
148.33 26.19 1 1 0.66 2.61 2 1.26
149.19 26.2 1 1 0.62 2.58 4 1.28
14928 2621 1 1 0.65 2.62 6 1.27
149.81 262 1 1 0.66 2.74 8 1.26
14921 262 1 1 0.67 2.45 10 126
149.58 26.19 1 1 0.67 2.57 12 126
0.99897438 0.992438897 0.63677 249369 127308
XXXI
Table A3 Example of Processed Data File
Heater Temp TraversePosition TravTC A TravTCB TravTCC Gradient A Intercept A Gradient B InterceptB GradientC InterceptC RSQA RSQB RSQC
(*C) (mm) (*C) (*C) (*C) (*C/mm) (*C) (*C/mm) (*C) (*C/mm) (*C)
100 2 9266 91.32 90.74 0.152285714 9212733333 0.268 90.764 0.269571429 90.008 0.880955 0.986593 0.969702
125
150 2 114.42 107.34 104.74 0.929857143 112.2593333 1.50357143 104.876667 1.532 101.886 0.986667 0.994294 0.997244
4 9276 91.98 91.11
6 9273 9222 91.36
8 93.16 9278 9201
10 93.72 93.48 9275
12 94.13 94.06 93.4
2 104.27 99.95 98.24
4 104.48 101.71 99.76
6 104.85 102.85 101.07
8 105.95 104.66 102.79
10 107.15 106.14 104.41
12 109.01 106.22 106.47
4 118.11 111.45 106.39
6 117.53 114.06 111.08
8 119.02 116.73 113.75
10 121.81 120.26 117.53
12 123.72 122.57 120.17
2 125.49 115.53 11216
4 126.66 120.31 116.41
6 129.41 124.74 120.9
8 131.85 128.68 124.93
10 134.74 132.62 129.14
12 136.59 135.31 132.34
2 132.31 122.13 118.56
4 135.16 129.3 124.85
6 137.56 133.57 129.69
8 140.98 139.09 135.16
10 144.3 143.7 140
12 147.82 147.75 144.7
2 137.57 128.4 124.8
4 141.9 137.38 132.35
6 145.4 143.08 138.57
8 149.67 149.34 144.73
10 153.82 154.87 150.45
12 159.59 160.98 157.51
175     1.174 122.572 1.99671429 112.221333 2.044571429 108.334667 0.990371 0.993059 0.997832
200     1.548428571 128.8493333 2.526 118.241333 2.594571429 113.996 0.99584 0.992468 0.997907
225     2.144714286 132.9786667 3.16614286 123.512 3.200142857 119.000667 0.99457 0.993659 0.998425
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2 142.5 134.08 130.37 2.775 136.7566667 3.839
8COCOCM 3.867285714
4 148.27 145.04 140.09
6 153.32 152.26 147.24
8 158.29 159.43 154.66
10 163.48 165.61 161.07
12 171.23 174.05 170.44
2 148.42 140.21 136.28 3.347 140.8093333 4.43557143 133.242667 4.506571429
4 154.38 152.87 147.21
6 159.76 160.19 155.18
8 166.91 169.29 164.25
10 173.79 177.45 172.49
12 182.19 185.74 182.37
2 150.74 144.31 140.71 4.024285714 142.3166667 5.058 136.287333 5.098571429
4 159.14 158.81 152.96
6 166.24 167.6 162.16
8 172.89 176.48 171.17
10 181.69 185.82 180.99
12 192.22 197.14 193.47
2 153.35 148.41 145.11 4.805142857 143.5706667 5.75157143 139.217333 5.745285714
4 163.69 164.67 158.97
6 171.98 174.62 169.36
8 180.38 184.9 179.41
10 191.71 196.88 192.21
12 202.13 207.49 203.59
2 156.54 152.96 150.6 5.501571429 145.5406667 6.383 142.530667 6.328571429
4 168.66 170.46 164.43
6 178.03 181.75 176.38
8 188.07 193.2 187.6
10 200.65 206.48 201.75
12 212.36 218.42 214.56
2 159.48 157.02 155.57 6.290714286 146.97 7.12285714 145.183333 6.986571429
4 173.11 178.05 170.17
6 184.34 188.83 183.6
8 196.42 202.29 196.73
10 209.2 215.98 211.08
12 223.48 230.09 228.25
2 163.5 162.31 160.56 7.110142857 149.8406667 7.80585714 148.987333 7.690428571
4 179.59 182.62 177.51
6 192.68 196.97 192.29
8 205.39 210.67 205.79
10 220.64 226.94 222.27
12 235.87 242.26 238.67
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R S Q A " ------ R SQ B R SQ C ---------
b. 15229 92.12733 29.696 0" 25800 §0.75400 52,250 0.2b9i>f 0.98659 0.96970
0.46871 102.67067 91,399 0.80643 98.27667 157,254 0.81171 96 44133 158,284 0.90478 0.99491 0.99525
0.92986 112.25933 181,322 1.50357 104.87667 293,196 1.53200 101.88600 298,740 0.98667 0.99429 0.99724
1.17400 122.57200 228,930 1.99671 112.22133 389,359 2.04457 108.33467 398,691 0.99037 0.99306 0.99783
1.54843 128.84933 301,944 2.52600 118.24133 492,570 2.59457 113.99800 505,941 0.99584 0.99247 0.99791
2.14471 132.97867 418,219 3.16614 123.51200 617,398 3.20014 119.00067 624,028 0.99457 0.99366 0.99842
2.77500 136.75667 541,125 3.83900 128.20533 748,605 3.86729 123.57400 754,121 0.99430 0.99253 0.99638
3.34700 140.80933 652,665 4.43557 133.24267 864,936 4.50657 128.08067 878,781 0.99452 0.99411 0.99831
4.02429 142.31667 784,736 5.05800 136.28733 986,310 5.09857 131.22000 994,221 0.99413 0.99348 0.99685
4.80514 143.57067 937,003 5.75157 139.21733 1,121,556 5.74529 134.55800 1,120,331 0.99723 0.99470 0.99813
5.50157 145.54067 1,072,806 6.38300 142.53067 1,244,685 6.32857 138.25000 1,234,071 0.99795 0.99556 0.99905
6.29071 146.97000 1,226,689 7.12286 145.18333 1,388,957 6.98657 141.69400 1,362,381 0.99879 0.99641 0.99947
7.11014 149.84067 1,386,478 7.80586 148.98733 1,522,142 7.69043 145.68200 1,499,634 0.99875 0.99693 0.99899
2nd Generation Heat Transfer Rig 040800#6
1.60E+06 
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g  1.00E+06 
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APPENDIX B
Visualisation Experiments 
B1 Visualisation Experiments 
B2 Visualisation Results
Actively Controlled Cooling Jets for Application to IC Engines
B1 Visualisation Experiments
A complimentary experimental study was performed in order to produce visual 
evidence on the physical behaviour of the jets in crossflow as deduced in the main 
experiments. An identical test rig to the cooling gallery simulator was manufactured 
and is shown in figure B l. The experiments were conducted under ambient 
temperature conditions however, the experimental Reynolds numbers were 
replicated. Subsequently the test section did not contain sample test piece as such and 
no temperature gradient was considered. The conditions used for these experiments 
are shown in table Bl
Table B 1 Experimental parameters used in visualisation experiments
Visualisation Experiments Parameters
Jet Height (mm) 10 mm
Jet Diameter (mm) 5 mm
Jet Orientation Longitudinal
Jet Velocity Range (m/s) Matching 1 - 5  m/s of original cooling 
gallery simulator
Duct Height (mm) 10 mm
Duct Velocity (m/s) Matching 1 m/s of original cooling 
gallery simulator
Medium Water at ambient temperature
The jet flow was injected with dye and the procedure used for those experiments 
consisted of the following steps
1. Measure temperature of water
2. Chose main duct and jet velocity
3. Adjust the water flow to both jet and main duct to replicate the Reynolds 
number for the conditions considered
4. Insert dye into jet tank
5. Allow main duct flow to stabilise
6. Open jet valve and allow jet flow to stabilise
7. Photograph the resultant fluid interaction
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The visualisation experiments performed are shown in table B2.
Table B2 Visualisation experiments









The visualisation results obtained can be seen in figures B2 -  B8. The black 
markings seen on all figures are outside the test section but indicate the precise 
positions of thermocouple TC A, TC B and TC C on the cooling gallery simulator, 
this was done for reference.
In figure B2, for a jet velocity of lm/s and duct velocity of 1 m/s it is seen that the jet 
is not capable of penetrating into the main duct flow. Consequently the jet flow is 
deflected beyond TC C. This is in line with the heat transfer results obtained for 
those parameters in the cooling gallery simulator as was explained in chapter 3. The 
same comments can be made for figures B3 and B4.
In figure B5 the start of impingement at TC B and also at TC C is evident. However 
deflection of the main core of the jet is still evident. This was experienced in the 
cooling gallery simulator.
Figures B6 and B7 show that the deflection of the jet is reduced as the jet velocity 
increases, also a blanket effect of jet flow is covering TC C.
Lastly in figure B8, the effect of jet at the targeting point of TC B is shown, again 
this confirms the findings of the heat transfer experiments presented in chapter 3. 
Note here that the thinning of the jet dye is due to the high velocities of the main duct 
and jet in order to achieve equivalent velocities.
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Rig f r a m e  Aluminum





Figure Bl Test Section Made For Visualisation Experiments
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t t t
Trav TC A  Trav TC B Trav TC C
Markings o f traversing thermocouples in all Figures
Figure B2 Main Duct lm/s, Jet lm/s
Figure B3 Main Duct lm/s, Jet 2m/s
Figure B4 Main Duct lm/s, Jet 2.5m/s
Figure B5 Main Duct lm/s, Jet 3 m/s
Figure B6 Main Duct lm/s, Jet 3.5 m/s
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Figure B7 Main Duct lm/s, Jet 4 m/s
Figure B8 Main Duct lm/s, Jet 5 m/s
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APPENDIX C 
DataTaker data recording and output table 
Macro developed for the dataTaker hardware 
Visual Basic Program for dataTaker file conversion 
dSpace output connections table 
dSpace input connections table
Actively Controlled Cooling Jets for Application to IC Engines
Table C1 DataTaker data recording and output table
C O ttfflU L ^ Item U n its Explanations
1 A T e s t D ate
2 B S am p le  Tim e
3* C Clock T im e (HH:M M :SS)
4* D T e s t Duration S e c o n d s
5 E Inj 1 Volts Injector Voltage
6 F in] 2 Volts Injector Voltage
7 G Inj 3 Volts Injector Voltage
8 H Inj 4 Volts Injector Voltage
9 I Lam S e n so r n /a Exhaust Lamba Sensor
10 J V eh S p e e d Kph Vehicle Speed
11 K Eng S p e e d Rpm Engine Speed
12 L T hro P o s Volts Throttle Position Sensor Output
13 M Cyl H ead  T em p Volts Cylinder Heat Sensor
14 N In Air T em p d e g  C Inlet Manifold Air Temperature
15 O M ap S e n so r V olts Manifold Air Flow Sensor
16 P Sm  Flow l/sec Small Flow Meter
17 Q Lar Flow l/sec Large Flow meter
18 R 31 °C Thermocouple in Vehicle Cabin
19 S 32 °C Thermocouple in Vehicle Cabin
20 T 28 °C Thermocouple in Vehicle Cabin
21 U 29 •c Thermocouple in Vehicle Cabin
22 V 30 °C Thermocouple in Vehicle Cabin
23 w 25 •c Thermocouple In Vehicle Cabin
2 4 X 26 #C Thermocouple in Vehicle Cabin
2 5 Y 27 °C Thermocouple in Vehicle Cabin
26 z Ex Brd 1 °C Thermocouple in Exhaust Valve Bridge (EVB)
27 AA Ex Brd 2 °C Thermocouple in Exhaust Valve Bridge (EVB)
28 AB Ex Bid 3 °C Thermocouple in Exhaust Valve Bridge (EVB)
29 AC Ex Brd 4 #C Thermocouple in Exhaust Valve Bridge (EVB)
20 AD In Brd 1 °C Thermocouple in Inlet Valve Bridge (IVB)
31 AE In Brd 2 °C Thermocouple in Inlet Valve Bridge (IVB)
32 AF In Brd 3 °C Thermocouple in Inlet Valve Bridge (IVB)
33 AG In Brd 4 °C Thermocouple in Inlet Valve Bridge (IVB)
34 AH VB C oolant 1 °C Thermocouple in Coolant side of valve bridge
35 Al VB C oolant 2 °C Thermocouple in Coolant side of valve bridge
36 AJ VB C oolan t 3 #C Thermocouple in Coolant side of valve bridge
37 AK VB C oolant 4 #C Thermocouple in Coolant side of valve bridge
38 AL H eater O ut °C Thermocouple in Heater matrix outlet
39 AM Engine In °C Thermocouple in Engine inlet
40 AN R ad In. °C Thermocouple in Radiator inlet
41 AO Oil T em p °C Thermocouple in Oil Sump
4 2 AP H eater In #c Thermocouple in Heater matrix inlet
43 AQ R ad out #c Thermocouple in Radiator outlet
44 AR CHT °c Thermocouple next to CHT Sensor
45 AS H eater In °c Thermocouple in Heater matrix inlet
46 AT C at L1 °c Thermocouple in Cat (Left 1)
47 AU C at L2 °c Thermocouple in Cat (Left 2)
48 AV P re  C at 1 °c Thermocouple in inlet of Cat
49 AW C at R1 °c Thermocouple in Cat (right 1)
50 AX C at R2 °c Thermocouple in Cat (right 2)
51 AY D eg ass  P re s s b a r A bs Degas Pressure transducer
52 AZ Engine In bar Abs Engine inlet pressure transducer
53 BA R ad In bar Abs Radiator inlet pressure transducer
54 BB Eng O ut bar Abs Engine outlet pressure transducer
55 BC Cabin O ut bar Abs Heater outlet pressure transducer
56 BD R ad O ut bar Abs Radiator inlet pressure transducer
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Macro developed for the dataTaker hardware
's5 x x
' this command file was compiled by deLogger for dataTaker 5xx series 














' stage 3 - Date, Time
D=\d
T=\t











' stage 5 - user entered commands 
' stage 6 - immediate schedule initialisation 
$="Prog1"
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1:3+TK("ln. Brd. 4")
1:3-TK("Brd. Cool 1")

















2:1 BGIfDegas Press", 4W.V.S1) 






' stage 8 - logging options 
/O
LOGON
' stage 9 - post schedule options 
' stage 10 - run commands 
G
/q
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Visual Basic Program for dataTaker file conversion
Application: MS Excel 97 - Visteon Project Data Converter.
Operating System: Windows 95/98
Filename: Focus_DataConverter_0.7.xls
Converts Ford Focus data file (produced by DataTaker
logging equipment, in .csv format) into a more suitable
form.
For each three lines in the original file, the ConvertData 
subroutine will append the second 2 rows to the first.
The first three column cells are NOT included when 
appending the second two rows.
Option Explicit
' Globals
Dim FName As String ' Single file name 
Dim NewDataWSName As String ' Worksheet name
Dim LoadedFiles As Boolean Tiles have been loaded?
Dim NoFileSelected As Boolean TJser cancelled file selection
Dim NumberOfDataRows As Integer
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' Creates the DataConverter user menu.
Sub CreateMenuO 























Removes the PC-VETS user menu.
Sub DeleteMenuO 
With Application.CommandBars("Worksheet Menu Bar") 
With .Controls("Data-Converter")
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1 Uses Excel's Open File dialog. Allows the user to select 
' one or more file names at a time. However, at present,
' it is intended that only one file be selected. Should more 
' than one be selected, they will all be loaded but only 
' the first will processed and placed in a new workbook.
Sub LoadFilesO
Dim Filter As String 
Dim Title As String 
Dim Filterlndex As Integer 
Dim FNames As Variant 
Dim i As Integer 
Dim RowsRange As String
Dim Msg, Buttons, Response
Application.StatusBar = "Loading data file..."
Msg = "Delete new data sheet now ?" ' Define message.
Buttons = vbYesNo + vbCritical + vbDefaultButton2' Define buttons.
LoadedFiles = False
On Error GoTo HandleError
'Set up list of file filters
Filter = "Data (*.csv), *.csv, " & _
"All Files (*.*),*.*"
Display *.dat by default 
Filterlndex = 1 
'Set the dialog box caption 
Title = "Select a file to import"
'Get the file name
FNames = Application.GetOpenFilename(Filter, Filterlndex, Title,, True)
i=  1
Do While (FNames(i) o  "")
FName = FNames(i) ' FName is global 
Call InsertLogFile
i = i+  1
LoadedFiles = True
The first nine rows do not contain data, so remove them 
RowsRange = "1:" & DATA_START_ROW - 1 
Rows(RowsRange).Select 
Selection.Delete Shift:=xlUp
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Inserts the previously selected file into the current workbook.
Sub InsertLogFileO 
' Separate file name from directory path




Creates a new worksheet in the existing workbook and imports 
data from the file, selected by the user, into the sheet.
Finally, names the sheet after the name of the file inported
Input: Name of the file to import
Name to name the newly imported file/worksheet.
Sub ImportLogFile(sFile As String, SheetName As String)
Dim c As Integer ' Column 
Dim r As Integer ’ Row
*\ Use this approach to pre-set all of the text import values 
*\ and validate file selection before performing import
Application.ScreenUpdating = False 
Application.DisplayAlerts = False 
Worksheets.Add
*\ supply other OpenText parameters here
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Workbooks.OpenText FileName:=sFile, _
DataType:=xlDelimited, Comma:=True ,\ import text to temporary worksheet
ActiveSheet.UsedRange.Select '\ select imported text in temporary workbook 
Selection.Copy ,\ copy to clipboard
ActiveWorkbook.Close '\ close temporary workbook




Finds the start of a file name in a string containing both 
the directory path and file name.
Input: String containing a directory path and filename.
Function FNameStart(TestStr As String) As Integer
Dim StrLength As Integer 
Dim i As Integer 
Dim Z As Integer
'Get length of string 
StrLength = Len(TestStr)
Tind the last \
Z =1
For i = 1 To StrLength 
i = InStr(Z, TestStr, Chr(92))
If i = 0 Then Exit For 
Z = i + 1 
Next
FNameStart = Z 
End Function
ConvertData
Appends the second 2 rows to the first.
The first three column cells are NOT included when 
appending the second two rows.
When calling this subroutine the current active sheet MUST be 
the worksheet contain the data to be converted.
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Sub ConvertDataO
Dim SourceWS As String
Dim DestinationWS As String
Dim LastDataRow As Integer
Dim r, c As Integer How and column number
Dim i As Integer 'General purpose counter
Dim RowNums As String
If Mid(ActiveSheetName, Len(ActiveSheet.Name) - 2,3) o  "csv" Then 
MsgBox "Error: Current active sheet NOT a data sheet"
Exit Sub 
End If
Application.StatusBar = "Converting data..."
'Turn off screen updating to speed things up 
Application. S creenUpdating = False








For i = 1 To LastDataRow Step 3
Worksheets(SourceWS).Select 
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Next i
NumberOfDataRows = (LastDataRow / 3)
Now delete the empty rows 
For i = 2 To NumberOfDataRows 




Application.StatusBar = "Adding time columns..."
Call AddT imeColumns(NumberOfDataRows)
'Remove Log schedule column 
Columns("E:E").Select 
Selection.Delete Shift:=xlToLeft
Application.StatusBar = "Adding column headings..."
Call AddColumnHeadings
'Rename data sheet
ActiveSheetName = Mid(SourceWS, 1, Len(SourceWS) - 4) & " Data" 
Application.StatusBar = "Adding calculated data columns..."
Call AddCalculatedColumns
Application.StatusBar = "Re-formatting clock time..."
Call F ormatClockT ime
Application.StatusBar = "Setting engine start time..."
Call SetEngineStartTime 
Call ColourHeader
'Turn back on screen updating 
Application. S creenUpdating = True 
Application.StatusBar = ""





Sub AddTimeColumns(LastDataRow As Integer)
Dim ColumnRange As String
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ActiveCelLFormulaRl C1 = "=RC[-1]-R1C2"
Range("C 1 ”).Select
Selection.AutoFill Destination:=Range(ColimmRange), Type:=xlFillDefault
ColumnRange = "D1:D" & LastDataRow 
Range("D 1 ").Select









Add columns of calculated data for:
Engine deltaT (temperature change) deg C 
Cylinder No. 3 deltaT (temperature change) deg C 
EVB 3 CHT (cylinder head temperature) deg C
to the end of the current data columns.
Sub AddCalculatedColumnsO
Dim r, c As Integer 'Row and column numbers 
Dim LastDataRow As Integer 
Dim ColumnRange As String
r = 3




'Find the last column containing data
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c = c + 1 'Move to next (empty) column
Cells(r, c).Select This column will be used for dSpace Demand
Engine deltaT (temperature change) deg C 
c = c + 1 
Cells(r, c).Select
ActiveCell. Formula = "=AN3-AM3"
Selection.AutoFill Destination:=Range(Cells(r, c), Cells(LastDataRow, c)), 
Type:=xlF illDefault
'Cylinder No. 3 deltaT (temperature change) deg C 
c = c+  1 
Cells(r, c).Select
ActiveCell.Formula = "=AB3-AF3"
Selection.AutoFill Destination:=Range(Cells(r, c), Cells(LastDataRow, c)), 
Type:=xlFillDefault
'EVB 3 CHT (Cylinder head temperature) deg C 
c = c+  1 
Cells(r, c).Select
ActiveCell.F ormula = "=AB3-AR3"
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.HorizontalAlignment = xlCenter 
. VerticalAlignment = xlBottom 
.WrapText = False 
.Orientation = 0 
.ShrinkToFit = False 





Removes blank cells in data worksheet.
Sub RemoveGapsInDataO
Dim r, c As Integer





For r = 1 To NumberOfDataRows 
For c = 1 To 56 
Cells(r, c).Select





Application.ScreenUpdating = True 
End Sub
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GetLastRowNum
Returns the number of the last row containing data (providing 
there is an unbroken column of data from StartRow).






In a raw data file sometimes the first row of a has one extra 
column and the second row one less column. This subroutine 
check for this and corrects it.
Sub CheckDataFileO
Dim LastRow As Integer 
Dim r As Integer How number 
Dim changed As Boolean
Applicafion.StatusBar = "Checking data file..."
changed = False
Application.ScreenUpdating = False
LastRow = GetLastRowNum( 1,1)
For r = 1 To LastRow Step 3 
Cells(r, l).Select 
Selection.End(xlToRight).Select 
If ActiveCell. Column = 35 Then 
Selection.Cut 
Cells(r + 1 ,4).Select 
Selection.Insert Shift:=xlToRight 
changed = True 
End If 
Nextr
Application. ScreenUpdating = True 
Application.StatusBar = ""
If changed Then 
MsgBox "Data file has been corrected",, "Data File" 
Else
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Dim Seconds As Integer 
Dim Minutes As Integer 
Dim Hours As Integer
Dim LastRowNum As Integer 'Last row containing data number 
Dim r As Integer 'Row number
Application.ScreenUpdating = False 
LastRowNum = GetLastRowNum(3, 3)
Test Duration column - Remove formulas dependent on 
'Clock Time column (which is about to be re-formatted). 
Columns("D:D").Select 
Selection.Copy
Selection.PasteSpecial Paste:=xlValues, Operation:=xlNone, _ 
SkipBlanks:=False, Transpose :=False





ActiveCell.Value = Hours * 60 + Minutes + (Seconds / 60) 
Selection.NumberFormat = "0.00"
Nextr
Application.ScreenUpdating = True 
End Sub
Sub CheckEmptyO
If IsEmpty(ActiveCell. Value) Then 
MsgBox "Is empty"
Else
MsgBox "Is NOT empty"
End If
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In some of the vehicle test data files the engine does not 
start (Engine Speed > 0) until several seconds have passed.
This subroutine finds the first row containing Engine Speed > 0 
and resets the previous rows to "count-down" in seconds, for 
the Clock Time and Test Duration columns.
Sub SetEngineStartTimeO
Dim EngStartFound As Boolean EngineSpeed > 0 found
Dim LastDataRow As Integer 'Last row containing data
Dim r As Integer Row number
Dim EngStartRow As Integer EngineSpeed > 0 row number
Dim Range As String 'Cell range
Dim rNum As Integer Row number
Dim EngStartRowValue As Single Engine speed value
Dim DataStartRow As Integer 'First row containing data
Dim EngineSpeedCol As Integer Engine Speed column number
Dim ClockTimeCol As Integer 'Clock Time column number
Dim TestDurationCol As Integer 'Test Duration column number
Tnit values 
DataStartRow = 3 
ClockTimeCol = 3 
TestDurationCol = 4 
EngineSpeedCol =11 
EngStartFound = False
LastDataRow = GetLastRowNum(3, EngineSpeedCol)
'Search for row where EngineSpeed > 0. To help avoid 
'"blips" check that the EngineSpeed > 0 in the next 
'three rows
For r = DataStartRow To LastDataRow 
If Cells(r, EngineSpeedCol).Value > 0 _
And (Cells(r + 1, EngineSpeedCol). Value > 0) _
And (Cells(r + 2, EngineSpeedCol). Value > 0) _
And (Cells(r + 3, EngineSpeedCol). Value > 0) _
Then
EngStartFound = True
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EngStartRow = r




.Pattern = xlSolid 







• *********** Handle Test Duration column *********** 
EngStartRowValue = Cells(EngStartRow, TestDurationCol)
'Reset values from EngStartRow to LastDataRow to 
'"count-up” from zero at EngStartRow 
For r = EngStartRow To LastDataRow 
Cells(r, TestDurationCol).Value _
= Cells(r, TestDurationCol) - EngStartRowValue 
Nextr
'Reset values from start of data row to EngStartRow to 
"'count-up” (become less negative) to zero at EngStartRow 
For r = DataStartRow To EngStartRow - 1 
Cells(r, TestDurationCol). Value _
= Cells(r, TestDurationCol).Value - EngStartRowValue 
Nextr
************ Handle Clock Time column ***********
EngStartRowValue = Cells(EngStartRow, ClockTimeCol) 
For r = EngStartRow To LastDataRow 
Cells(r, ClockTimeCol).Value _
= Cells(r, ClockTimeCol) - EngStartRowValue 
Next r
For r = DataStartRow To EngStartRow - 1 
Cells(r, ClockTimeCol).Value _
= Cells(r, ClockTimeCol).Value - EngStartRowValue 
rNum = rNum - 1 
Nextr
Else
MsgBox "Engine start point not found.",, "Engine Start"
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Selection.Borders(xlDiagonalDown).LineStyle = xlNone 
Selection.Borders(xlDiagonalUp).LineStyle = xlNone 
With Selection.Borders(xlEdgeLeft)
.LineStyle = xlContinuous 
.Weight = xlThin 
.Colorlndex = xlAutomatic 
End With
With Selection.Borders(xlEdgeTop)
.LineStyle = xlContinuous 
.Weight = xlThin 
.Colorlndex = xlAutomatic 
End With
With Selection.Borders(xlEdgeBottom)
.LineStyle = xlContinuous 
.Weight = xlThin 
.Colorlndex = xlAutomatic 
End With
With Selection.Borders(xlEdgeRight)
.LineStyle = xlContinuous 
.Weight = xlThin 
.Colorlndex = xlAutomatic 
End With
With Selection.Borders(xlInsideVertical)
.LineStyle = xlContinuous 
.Weight = xlThin 
.Colorlndex = xlAutomatic 
End With
With Selection.Borders(xlInsideHorizontal)
.LineStyle = xlContinuous 
.Weight = xlThin 
.Colorlndex = xlAutomatic 
End With
With Selection.Interior 
.Colorlndex = 45 
.Pattern = xlSolid 
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Table C2 dSpace output connections table





Pump speed (PWM) 100/(0.01) 1 CTM ch 5 out C4
Fan speed (PWM) 200-250/ 2 CTM ch 6 out C5
(0.004-0.005)
Jet valve (PWM) 3 CTM ch 7 out C6
Visteon valve (PWM) 4 CTM ch 8 out D3
Table C3 dSpace input connections table




Engine RPM rpm EEC (58/59) ADC type 1
Throttle position % EEC (47)
Vehicle speed km/hr EEC (4)
Ignition state EEC (57/37)
AC required EEC
CHT °C EEC (7)
Ambient air temperature °C EEC (25)
CHT check °C ADC type 1 Con 1 Ch 1 c l
Engine outlet coolant 
temperature
°C ADC type 1 Con 1 Ch 2 a l
Engine inlet coolant 
temperature
°C ADC type 1 Con 1 Ch 3 Y1
Exhaust valve bridge 2 °C ADC type 1 Con 1 Ch 4 W1
Sump oil temperature °C ADC type 1 Con 2 Ch 1 b l
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APPENDIX D 
NEDC Experimental Procedure and Results
Actively Controlled Cooling Jets for Application to IC Engines
D1 NEDC experimental procedure
In order to comply with the EU specifications of this test [1] the vehicle needs to be 
left at ambient test temperature between 20 and 30 °C for several hours [1]. 
Following this period and when all temperatures recorded on the vehicle are at 
ambient the preparation for the test is made. The data logger is set and the control 
hardware and software is loaded (applicable in stage 2 of vehicle development). 
Once the vehicle set up is complete the experiment is initiated. The vehicle is driven 
through a specific sequence of velocities and gears as seen in figure D l. As seen in 
that figure the drive cycle has two parts. The first one is the urban cycle, which 
consists of a series of accelerations, steady speeds, decelerations and idling. The 
second part of the test, which is performed immediately after the first part, is the 
extra urban cycle, which consists of roughly half steady-speed driving and the 
remainder accelerations, decelerations, and some idling. Any deviation from the 
specified points is notified as violation and a time greater than 1 second of violations 
[1] sets the experiment unusable. The length of the experiment is 1200 seconds. At 
the end of the experiment the results from the data logger are collected.
D2 NEDC results obtained utilizing the as -  received vehicle
In figure D2, D3 the actual vehicle and engine speeds that were recorded during this 
experiment can be seen. The deviation on the vehicle speed recording is due to the 
error of the sensor that was used. In figures D4 and D5 the temperatures of the 
exhaust -  exhaust valve bridge (EVB) and the inlet valve bridge (TVB) can be seen. 
It is evident in figure D4 that the EVB temperatures of cylinder 1, 2, 3 have quite 
good agreement where EVB 4 is recording considerably lower temperatures than the 
rest. The reason for that is the positioning of the thermocouple of EVB 4 is slightly 
different to the other thermocouples. Also in figure D6 the rise of the coolant 
temperature in the coolant side of the cylinder head can be seen. The coolant 
temperatures recorded outside the engine can be seen in figure D7. All the above 
figures were used as baseline for the next sage NEDC where the partly electrified 
system was used.
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D3 NEDC results obtained utilizing the partly electrified vehicle
Using the control strategies developed and presented in chapter 6 a repeat of the 
NEDC experiment undertaken for the mechanical system was repeat utilising the 
partly electrified system. The objective was to demonstrate that the partly 
electrified system utilising the developed control strategy is capable to achieve the 
same temperature conditions in the cylinder head.
In figure D8 and D9 the exhaust and inlet valve bridge temperatures are plotted. 
Also figures DIO and D ll are graphs of the coolant temperatures recorded in 
coolant side of the cylinder head and the rest of the system.
In order to evaluate those results with the baseline established with the mechanical 
system a set of comparative graphs were made. A comparison of exhaust valve 
bridge temperatures from the first and second stage of development can be seen in 
figure D12. For clarity only the 3rd exhaust valve bridge thermocouple is used. A 
close examination of that figure indicates that the partly electrified system 
experiences more temperature variation on exhaust valve area. This is because the 
partly electrified system utilises a valve that allows the coolant flow to be circulated 
to the radiator at all times. In figure D13 the inlet valve bridge temperatures recorded 
for the partly electrified system during the NEDC experiment are compared with 
those obtained from the mechanical system. Again for clarity data of cylinder 3 was 
plotted. It is evident there that the agreement with the mechanical system is very 
good. The overall conclusion from the above figures is that the baseline agreement 
for the mechanical and the partly electrified system is very good as regards the 
NEDC experiments.
References
1. European union directive 70/220/EEC
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Figure D. 1 Ideal vehicle speed required for the NEDC according to European 
union directive 70/220/EEC
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Figure D.2 Vehicle speed recorded during NEDC utilising the mechanical cooling
system
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Figure D.4 Exhaust valve bridge temperatures recorded during NEDC utilising
the mechanical cooling system
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Figure D.6 Coolant temperatures recorded on the valve bridge during NEDC
utilising the mechanical cooling system
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Figure D.7 Coolant temperatures in the system recorded during hill climb 
utilising the mechanical cooling system
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Figure D.8 Exhaust valve bridge temperatures recorded during NEDC utilising
the partly electrified cooling system
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Figure D.9 Inlet valve bridge temperatures recorded during NEDC utilising the 
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Figure D. 10 Coolant temperatures recorded on the valve bridge during NEDC
utilising the mechanical cooling system
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Figure D. 11 Coolant temperatures in the system recorded during hill climb 
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Figure D. 12 Exhaust valve bridge temperatures comparison for the NEDC data
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Figure D. 13 Inlet valve bridge temperatures comparison for the NEDC data
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